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SUBJECT: SOLO 
-- 2° 

On 7/765, at 7:05 p.m., pursuant to previously " 
made arrangements, NY 694~-S met his Soviet contact, mn AY 
NIKOLAI TALANOV,in the area of Avenue J and 16th Street : 
in Brooklyn, NYC. After greeting NY 6904-S, TALANOV ~ | 
noted that the daytwas still bright, and that henceforth ΔΙῚ 
during the summer period it would be well that they . aed 
meet in the evening hours since meeting at 7:05 during 1 
the summertime constituted a security hazard. 

W3-narel Py ‘pala 
XN" 1-Chicago (134846. sub ΤΗΝ δ. 

1-New York (134-91) (INV πὴ | EYES 
l-New York (105-14931 sub C){NIKOLAL M. TALANOV) ( 341) 
1l-New York 

Approved: ge OO) 

8 5 NM ie A SneptabAent in Charge 
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As reflected in NY teletype,..6/24/65, at 
ther previous meeting ori 6/23/65, TALANOV inadvertently 
had given to NY 694-S a piece of paper reflecting that 
it was a reminder for him to buy an air vent valve, 
TALANOV had intended at the time to give to the 
informant a paper containing information with reshect 
to telephone numbers used for acknowledging radio signals. 
At ‘this time, TALANOV gave to the informant the piece 
of paper which he had intended to have given him on 
6/23/65. Written on the paper was the following: 
"For July and August EL 5-9310. After July and August. 
then use the same again in September and October as 
in June which is 752-9223. Gill to be made at 7:05 p.m. 

. "Regarding new walkie talkie the best points. 
for signals are as follows: the corner of 65th Street 
and Third Avenue, or between Third and Fifth Avenues on 
65th Street; the corner of 63rd Street and Third 
Avenue; the corner of 67th Street and Fifth Avenue; 69th Street 
between Third and Fifth Avenues; 7end Street between 
Third and Fifth Avenues. . 

"The walkie. talkie was tested on these corners 
and turned out that the signal was very strong in these 
areas. 

"Use the old toy - Alvin doll. One squeéze 
is two dots. Because there are a lot of whistles in 
atmosphere it is difficult to get your present signal. 
Therefore for uncle - use two dots and then. two dots. 
For sisters + three times two dots. To repeat a radio 
message, four times two dots. For the girls such as 
Goldié and Willie (microtransceiver operations) five 
series of two dots. The walkie talkie you returned 
had a severed connection. For best results on the new 
walkie talkie, the anténna should be over 20 inches. 

21 inches for the best." 

-2- 
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“the FBI was thoroughly watching two persons, one of 

‘agree with GUS HALL in this respect, 

It should be noted that at their previous. 
meeting NY 694-S gave TALANOV a walkie talkie which 
had been inoperative and TALANOV gave to NY 694-S a 
new walkie talkie. 

TALANOV then remarked that the Soviets pick 
the period 7:50 a.m, to 8:00 a.m. for transmission of 
signals because at that +ime both the police and the 
FBI are not yet at work. He noted that the FBI starts. 
work at 8:00 a.m. 

TALANOV then asked whether or not NY 694-S 
had a report on the FSI surveillance of a Plymouth 
automobile (see New York airtél, 6/15/65 reflecting 
that tin a wimessage to GUS HALL the Soviets stated that 

whom has a black Plymouth). ΝΥ 694-S replied that GUS 
HALL had made a complete investigation of this matter 
and had deteriiined that it in no way affected the CP, USA. 
TALANOV said that the Soviets were not inclined to 
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ες NY 694-S* delivered to TALANOV, for transmission to. 

NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS and IGOR MIKHAILOV, a letter prepared by 
(6. 5824-s# at the vequest Of GUS HALL. It will be noted that 
MOSTOVETS is in charge of ‘the North and South American Sections 
of the International Department of the Central Committee, CPSU, 
and MIKBATLOV is. his assistant. The letter is as follows: 

“Dearest: Comrades Nikolai and Igor 

_ “When your last verification regarding quotas _ 

or P arty people travelling to the USSR came in, the message was’ 

written in the following manner: 

"Until now, 8 CP members already Were in the | 
USSR. Taking into account forthcoming arrival 

of GUS HALL. family and ‘+ CP members mentioned 

ες above, your CP used. 16 out of, the 23 places," 

. "Our General Secretary, GUS HALL, was very. much 
disturbed, and, if I may say $0, he was even excited, and 
Vigorously objected not only to: the contents but also. to the 

tone ΟΣ the message:. ‘Pirst of all, in-a. very comradely sense, 
since we ean understand ach other, I believé it wds: a mistake 
=o put GUS HALL'S family on as a part of the quota figumes. ~~ - 
YOu will vecall: that when we agreed to 20. for ‘rést or treatment, 
we had Comrade HALL's family separate and apart. Your figures 

ghow this but when this distinction was made: in the composition 
Of your messagée,. Comrade -HALL was very much upset. The  folicwing is ἃ brief resume of ‘his thinking at that time: * 

ἀν He is getting tired ‘with the repetition of the 

“Mord 'quota' and would be happy if he néver ‘heard the word ὁ ὁ 
again and said; ‘Perhaps. we should stop travelling altogether.’ 

ως "2, He believes that since it is a fact that 

American Communists were not able t6 travel for years and only 

recently began -to visit in numbers (not knowing how long this 
(Wilt last) , Comrade HAIL and some of the: leadership here feel that too much emphasis 15 being placed on the numbers. and quotas., 
and Americans espécialaty, since any day-the passports. may be 
“withdrawn, = 5 ἌΝ - 

Ἐ 

- 

«᾿- 
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_ .  . #3. Τὴ view of the fact that only, 7 more. people 
ὍΘ be sent within the quota figures, Comrade HALL has 
Secided that his family will not travel. He does not want 
tS be put into a position where his family replaces a number 
Of other deserving comrades who have never made this trip ‘before. 

oe, "hh. Gompade HALL could not undérstand why people 
travelling. to other places for other purposes, at their -own 

\. ‘©*Pense op with their expenses paid in full ΟΣ in part by 
“Some Other organization; Should be-ingluded in the quota. 
For example, CARL WINTER, PEGGY DENNIS and BEATRICE. JOHNSON, 
Who is doing a job in Cuba that is not only timited to the 
heeds of our Party. 

_. 8nd generosity which has been displayed by the CCCPSU in 
behalf of our conitades .over the years, Many timés our comrades 

have ‘beén, spendihg months instéad of weeks in your country — - receiving treatment ‘aid cabe; We are also aware € your personal 
intetest in these many daily problems. Here, ZI am only expressing, 
HALTS thoughts as expressed in. even sharper words by Comradeé 

f Want to assure. you that this thinking has ‘been expressed’ to. 

Should not have read anything else into it. But this is. how it is. - 
We might attribute this. mood to..circumstances prevailing in 

Sttacks, the jailing of hundreds 6f people everyday like: in 
San “Erancisco, ‘Chicago, dackson, Mississippi; ete, Ὁ πος 

νος ἯΙ am sure that we will straighten all of these things . 
out Since ‘there is no question about our political relation-~ 
SRip and the fratérnal attitudes of our Parties; but since 
Comrade HALL wanted you to. know his feelings, I thought it 

My duty to convey it to you. Again, Iwant to emphasize - 7 
that our summer Party youth. project here was a tremendous suécess, 
that we were able to Mobilize close, to 100. youth. After going 
thydugh weeks .of thedretical training they: have. now been sent. to 
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"the various states to -comptete | their practical training. 
Everyone in our leadership is highly impressed and See a 

. . peserve of important. leadership in, this new cadre. ᾿ τι 

"Tan sure that you will be happy to hear about this, - 
too, . Within. some weeks. there: as going to be a meeting Of . 
our leadership: in which we’ whit summarize the ‘present political 
situation in the .country., . “the: widening struggle for peace; 

the struggle for civil vights., ete. I showld also inform you. 
that the very first draft of our Party prégram. has: ‘now 
been prepared and being directed. among the leadership. a εἰ 

- | "With | warm ; oohtadely greetings and: salutations. 
Π 

, ΝΣ ST "MORRIS CHILDS" 

a 



TAT amweth 6 above letter, NY 694-5 
qola FALANOV that prec? fe avery "sensitive matter" 
TATA ENE, Involve many people in trouble, He told 
w ΤΑΝΟΥ͂ that HALL, was becoming "sick and tired" of the 
Sout uote. : ether stated that in view of the - 
Serio attitude WLth respect to quotas, HALL was 
trary CONS idens ne preventing 811 CP people from _ 
tins pees ἣν the Soviet Union. The informant at the 

sted | content ὁ the above Tetten NOV with respect to the ne 

Wo aye, O94— ed TALANOV what the status 
in one Worla Vout, pchen ened τ He said it was . 

Gantt, that the CP, USA know as soon as possible if 
tha, wen _the said festival would be held. He réquested | δῦ as soon as Dossible the Soviets radio information 
lreg 8 ter to the CP, USA arid stated that 
arenes there are many youths wandering around Europe 
thay BS to go to this festival. He further stated fuse there dre hans, in the USA who are still awaiting | 
Rog ener anstruction s in respect to this festival. He - 
ἢ hongeae_ the Prestige of the CP, USA would be affected 
bo sundreds of “Pr oeressive youths", who had plannéd 

attend the testa val, ‘were to be disappointed. 

of TALANOW at there had been a. series Woy Giscussions WitEy pospect to where the youth festival 
magtd be held but vet no final decision had been 
SEL. He reece? tirat the Soviets would furnish the _ 
Ns” USA with information regarding the festival as soon e, on J 

Vs : NY δϑὴ, told the Soviet that the CP, USA IEE. deen disappoints og ee that the last shipment of 
SS NOV Ων tn &he amount of $150,000. He asked δὸς NOV when the nt delivery of money would be and 

Me eee pete ὁ ‘chat. he did not kmow and that at the 
no money on hand for délivery to the 
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TALANOV then. inquired whether NY 694-S 
could learn where the Soviets could boy "frequency 
modulation that is portable and operated by batteries", 
He said that he knew that the Japanese and British make. 
such sets, but he could not determine where they are — 
sold. TALANOV then inquired what NY 694-S did during 
the summer months to avoid "static’. NY 694-S told 
him that during the summer he goes out to Long Island 
where the reception is better, ,0 ys 

ἦν τον Us 
_—7 

4-S then told TALANOV that the reason 
for ALEXAND: ACHTENBERG! 5 going to the Sovet Union ,,; | 
was * get away "from his wife who is suing hil/for τ - 
divorce. Informant then mentioned that.RUSSELL-ANIXON 
had resignéd from the "National Guardian™ - 
actually he had been “voted. out" unanimously.. “TALANOV 
stated that the Soviets were happy to learn that NIXON 
had been removed from the "National Guardian" because 
they were of the opinion that NIXON had been trying to 
take the paper away from, the editor ARONSON g0 that it 
might. be controlled by the Chinese. TALANOV stated. 
that this constituted a victory for the Marxist-Leninists 
and that the Soviets were happy to know that. the CP, USA 
were attempting to. put a good ' ‘party person” in RUSSELL. 
NIXON's position. 

NY 694-S then briefed TALANOV_wi. th espect 
to_a recent meeting bétween GUS HALL an 
TALANOV said » ets were interested in. Learning 
whether or no’ had any information concerning 
the “apparent. Tiel ecween President JOHNSON and 
Senator ROBERT KENNEDY: He further stated that for 
sometimé the Soviets ndering about. the’ best ,.. 

manner of contacting =| He said that they "ἝΝ 
had come to the concTusi0on thav it would not be a good . 
idea to contact him in the United States. He said that 
they hoped that possibly he might attend some economic 

. conference, also attended by the Soviets, where contact 
with him Gould be 150 said that the invitation 
is still open a Το go to the Soviet Union 
where he will be most welcome and will receive “the 
red carpet treatment". 

«8. _ 
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With respect t6 the Algerian question, 
TALANOV told NY 694=S that three days after BEN BELLA 

ae was arrested they had: received word that this was a 
Roe military coup and that it was. in the hands of fascist ᾿ 
i - forcés. He said it ‘had’ beén a very serious. biow to the: 

Soviet Union; that. the coup: had beén. successful but it 
was good. in that it prevented the Chinese from ‘cetting 
closér to Algiers" . in. all however, it was a setback 
of the reyolutionary movement as | 8 whole in the opinion 
of the Soviets. ἡ 

Before léaving TALANOV, NY 694-S referred 
to a list of ‘dndividuals going to Moscow after the 
youth festival, He advised TALANOV’ that the list, 
which had been <subi Ltted | to the Soviets through the 

as} 5, had not included the 
He stated that it was 

name be. ineluded in the list. 
av he had no information regarding 

and ¢hat-he had been instructed by the - 
party to ine: washer name in the ist of Wonld Youth 
Festival delLegat, 

a ; τιν . 
eT τ ; Is 6 

io a ἡ α bic 
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DATE: 7/19/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

VIA -AERPRL rn ett REGISTERED 
priority) σἘ τοΠπτπτποΠλπππππτ͵ _ 

TO: = DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-821) 

FROM: ᾿ SAC, NEW YORK (100-86624) 
d SUBJECT: CEUSA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

L (00; NY) 

~ BALTIMORE (100-S22}¢HAROLD BUCHMAN) (RM) 
- DETROIT (100-8482) (‘0M DENNIS ) (RM) 

(1 - 100- )(ELLEN DENNIS | 
~ LOS ANGELES (100-2438) (MAX MILLER)(RM) (AM) 
(3 - 100-46663 {har DOBES ) 

- BUREAU (100-3-81-(Rn 
G ΓΝ vod -s2san1esond) 

2 ὸ 

3 

foo-3-§f- 102%] 2 + 100~23111) (MARION MILLER 
1 ~- SAN FRANCISCO (65-415) (AL RICHMOND) (RI (AM) ai 
ἃ - SEATTLE (:100- ) (MILFORD SUTHERLAND) (RM 
1 ~ WASHINGTON FIELD (100- )(CPUSA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) ἘΜ | 
1 - NY 134-91 v) (41) id 1 - NY 100-12481 (BERNARD ADES) (42) Η 1 - N¥ 100-133481 (DORA ADES)(4 rm 1 + NY 100-68934 JEAN SCHERMER) (41) ο 1 - ΝΥ 100-6469 JOSEPH FELSHIN) (47) 
1 ~ NY 100-52335 KAY FELSHIN) (47) 
1 - ΝΥ 100-80532 HERBERT APTHEKER) (42) 
1 = NY 100-134637 (8010) (11) 
1 - NY 100-86624 ye) " 

ACB:mfd (#41 CARBON gee (24) (A) ARBOW cuet, 

Approved: Sent ; M Per 
Special Agent in Charge 

ra Ϊ /O - Lp 2964! - 

δὴ NOT RECORDED 
ἮΝ 5 ᾿ . "168 JUL 23 1965 
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EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO 
DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN SINCE Ἐκ ITS NATURE, 
it TENDS TO DDENTIFY NY 694-S*, A VALUABLE INFORMANT, AS THE 
SOURCE THEREOF. UNLESS TSIS INFORMATION IS OBTAINED FROM A 
SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 694~S*, IT SHOULD NOT BE INCORPORATED - 
AEEORL PARAPHRASED FORM - IN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A 

Rel¥let 6/30/65, captioned as above, reflecting that 
& message wes being sent to the Soviets by the CPUSA to the 
effect that/CPUSA delegation would travel to Moscow within a 
few weeks. 

NY 694-S* advised on 7/8/65, that the Soviets had been 
advised by the CPUSA that the following delegation, referred to 
as "activists," would go to Moscow: MAX MILLER, MARTON MILLER, 
BERNARD ADES, DORA ADES, JOSEPH FELSHIN, KAY FELSHIN and JEAN 
SCHERMER. It was called to the attention of the Soviets that 
JEAN SCHERMER, who is already abroad attending the Helsinki 
Peace Conference, would obtain a visa to Moscow at the Soviet 
Embassy in Helsinki. 

The Soviets were also advised. on 7/8/65, that CP 
members MILFORD SUTHERLAND, HAROLD BUCHMAN, JOSEPH FORER and 
FLORA FORER were attempting to join this delegation. 

On 7/19/65, NY 694-S* advised that within a few days 
the CPUSA would send a message to the Soviets advising that MAX 
MILLER, MARION MILLER, BERNARD & DORA ADES, JOSEPH and KAY 
FELSHIN would arrive in Moscow on July 24th at 8:50 p.m. via 
KIM flight 299, 

NY 694.sS* further advised that others mentioned in the 
referenced NY letter of 6/30/65, as being scheduled to go to 
Moscow, will not go at this time, but may go at a later date. 
He stated that at the present time, visas are available at the _ 
Soviet Embassy in Washington, D.C. for MILFORD SUTHERLAND, 
HAROLD BUCHMAN, JOSEPH FORER ard FLORA FORER. NY 694-S* further 
advised that GUS HALL has been reported as stating that he 
eoes not desire that any more CP members go abroad at the present 
ime. 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405) 

SAGs NEW YORK (65-27696) 

TRACING OF ANERTCAN MONEY USED 
ἘΣ ΘΟΥΤΕΙ͂Β ἢ TH ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 

ἮΝ SP- 
He (00: NEW YORK) | | 
| “STR CAUTION MUS? BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT τὸ ᾿ : J ῬΤΕΒΕΜΤΝΑΤΤΟΙ OF ORMATION HERE iS NATURE “~~ ~ 

iD INEORMAT TO re ΠΣ Ἢ EN UTE a Toe, 2 aU ADT | 
ἜΠΕΡΟΝΗΛ, iS ΤΗΣ SOURCE. UNLESS THIS iNFORMATION 15 USTAINED - ὶ 

| As: the Bureau is aware, Ww 69h-s*, on: n 5/40/65 5 5 7 ! ἊΝ 
received $350,000. Οὐ. from. NIKOLAT Ἡς TALANOY, his Soviet ἢ 
rincipal, “This money consisted of 2100 $100. 00 notes, 1400 ONS 

| Bet 00: notes end 3500 $20.00 notes. . ἐν οἱ 

| When the above currenbity was broken down inte Federal ae 
“Reserve Districts and, Beries, the Following ὃ Was , disclosed: ; . No 

᾿ 5 rf ες " Ἷ | ΙΝ ες : a τ" ' ἣν ἢ ̓ : yo ᾿ ̓ς “ A τι 

ΠΝ ἊΝ , ; εὐ τς : δ᾽ ΕΝ ν᾽ , - “et . A Boston a ee 4 . a . . ; mo Sas # i, , 4! ες . ᾿ a. τ. 

" +4934 a pe 
1950 | | . Be 

᾿ ᾿ ΔΌΒΟΑ . 8 | oe 
a ' .1950B a ΝῊ | ; : ΝΥ 

an ὅς Ν - ἸΟ5ῸὉ ᾿ ' ΕΝ Σ : 858. ᾿ ᾿ ὩΣ 

hy Τὰ" Rotel  - 7 ΕΣ ᾿ ao 
᾿ a ᾿ Ν εν ἢ ἣΝ | ᾿ς yopdatet 77. "-ΝΝ ἢ 

ον ας Be Buyeau {88} ὃ, ἮΝ ΝΟΥ RECORDED τ {3.5 100-26091}(SoL0)_+) oe 162 JUL 7 1965 1. 100-3-63) (CP USA ΠΌΝΩΝ (7 
4s New York (100-1 34637) oe ασαι -- δ, New York ἔπρουτῆς ΩΝ ὮΝ Δ FONDS): ee 

~ A+ New ¥ York - - oe ote 
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: ΕΝ ΜΠ toa of A100 4300.00. notes, the. ny FRD 
Yee he hichest with the number of notes driginaliy isaued 
from that PRD with 1342 (63: Oi). H¥ waa also the highast 
προς ἘΝ ἢ the 1 ΣΕ: $50.00 notes originating from that PRD ἢ 

oni th 3 35) area aiép uy VES she. @ highest soaporning the 
3500 

᾿ Ἡμοὴ the ahaye- currendy’ vas couparna ὌΝ tho 1158 
“at ‘Roney which was’ Agaued to the: Soviets in BE and WEOs ho 
identifiestion wes affectad, 

When. this monéy wag compared ἀραίηδε the indox. of 6p. 
and Soviet blic espicnare roney maintained ‘in tha captioned . 
cand, paktornd of saquence wore observed with money previously 

'.¥ecovered from thé Sovicts and subsequently furnished. to. the 
s. USA» And, aso. Taney ‘eed by Roviets in: her ‘epplonege 

| agitate aonioter tho currency fwenkahea +o the 
| ον» uk on. "BADR 3 » by the Soviets, | ! 

᾽ν ΕΝ τ τς ὅλον, Ho He “ re i ' ᾿ 7 4 7 
: , τς a i “, ες Ν “Ke ; + : og . ᾿ ως 1 

Ook oe Ν BBrdeR W950 : 
“ ν" ᾿ ᾿ ~ ᾿ a " ka ~ * ; τ + toe : ον ἢ 

Soni thicken a | Recsveved Ἐχ "page Recovered: 56. 
BOC eB Byars. 
rn nr) 
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. 2026003364. es: τ ΑΕ. . τ. 
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| NY 65=17696 ᾿ . 

ὶ : _ ᾿ | Beries 19504 . | | 

"ss Shia. Number | Recovered By == Date Retevered ν᾽ 
1104826128 - ge ΒΕ 8/28/59 | L1okB28048 - | ' ὃ, f “ 
Taow8eassp. . ΕΣ Korean September, 1962. 

LONes2068 ᾿ " ; CP Ne-seziak _. oay aie ds d- 

| Series 19500. 7 

o864A ΄ ee aaa /eh " 
palit 664 ΕἸ ἣν , 
1518433884, cP 
THISHHO52A . CF . ΟΝ 

᾿ς πῆ notations “cP” under the caption "Recovered By" . 
in the aboye chart denotes other instances where the Soviets have - 
furnished funds to the CP, USA on gates inditated. Other - 
nogations under the captiont "Recovered. By" are instances whére: 

. . £unds have been’ recovered ih Double: Agente operations, : 4.€.5 ὁ 
Ra Russia} RUS Rumanian, ete, — 

 . '\ “ttPormitdon concerning \edupaaidon Azainst. the index 
is Hot. ‘to: be set forth.-in report form οὐ" dissemination memorandum, 

; without Bureau authority. 
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Ff. - Date: 1/22/65 t 
i. “ - : 4 - 

~ Transmit, the following fn. Se: ἧς Ze a ΕῚ - 
᾿ : . ” ‘Type ἐπ ΤΡΩΣΣ or 7 code? ᾿ ; Ι ᾿ 

τ Wig AIRTEL * REGISTERED. MAIL ee 
κα Τ᾿ oe 7 nn τὸ ἡ (Priority) ἢ ΠΝ τς 

πο = ee hy ee τιν 4 A se a ee ee -- -..:..--...-......-.. “τὶ τὰ τον ὦ es ee «ὦ et ὦ» “ὩΣ. - - ay 

TO : -DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
Ed 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46. Sub B) 

| Qo) ΝΞ 
ΤᾺ: 

. On. 7/20/65 CG 5824-S* furnished ‘to ‘SA WALTER A. 
BOYLE a document entitled, "MEMORANDUM ‘Re: SI GERSON” 
which. source. had received ‘from GUS: HALL while in. NYC, ; [᾿ 
7/16- 20/65. By intraoffice airtel ‘1/21/65 this ‘documént “αν ty 
was forwarded to. NY for délivéry. to NY -694-S* for trans- { 
mission to the CP of the Soviet Union: ‘via the Solo apparatus. | 
‘Set forth ‘below is, the text “οἵ. this meriorandum: ΝΕ 

} "Re; 

ΕΗ visitth the USSR for the sirst: time ‘since | 
1927 when. he. was: a member of the American Student Delegation 
to Russia and ‘chairman of its section: Study ing. the pa tional 
republics. 

dM 

bic 

ife, RORRES and,. 

a - UA member . of the NC and the Ni Staté leadership, 
he is ἃ veteran publicist and.a specialist. on municipadl 

. politics and city. administration; He served for 3. 
| in the administration ‘of thé late Mayor’ ᾿θυεξαῖῃ. ὃ ᾿ 

τ Joni? (RM) ΠΡ ote ΝΥ va 
| NS Ἐπεὶ York (200-134687) (int) (Ra) : AR 

: 2-Chicago. ε- ips fdr PP mtn 
' (1 + A).134~46. Sub B~ 68) 6, WE on ves nen 

WAB : MDW 

(6) 
- 1}: ot ea ol . —s “3S 30 ἜΣΤΙ 10 —; ——_— oF 

een ἢ 0 RSpecidl Agent τὰ Chaige 3 ᾿ ar 7 | εν i! 



CG 134-46 Sub. B 

"Tt would be useful to have him neet the head ΕΣ 
‘of the foreign department of the WFTU: to discuss ‘trade 
union delegations to the USSR. Also,,. to-meet the editor 
of Pravda, since Gerson is a veteran journalist. δ΄ would . 
like to. meet with persons responsible for the municipal 
administration of a city like Moscow. ~ 

_ YHe will arrive in, the USSR, together with his 
wife and daughter, on Monday, August. 16; αὖ 4: 05 PM ο τι 
British European Airways Flight 910 from London, ° 

"Round-trip fare is paid. 
“ 

"If possible, he would like to visit the ‘following: . 

Moscow - .8 days 
Leningrad - 3 days : ; πος 
Sochi. . - 3 days. ' . 

ΝΣ Kiév- me 2 days" . 

᾿ ' By separate communication, with appropriate - 
| cautionary statement, the above information will be dis. οἱ 

ΠῚ 

seminated. . ἢ 
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: Ew! Haw. το πο 
τ ΠῆΑΒ: nip Se eo ΤΣ 

Bao - “99041 - iat 1” 

vos - Fen, το π τι - η τ κα ᾿ ΝΥ . τς ᾿ τ ΤΩ. vie ‘ : 
᾿ . : : ~ ᾿ 77 - Ε am Te a ar 5 -- a a) ν᾿ -- . - , . - τι τ te "» - oo - toto 

- ~ ' oa 4 ‘- --- = . Ξ - ᾿ -μ- - ᾿ i ΜΝ ὃς " a νυ - ως 

im ontriceiaL, ἘΘΗΜ ΝΟΣ ὁ a P1045, ᾿ ‘ 2 . a i @ cE . ξ JT May 106) ἙΌΠΙΟΝ 7, * . _ i , la - : 

- TIMUR TIMOFEEV is ‘Deputy Director of the Instituté and was very 

- Contacts | oh’ ἃ ‘like. ‘Level; 
5 

τ ~ aa ΕΝ aa ᾿ ΕΝ ἊΝ ΒΕ 6 ται 29 86 =e τ το 

᾿ . " τ᾿ ” . . ΕΝ - _ " - ἣν -Ξ 

- ΝΕ - - - " . τ τ . 
- - * - τ oe te -- x ᾿ so - : _ * 7 - 

a 1 > wer - μ᾿ at Es -- " woe eon ᾿ TF oot 4 
- 6 A » τἣν yo . ἢ τοις “ - - woe " -- me 

- τ τς - σ ὡς ρα: ι " " . . 

tee yee eo Te τ Rees me om ty dees es aa - ree ee omy 4 ore Ok ἘΝ 

GSA GEN. REG. Nora ᾿ . 

~ UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT ᾿ 

“Memorindim. ROUTE IN ENVE i OPE. 
ΕἸ - - -- 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-~428091) DATE: . 7/27/65 Jy 

} sae; ἀπτοβου. (184-46 Sib B) το στο 

ὮΝ Ene Losed herewith “for the Bureau is. ἃ Xerox copy” of - 
an article | Which oporting in, the July 20,, emia ‘issue of the 

τ 5824..-8κ called our attention to this: ee 
being of interet to this. operation ‘because of the fact that . 

~ Relations of ‘thé. ‘USSR eee of Sciences oe 

close to ARZUMANYAN, He ih turn ὍΔΕ very close to both BREZHNEV - 
_sand. KOSYGIN -and before that.to KHRUSHCHEV. CG 5824—S* comnentéd ~ 
- that it, was “because sof his ‘rélatonship with. -ARZUMANYAN: that ᾿ ἊΝ 
ΤΙΜΟΡΈΕΥ͂ was privy. to some. of the- information of value: ‘that τ τ 
CG ‘§824~S*" was able to obtain from. “Rin, As a ‘consequence this - 
means that it is possiblé that TIMOFEEV will not now be as: valuable 
B source. οὗ information. 2S he has been’ in the past; although. itis. — 

-‘ possible. that. TIMOFEEV: is sufficiently adept in. maneuvering in: 7 
the- circles, of higher power in the USSR that ‘he wilh develop. other 

- - - ΕΝ + 

the above is-nevely, for ‘the Bureau? ἘῚ information.  E- : 
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ΜΟΊ, A. ARZUMANYAN, 
ase’l A SOVIET ECONOIHIST| king, 
“east a ae Se 
ἐν held 

Se 

MOSCOW, July; 19 AP )--1 - 
At histAnushavan A. Araumanyvan, af 
"κι free leading economist, died ye: 

of day, Pravda reported, Lie wii 
x2, 0 461 years old: - 

᾿ a 

, * Mfr. Arzumanyan, a mieniber 
; {of the Supreme Soviet, had been 
pase {director of the Institute of 
BT) aed World Econdmy’ ‘and Intarna- 
“whi onal Relations, in the “Acad- 

iy “lagency is concerned with eco- 
tage ay nomic comparisons between the 

Nt ‘line, 
ht un: 
actitg| 

ot 

states. 
; τι Argumanyan’s specialty 
was the political economy of 
modern eapitalism. In 1959 he 
visited New York with several 
other Sovict economists on a 

. ‘tand Madison Avenue. 
6 ἘΠ 

“J jcareer.in Armenia, where He 
Ὃ Sretbecamle rector of the Yerevan 

g\ State University, He had Joined 
; > ODinithe Communist ‘Party ‘at the 

; * xb ἴς, age of 19, 
3y.the) In 1956 he was head of “the 

ΘΙ Committee. for Solidarity of the 
fo d] Afro-Asian, Countries, and four 
en years later he became deputy], 
M 

ety for the*Dissemination οὗ 

emy of Science,. ‘since 1956, The|* 

Sovict Union-:and the United ̓ 

sa TBE 
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as anjPolitical’ and Scientific Knowl- ens 
_jedge. -ς 

-pxane ἘΜ, Atzumanyan’ wa's .the 
22 “hel author. of-a number of ‘articies|: 
H five/2Nd papers,. including 
3 and Nature,” «“Method and Theory 
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>on “08K GON ARES. NO. at " τις 

2ONITED STATES gor ἜΝΜΕΝΤ 
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Memorandum ROUTE wi EN
VEL OPE. 

DIRECTOR, FBI (190428001) | Ε το “art: “a /a6les x ͵ ᾿" 

On “July: 23, 1965, CG 5824-S* advised SA WALTER A. 
BOYLE as: follows: oo 

While. in-Chiéago on July 22-23, "1965, ELIZABETH” A 
᾿ “HALL, wife of GUS HALL, General Secretary of the CP, USA, y 

discussed with CG 5824-S* GUS HALL's. continued “interest in 
obtaining an Arabian Stallion which the Polish United Workers aR} 
Party had promised as a gift for HALL‘'s brother in Iron, ee 
Minnesota. It will be recalled that the original arrangements whl 

. had been for HALL's ‘brother to go to Poland to pick out the horse 
So that..he wanted, | ELIZABETH HALL explained ‘why .this had not occurred; . Ε 
F HALL's brothers ave “strictly honietown boys". According to. ΕΣ " 

ELIZABETH HALL, neither of these brothers will travel ona plane, - 
_& train, or on an ocean liner.’ AS a matter of fact, they will apf 
. not travel nore than 200 miles. fron: home, : 

ΕΝ 

. CG 5824.- S* advised ELIZABETH ‘HALL to tell GUS HALL ~— 
that ‘He had: already . taken the first steps to.give the Poles δ᾽ 
push to hurry up.sénding the stallion to. the United States ‘and 
had informed them of the CP, USA's willingness to pay: -the air 
freight. for shipping the horse to the‘United States. 

a 

εἷς * you will recall that CG 5824~S* had. done_this “by in 
_ mearis of a note addressed to the Central Committee, PUWP, which pee - 

-_ + was _ delivered to ADOLF KITA, Polish Consular General ain Chicago bic 
by Co Jon. July 21, 1965. 

τὰ 

᾿ When ELIZABETH HALL was leaving Ghicago to return to 
- New ‘York City via Youngstown, Ohio, CG 5824-S* furnished. her a note 
ἐν to deliver to GUS HALL which stated as follows: - 

- ΠΗ ἐροῖς care of ‘the matter we talked. about. the fist 
- “day of my return here and ‘now we have to wait for an answer. It 

is, too bad the lawyer in New-York is not too cooperative and reserved 
some details ‘that would have been helpful to expedite matters, 

"" 1 - 
τ Oss σὰ a sieary canto) CRM). / bons 270 OF ila = 445. 

1 - Chicago ~~ _ 2° ff & τ τ bE gh . 
Ser 

WAB : mip ἜΝ -6 JUL 80 1965 Se 
: ᾿ i -% “he ΝΞ 
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CG. 134-46 Sub. B 

I -have taken away. the excise of shipping costs+-that. should help, 
“XJ hope, One of their main salesmen was: stue ‘here for lack of moneéy.,” 
although he thad everything else. including ticket, I only mention 
this to show how tight. they are, The Women are now out shopping, 

“mainly: looking, ZI ‘hope Elizabeth enjoyed her day here despite 
othe family tragedy in Youngstown, The kids are nice and gave 
you an Snjoyable few hours. . . 

" ‘The reference. to. the lawyer is to the fact that at 
CG 5824-5*'s request NY 694~S* had contacted ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, 
to attempt to get every detail of- NEEDLEMAN's dealings on: this 
subject. which might be of assistance to CG 5824+S* in attempting | 
to hurry this along at HALL’s insistence, NY 694-S* had -been 
rebuffed in effect. by NEEDLEMAN who said he was handling the 
matter and refused to divulge any additional details. Since 
HALL has béen 'tursing" NEEDLEMAN to CG 5824-S* on. this matter, 
CG 5824-9 took this opportunity to cut NEEDLEMAN down a little 
more with HALL, 

The reférence to the, ‘hain Salesman" refers. to ᾿ 
ADOLF’ KITA: who expects to. sail sooii for Poland from Canada . at 
on thé “Batory", He has. beén waiting for some time to leave = § «| 

_ but was delayed because he had not been sent enough local currency 
to -get up. to Canada to. board the ship. . 

- " - i 
τ . 4 ‘ 
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Date: 

Transmit the following in 
{Type in plain-text or code) 

AIRTEL __ | __ REGISTERED 

‘On 7/8/65, NY 694.S* transmitted to the Soviets,?"" 
through the secondary channel.- ISIDORE, GIBBY NEEDLEMAN - Ay 
8. number of partially coded message On microfilm, the KL WIAA 4 
plain texts of which are as follows a.) 4-8] Zl, ¢ ́  

i. "πο COCPSU pet She EET, τῷ ΠΗ ᾿ ww) Why 

REASOU-FCIH Ὧν τες το ρα 64 
"Received $150,000. path opaet ἢ - Fo ' 

75,534 
"Signed J.. Brooks™ CA 

The above refers to the Soviets having tzang Wy 
to the CPUSA, through NY 694-S*, $150,000 on 

ἔτο eccrs ᾿ 

ς oy AP 

iat” | 

μ 
that our National Committee members,.Car|einte Antun CAC ! ny Pt “-. 

ρει τ ἘΠῚ the latter's wife, Jéan, ἯΤΥΙ arrive in {| rts) 
eon July 17 on Pan American maiden flight. It is be ee 

important that Czechoslovakian CP representatives meet the 
and help them in every way since they will spend only Foy i ! 

several days in Prague on way to the Rumaniarf CP Congrest τὴ 

ay ᾿ REC. et REE ano -1/2 fa 
- NY 134-91 (INV 

Ney 1 - ΝΥ 105~14931-Sub B (NIKOLAL TALANOV) (3 ΠῚ 
ΧΟ 1 - NY 100-134637 (8) 

EA ACB: Ἄς UL 80 865. “pgs N74. Ευ δ) ei, pu gpebpencenthte AGENCIESA 6. - ye ́ - 
EICES . | rue EO Ἐπ νᾷ.. “τ ---- “π᾿ Hie Uh sr02 

poe eT! SLIP (5) OE af) ΙΝ EVRY 
Approved; pate “ΞΡ Sent μ Bars ae 

ener A Ἔθεξαι Agent in Charge ᾿ a 

on eo. ke απ 



[μα δε 

"They must also be helpéd in getting Rumanian visas at time 
they will be in Prague and floating viaas to the USSR. Carl 
Winter is head of the CPUSA Delegation. 

"They will arrive in Prague on Saturday, γεράνου 17, 
11:20 a.m., Prague time. on Pan American Flight #76. ~ Répéat: 
Carl Winter must get only a floating visa to. USSR since he 
will proceed to Ciba from Moscow, = 

3. Focorsy. μ' ‘Ls Li 
. _"HerberpiAptheker 5, 7 ἀξ τευ. Delegation representing 
CPUSA at Helsinki! CP Conferente ‘to be held on July 6 to 7. 
He was able to arrive at Helsinki before this Conference, 
Thanie you for your timely radio message in this, and also 
acknowledgement of endorsement of CPSU. for the need of this. 
International Conference. in Helsinki by are CP; 
This is indeed Anternational fraternalism. 

ἐξυϑ Hall - Morris onsaag OS 

4, “These are CPUSA Delegates Will be at the , 
Peace Conference in Helsinki: 4 . 

"Bey Dennis, going as_special _correspondent: ‘for 
“TPeople's World? and ' "The Worker ,t-NY. τ 

"Conrad Komorowski,. Assistant Editor of IGlogy /, 
τ budowy: Polish! “weekly news er. a Ἢ 7. 7 

“ago: “Rose erry, member of CPUSA “7 ἊΝ 
| arg 

(dear Schermer πὶ tiember of CPUSA 

vogrtuasyfierenaes bores from Puerto Rieo.. 
" 

"Puerto Rican CP is now known agxXWorkers. : Liberation 
_Party of Puerto Rico. This is our off eal noification to yot ae πὰ 

“and “only” thenl-tosbe=recognized ὃ as such; \ 



| NE 100-134637} ζ΄ ΝΣ | 

5. [écorsu bt 
᾿ ΓῚ i a . " 

"Comrade ‘Gertrude: Melendez ‘Perez. of. the mee 
Puerto Ricart CP is going-*6_the Helsinki Conferénce as a 
61 Legate. from Puerto Rico. She will travel together- with 
our “CPUSA members: who ‘also. are ‘traveling to Helsinki for: 
this: Conférence. She Has a language problem (‘speaks Spanish 
only): and will, théréfore, Soma at all times, by qur 

i. 

- CPWSA meinber Jean Schermer ; 

"It is important that she be invited to Moscow 
by the CCCPSU for medical treatment and rest and talks 
when ‘the Hels:inkt. ‘Conference is, over. We. recently vhave 
been conducting a series of important talks with the CP ~ ΝΣ 
of Puerto. Rico, ‘which. She: was' a part. This included their 
party: 1eadership “as well as their youth léadership.: In 
near Sfiiture, detaiis of talks With this Puerto Rican - 
Delégation will -bé sent to you. We also have. ‘undertaken, as 
in thé. past, to help them financially. In near future; -,. 
you: will. be. advised, 8. to. the total amounts Biven ΠΟ. ἡ 

πὰ urge that. special attention be given to this 
toyal and trusted comrade. Pleasé maké, sure that you will 
have: for her, in ‘her name ,. ‘yisa and transportation. available 
at. your Helsinki Embassy wheré she will apply for same, OS 

"T peliéve she can be away from Puerto Rico fo 
four weeks of medical. treatment and rést in the. USSR. 

"Piéase note: Perhaps by time you get. this: both 
Schermer and Perez will already have arrived in Helsinki. 
So please. expedite! ” : 

“Comrade Pefez 15. Chairman.of Women's Commission 
of Workers Libération P ty of Puerto Rieo, and member. of 
LPPR Central Conimittee. 

0 . ΠῚ retemanay Gus Hall - Moris Chil gl. 

% 

4 - 
«7 3 __- 

- = 



ἐπ 100-138637) ν΄. 

6. "The following is only background material on some a “ΠΡ 
of the USA Peace Delegates going to the Helsinki. Peace “- 
Conference. ὅς ΝΕ | 

| eM a ak 
-- "These are Delégates from Southern Cal 

who are “going to the Helsinki Peace Conferénce, 

belorigs to Friends Committee On 
slative Acti ad of Peace Exchange in 

f Delegation from Los Angelest ΤΟΙ Angeles, and fe) 

: sla 
- wife | active peace 

WO pg pps Jif τ τ - | 
aah Angeles Women Strike 
FOr Et rs old, very active peace worker, 

= exican - American youth, 26 years 
T=pelongs to. Congress of Racial Equality (CORB), : 

and’ is a member of DuBois Club. and is CPUSA youth 

- ~ Japanése-American, youth, school 
ve. in Unitarian Church with Rev. ἰ « t “ae ae 

Stephen’ Fritehman; aetive in trade unions. 

Workers International _beague. for 4 
eace an speedom; “Tor” many “years,” very “active. i 

“peace movenient. 

es Valley Peace Center.. 
ΜΡ y eed rien aaa ΝΟΌΣ ΎΨΟΡΜΟΨΝ 

Cet years. old - Friends Committee. 
On egislavive Action; - active with college students 

pil SS ey 
4 Γπ|θ.--- τ Ί- titarian church - tember of 

National, Council of ‘Negro Women, sponsored by. fev. 
ephen fritenman. - "" 



"Joa as--- is a | Party youth member from 
Whittier, California - Women Strike For peace. δ 

"Rose Perry - GPUSA and wife of Pettis Perry. 
‘ (Pasadeha Women Strike For Peace, active trade 
unionist from Betail. and Wholesale Workers Union 
and various other organizations.) yg 

‘The above ig background material on various 
Delegates to. Helsinki Peace Conference. We do this knowing 
you may be interested, ὯΝ 

"Youth Delegates’ yom. Northern California - 
going to Peace Conference: ae ee 

(Members..of—the 
DuBois Club). 

(Member of the Dubois. 
Club) ames 

(516 Mest Johnson, Madison, 
“Wisconsin. “Party “*Youthe— 
%03—Chairman of Committee. t 
End War in. Viet. Nam at 
University of Wisconsij; 20 
7 earsob pe passport 

(CPUSA member. Active 1 
German-American Committke, 
NY; aetive at Midvale. 
organized the renee 

“Chairman; Gener: st fies: 
Box 1396, NY. 
in GDR on 



100+134637 eee Kahn "Revs \ William z tonnes 

(Both CPUSA members J 
He is business ma manager ΟΥ̓ 
Finnish newspaper in 
Minnesota.) ̓  

συν πω 

(Delegate from NX, member of 
our party. Herb 

(See our previous letter on 
him. ) 

"We are sending you some notes and memoranda. for 
your informatipn concerning. other organizations which are 
Boeing to thealHelsinki Peace Conference. ὦ Meh a dese, 

tee OE te AN 

"(1) that the Yattonel duandian’ is expecting to 
send obs this“Conference. 

—"(2) mathgreedomnays will also send obseivers ‘0 this 
Conf ΝΣ nice, 

"(3) That thefNational Council, for 8 Sane _ Nuclear Policg |. 
(SANE) WiEl~be—represented through Delegation whiéh 
is being sent By{intematient Confederation 4 for 
Reace and Dis: and Disarnianént — lent - the, organization which 
“SANE and Pact fist organizations set up An 
Oxford, Englanai, in 1962, ev. Hor τέλος is. 
expected to bé. SANE representative it is also 
expected. that other US. erganizat 
the 'International le 

ons will -use 
for sending 

representatives. 

"Rev, William Howard Melish has alre ay-tert: for 
- Helsinki Conference," 



T. Frtmoortant 
ΓΝ 

“Where will World Youth Festival be held? ΡΊΘδ5θ᾽ 
_radio + we have many. Youth Delegate: 3. ing. in NYC to 
depart to the World Youth Festival. οι 

-" | _ “Nas sar fo) 
8, Hite following seven CPUSA youth members will ‘be 
coming to Moscow for GPUSA Youth Tour inmediately after the 
World Youth Festival: $6 πὼς a 

the Delegation 
NY Σ, 1040 

assachusetts, porn 10/19/4 

political - a matter 



ἣν ip 

93 Vigo παν ἐν | 

the. wifes Fal, Committee Delegation of 16 
coming to Moscéw-after’th & Bestival consists of the. following 

There were invited by Kongomo1-Reshetov: 
2 ; em ---- 

Ἃ) Lee Alberta διε δ 181.- 82nd’ Drive, 
Jamaiéa, ΝῊ, IT435. (Member of National Youth - 
Commission, GPUSA and US Festival Committee; 
Administrative Secretary.) 

Ὡς 
, (2) Alvin. Lmon “(Worker,_ writer angbbotographer., and | 

, member “ee Commission” OPUSA.) ft 4 
: - - _ 

(3) Henwy Bert: Weinsteih,- ΟΡ meiiber, leader of 7 4 
“US Festival Comittee. , - [Ὶ 

[ (4) Barbard Fabinowste'“Teader of US Festival, Committee. 

hmenmeantr’t Mme 97 

7) Senfordieigh | ‘Gen SNCC leader 3 vai | 
πὴ ΘῈ spokesman. ) (Bufile “bID 

| ‘Freedom ; 
ts . Vokces! | 

ai. =e { 

, Ἵ 
Fea ne of very top of SNCC Leaders 

(ative Southern white heroine in 1 
ΕἸ struge ~ an SNCC field secretary) | 

"(tay ΠΡ σου an ghs “(an SNOG eager)... 

ἃ » Ne 4 δὲ ery ᾿ “τ “ 
τω tea, lg ara RO “Apa rela AE er ffl AOA Lt MES ai Tw 

- 8 - 

(5) artre Ν bingwite,; “leader of of US Festival Committes >. 
ὡ τ τες - Ὁ ΕΣ Ὁ ae nae ep nek hip ee ΗΝ 

"“(6) Herbe extna ndall | “teading photographer of [> ἥ 
“Negro reedom Movement.” as, 



58 
ΕΠ 

(She is a youth trade unionist 
and ἘΠΕ τ" and cl riend and came 
with poe irom West. ss 

"Zee Dlugin is the Party person to be. worked with 
in this Delegation - all matters of tickets, money 
and technical arrangements should be handled through her. 
The Delegation may elect a spokésman other than Lee Dlugin 
who should be dealt with on all matters other than travel, 
tickets and money. Such an elected person may well not be 
a Party person, The Delegation is very broad and very 
important. Some of its nine or ten Negro members may be 

: somewhat influenced by leftisam a little, but Oana superficial 
and will be positively influenced by the trip. TheN Freedom 

\\Woices! are perhaps the top singers to come out offthe™Sotthern 
ICivir-Rights Movement. They are’ recording stars and have 

erformed on television. The fullest use of their talents 
should be offered. The photograph of Herb Randall of 
Alvin Simon is top peop τῷ art, ahd should be exhibited 
if at all possible. She Aeltudans, or Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee). - is the foremos NS th CAavil “pt phts 77; prantzation — 
in. the e"gountry, and especially in the South. x 

"These 16 invited guests should not be confused 
with. the a CPUSA youth guests who were invited by 
CCCPSU, 

un sense 1B 

10. "“BerniéfRussell, a former CORE leader, served as 
Executive Sec ry of thé “US"Féstival Conmittee until 
recently, He does not represent the Committee any longer in 
any capacity. It is strongly suspected that he works either 
for the US Government or for Progressive Labor or for 
both. On June 26, he went on his own without consulting 
anyone else on the US. Festival Committe to, figiers, We 
are susiicious of what he may be up to. 



v an | " κα Wa 

Rs” ; εἴ ai --- 

Ke ΠΕ "κι fon” even pet Of ΕΣ 

ον - “We wish to call to your attention that_atiiong 
CPUSA Activists Delegation, whit will arrive“in Moscow 

pproximately the 22nd or 23rd of July (see_ ταδὶ of this: 
/Delegation on separate page) is Comrade» ean Schermer. 
‘Comrade... Jea ay 1ermer_is the widow of, ΔΗ ct rron_ who, 
as killed= while: ‘working: With Comrade CariédPrestes of 

Brazil in 1934. He, Comrade VictorYBarron, was the son of 
Harrison George, one of the foundéergl or’ the~CPusa, fp. 

οι Victor Barron was one of our most talented and trusted ~ 
“workers in the Comintern Apparatus 
Brazil..to-work” With:Carlo restes; It was. he who blocked”. “, «7% / 
tHe way of the Fascists*Police and Secret Agents. so that | Lip 
Carlos, Prestes' could. éseapé, and in this way Victor was. Lif 
captured for not xevealing the whereabouts. of Préstes, He Oe 
was ‘tortured and thrown out of a high window.. Victor. - co 
_.Barronts. ve. is in Brazil and to. this’ day As honored by » 
workers on the anniversary of his death? 

“Nomrade Jean Scherner,. throughout. these decades 
from ‘the tite when she too.worked for the ‘Comintérn abraad, 

᾿ has: never: ceased working iibehalf of the National Office. 
of our: Party, The years ‘have lain heavily upon her, and today.. 
you will see an aged: Woman, very tired, ‘but undaunted: in ner 
spirit. I call this to your attention so that perhaps while 
she will travel with, and pe a member of the Activists, you 

+ will give -her. some additional attention, for she by no méans, 
in: her lové and loyalty to the USSR would ask for any 
‘special attention, . I am sure she. will ‘be. most. excited if 
mention were made, of her hushata and her ‘known. ‘past activities 
and loyalty over the ye ‘This, indeed, would be 
necognition enough. te. fo 

"Important > ἐν is indst ungent. that there be νΣ 
made available visa to: the USSR when she applies at the 
Helsimk: anbassy She will at ly there at. the same time as 

WRerry's wife, and. the 
hEMDET ,. Comrade ‘Gertruds 



i ἫΣ wy aap hy 

15. [it ΜΝ . 
iT. answer to. youfradio. messagé of June 29 

regarding: group. of our Party mehbers! visit, to Moscow: 

92, τ ϑ Comrade is to. be or go for medical 
treatnent .and rest on National Committee: 
quota, we. will so. designate. it. Wé are. 
that there are 8 remaining on this. quota 

"Phe list that we refer to As. the. local and state . 
comrades who hold the leading positions on a local and state 
‘Level, whom: you have invited for Ὁ, :period. of three. weeks 
or so: To visit. and 566 USSR. 

aes here Mensa ι 

΄ 

* “ " ner ο ο 
. * " 

- 1 ft . - 

- ν᾿ 
ω - τ- = Β 

, . . - 

ει 

4 ε 

ν 

reeset her visa at the Heasinki 
Embassy and ae ψύτωσιν to Moscow, 
‘She will join wie 
Delegation, ) 

- “We are. -sending ἐλάαν at Gour Τὴ fas ὴ gton; D,C.. 
" Embassy: . for. visas for the above’ six ‘Comrades. who: aré Leaving 
on duly: δῖ, We’ will send to.-you the éx¢ departure. from- NYC 
᾿ and: arrival in Moscow. in. time for vou. = 

- other Comrades, who are © 
trying to. join tite this Delegation They are_ Milford 

) jp Haro chman, Joseph7 ad ee and ΞΞΞΕΞΞ 

ΘᾺ ΞΕ 
wad 0 LL ad 



Ε ἔν 27, 

"This Delegation, in no way, is to be part of the Women! 
Delegation or Negro Delegation that your CCCPSU invite 

Signed Gus Hal; 
| forris Childs' 

13. \ Re Max Miller and Marion Mille 

"Comrade Max Miller is a veteran trusted CPUSA 
member, and was involved in, most trusted Control Committee 
functions on west coast during McCarthy and underground 
period, Marion too is an oldvtrugted Party worker. Both 
are personal friends of mine 

Signed Gus ma) δ Va 

14. ἧτο COCPSU 6} a 6, 4" 

(s wid tell you that ee Ἢ and 
his , uite, Sophie! are traveling to USSR as,-t sts, and 
are “expected to arrive there on August oy) 

"Comrade Gerson is paying for frts.own fares and 
traveling expenses and is an old-time member of CPUSA, 
dating back into the early 1930's and prior to that time a leader 
of CPUSA youth. While he is traveling as an ordinary 
tourist, we know it would be interesting to you that he is 
an oldtimer who should be given at least a little attention 
and acknowledgement as a member of our Party. He, in no 
way, represents any of our organizations or bodies. This, to 
him is strictly a trip for sightseeing. His wife, S 
is not a member of our Party but she was in the pas 

"Unless there will be a change, Uncle Armstrofig next; 
Sister Carol next. I dot since we have not spoken | 

concerning the new drops." 

(The above message refers to personal rendezvous - 
of a drop renpestively. Wher} 

— 12 - 
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DIRECTOR, PBI (65~65405) 

SAC, NEW YORK (6517696) 
i 

TRACING OF AMERICAN ΜΌΠΕΥ USED 
BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 
ESP-R - 

᾿ ΟΣ; ΝΥ) - : 
1 

σι ves 278 -- 

ΝΞ As the Bureau is aware, in 19655, the "world Marxist.’ ‘i 
_ feylew", Prague, Caechoslovalria, bade a sekticnent of oh, 542.00 vo. CPUGA. for Malling expenses. of “World -Harxist. foview". ον f | This currency consisted of 45 $100.00 notes, 8 $5.00. notes: ΜΝ 

and 2$1,00 notes. = ες ᾿ 

The analysis will pertain only. to the $100.00 notes ~*~ 

since NYO does not maintain on andex om currency: helow $10.00. - 

-ὐ 

τι mE Z ~ denominations. . 

FILED When the above curreticy was‘ broketi dowrr into 
Federal Réserve Districts and series, the following was 
disclosed: . . ! . πα... 

Denomination. ἐ1οῦ.ΟΟ.. - ι ORIGINAL 

. A Boston τ 
. — 4938. 7 m 

— 2950 | 1, - 

19508 1 ° 
' 9500 " 1 

ας fotal στ | , 

4-Eureau (ἘΠῚ 6 ) -Y# FROGS. 
_ 100-#28091} (son6) J ὁ | [0 4% δό 71 

ΕΝ Anieoc’ (eee ΡΥ neem | Nor RECORDED 7 ~Chicaga (65: 302} {ΤΟ} {ΠῚ} © gen 35 aoe 
τ τὸ ~ (Ποῦ. “"}(cbush'Fuyps) . ὀὀὺ Τοῦ UL 959 1966. 
ΝΞ 11.13.6 Sub. 8}. 6ὃ9οψὃΛύυεουι-- sees ἐκεῖνο, becuse | 

L=-New York {0 ΒΘ 5) (soLo) an 
1l-New York (2100-74560) (CPUSA FUNDS) . . 

| 54 1-Név Yori, * So 

i ςΠῸ 



᾿ς to ile Ruredu iy sepuvdte coiunleution, dated T/14/.5, 
Cuption "SOLO; IS-C" (Lullle 100-kag0¢d)-to Le prosraxmed | 

: ᾿ "Ν - ' . oo ᾿ ᾿ ne ᾿ , ~ 4 ) : 

| PG - Ae O97 — Ν 
(᾿- Exveas (Tet) NOT RECORDED — > 

— (Le ie (Boos) (Sa 7 Tn AUG 10 1965 xs 
1 - ‘ oy Yow (200A ΤΊ (8000) " 

JL ~ Now Yor: ---- -.ο..-. reel Ho 

re ὉῦῸῦὖὃθὃΘπΠΖΣ, re Ἔ 
.(5) ΝΞ εἷος J 

of 

πσάμυζον ned BESO, 

of the - "exuchonse money" LS .nown. 

otal rem ἢ oe 

4 

DIRECTOR, FBT (65. 1505) CLS ES: (ATE: VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) | 

SAC, NEW york {05- Vass 3 

TRACING OF At vORIGAN TONEY 
USED BY SOVIETS IN ESPLONSGE 
OPERATIONS --"RE7UEST FO; 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 

ον ΝΡ SERVICE" ΝΞ ! 
4 (00st) ot ι 

On 3/16/55, NYO exeneneu ab: the Ck soutdal ents 
ow You" Brust Conpuay, Pv Isl 535 cousinting oj $210,000. - 
in $100. noles and $76,000 in eo" reves for πόνο OL μι 
προ usnesinavon. THis was ssoney recel ved tron the 
Sovlels o 1 §/10/25.- | 

Z2erox copies of thig Keney have Leen PYurnisued ~ 

Ε 

ty fuconatic Data Processing Ualt. ὁ . - 

qe NYO, for this. redsoz, his not ἐπαιιθοὰ the . 4 
sevigi mums of tins money in ue index ruintalned in . wf 

. Τὸ isto te noted that tho. ‘do’ 3. not nure Con 
parisozs of the sévtal nuwvers-of. the "exchanze money* 
with serie ‘lL numcers of roney an the index Lectise the oripin 

ῃ 

= 1 

- 

- 2 

: x 7 = 

1 a8 a 
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, 5 
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_ 4 
| Total 20° 

Philadelphia. | 

. 1 , 
Total 5 
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| i 
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re 
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τοῦ. 5. 
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Total 
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re er 
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aN 6517006 ΘΟῸὋ ᾿ ᾿ ae 

τ ἄρ . San, Franeised ἝΝ 

τ ἢ " Total + coos ἐς ᾿ τς . 

‘The abova chart indicates that. τὰ Federal Roserve 
_Distrie’ vas the“ highest *H Hitoh 100. 00 notes originate 
with 20 or hy Abe ὶ 

ΕῚ 

Wher: the above purrency Was. eomparcd apadris' % the 
“hist Of tioncy Khich was 18sudd “Go the Sovicts. in iy and = 
Washing ton, D.C.5 ho Yaentitfcation Way effected, 

When. thin ΔΌΛΟΣ Vas compared opainat the andox - 
of ΟΡ and Soviet ploc espionare homey maintaince] an the 
captioned geese, pattern of sequenée wan observed with: money 
previously recovered from thefovicts and Suksequenthy 
furnished to the CBUSA. - 

a 
he aatoricl denotes the σατο, furnished to. 

CPUSA in 1965 ‘by- the “μοῦ Harxint Review πὰ 

“Dohostinabioh $1.00-.00° - “Series 1950¢ ΕΝ ᾿ ̓  ἫΝ 

Serial Huriker = ς Recovered by | | ΝΕ Date Recovered 

DIBIS6SA OR ἡ κ᾿ ~ BflR/S 
BLISOOSBuA a ΣΉΝ pete ἡ τς 
Τα SPOSOSE ΝΣ ΕΣ ὌΝ BA 765 

τ 4 ᾿ 4 " 
t 

; ‘The notation tgp under the caption "Recovered ne ἦν 
Li, the above chart denotes other Instances where thie Bovig ᾿ 
have furnished funds, to the CPUSA on date indicated, | 

Information concerning comparicon asainat. ‘the’ oe 
. andéx 4s not to: bé pot<forth in Eoport, foxzi. or dissertination 
“Menoraridun, without Bureau authority, | 



Ag “yr on a 

: Ν Ἵ 7 ᾿ : pr Lt ᾿ Ο ἫΝ 

Προ, μαπκσῖοι, τας (65-6565) ὁ. fs 
_  . > €AST: VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) Se eee 

SAC, NEW LORE. (65-17598) 

εἰ ἢ 

ἊΝ οι ΠΝ or arstRercane MONEY USED - 
ΝΞ Ξε ‘BY SOVIETS ΤΙ ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS= = =: ΕΞ 

Ν- τὸν "REQUEST FOR: AUTOMATIOG J DATA PROCESSING ΝΞ ΝΞ 
- ος  UNTIT SERVICE” : — ΕΞ 

(O0:NY) ΝΕ - . ἢ 

| EXTEVE CAUTION MST ΗΕ. RxERGTE LTT πῖνε . 

a as vaya THEORY m . 
Ά : - 

" τ πτη ὧν ἃ Poe — : a ΝΣ F V: 

ον * On 6/23/65, NY Goes” Ἢ “Recetyod $150,000. fron the ᾿ 
Soviets. This currency θομολ θεοῦ of 25400 $20 00; “notes and |. - ee 

7500. $20. 00 notes. : a Ὁ 

“νιν ΕΝ “Zorox reproductions of this,’ ttioney ‘have ech. furnished - ᾿ : 
, - to.the Buréau by separate cofmnication dated il under \ 

= “the caption ; "SOLQ;IS-0" (Bufile 100-423094): ‘to Ὁ of, 
“prog ranmed by Aitonatie Data Proceaping Unit Ga το _ ΝΥΝ 

᾿ an | 
| For. this veasons NYO thas hot incitided: the serial "ἢ ὍΣ 

nimbers. Of this money in the indeéx,maintained in‘captioned — ἃ 
,, €ase. No comparison.of the serial numbers of this yioney 

- has ‘been nade with serial numbers. of money dit the ‘index: 
F 
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UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT : ——— 

ἀγα cae 

M. cmorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE i 
as 

το : Mr. coma Wi DATE: July 28, wip ye 

[eROM . τ. Downing | = 

SUBJECT: \_- . 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ - AK 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly va able 
᾿ confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi~ — 

cations transmitted to him by radio. Ney 
bo 

7 
- ‘On: 7/28/65, tranSmissions ‘were -heard:’by the Bureau's 7.9 

radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 183 GR 217, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text a are attached. 

For information. 
ec Se ee ee ee σισποςςς. ὠφττ πῆς. π΄. cee Tg EE. ec, Oy ELL La RO 

| - Mr. Conrad . ΝΕ 
- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

lL 
2 

CER) pitas 
- Mr. Paddock 

" ὅϑι ee 

γι ΤΟΝ 3 . 8 "ae 2.86 

ope ona "τα NE ne a -- ΝΙΝ 
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Qi visu redeepe avi onbereve eco 

NOPARTUGUS 7 exacTUATEN τι θεῖ I VENTOYOULATER| +241, με 
HA INTATHOFF Lc LAL voRK NqCONTAC TY τὴν μεν AMG, ¥#cONs 
LDERITHATITATS CONTACT| SUSEFUL| HSH], [any NFORMAT IONE ROH 

IVENSYSPRINcRALL YaTPERSONALMEET NGM LUE 

EhPPRECI ATETOUTWEITHINKTHA7II TI! sNoINECESSARY|TOARRANG 

GSPECIALITRANSH ISS 1 ONOFIH IS[I WF ORMAT LON INCEWEHOPET OE 
STABL I SHCONTACTW I THHI lalla [ve WOU/PL TKEITOKNOHY OUROP 

INT ONONVERY|IMPORTANTPROBLEMFIOURRELATIONWITHANYPER 

sonjrodecone ψ0Ὲ ἽτΟ ΜΈΝ 8 ipe@frHa tr NoRDeRiTOkVvo Lo 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
TO : Mr. Conrad oP DATE: duly 30, 1965 

- ΒΝ , Trower ς (terete 

μον Downing eles an 
IG Ἧ Gandy wea 

ΝΑΊ, SECURITY - C 6: ὦ oa 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable , 
confidential informant NY 694-5* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 7/30/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 888 GR 385, 
was intercepted, 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure rs 

᾿ Uh S 

i - "Me. Conrad _, 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 -.Mr. Downing | ως 
2 
2 

- Mr. Newpher a 
- Mr. Paddock: oa 
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ROUTE IN END OPE 

" Date: 7/28/65 

Transmit. the- following in __ 
~ (Type iti plaintext or code} ae 

= π- —— es “-τῷὦ 

a 2 ἢ 

' 

: . 

γα... ATRTEG 6ΦΔΦὋ) _ _ ΝΕ ΝΙΝ 
4 ee . " (Priority) oy 

ye TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) GS 
\e | 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (42) 
@ ᾿ 

SUBJECT: (ὁ) Gr 
το 

on 7/27/65, there. were received. from the govt ts, 
via radio, four ciphered-partially coded messages, the 
plain texts of which are as follows: 

1, "Po GUS. HALL 

"Money will ‘be ready for delivery second ΝΝ 
part of August. Exact date will be given to you later". 

Re above, see NY airtel, 7/23/65, page 10, 
 peflecting ‘that NY 694-s* had inquired from the Soviéts: 
the next delivery of money would be. 

2, Nye maintain official working: contact with 
véuth Festival. We consider that this contact. is usef a 

τς ὡ formation from. a is 
iene given by JACK ora. ‘ 
‘persona 11 be appreciated, but we think that it 
is. not necessary to- arrange special transmission of his 
information since we hope to.establish contact with him." 

a 3\Bureau. (100-428091) (ἘΜ) 
~inghicago woe Sub B) (AM) (RM): 
1<N¥ 134-91 (INV) (41) 
1-N¥ 1205-14931 sub Ὁ (NTKOLAT M. TALANOV) (342): 

I-NY- 100134637 (81) en 00" YU. BLOG! - Lay | | 
wae 

a 
ACB:eac 

(8 wenn, wae ca) 

” Sent —_ .. ἍΜ. Per 



τ 
f 

NY 100-134637 

ἢ, "We would like to know your opinion on 
very important problem of our relation with any person 
you recommended to us. We consider that in order to 
avoid possibility of doing any harm to your Communist 
Party in future, and taking into accotint requirements of 
conspiracy, it is necessary for you to avoid any contact 
with this person and he should not seek contact with 
you. Please advise your opinion", 

Message four, above, is obviously ambiguous and 
since NY 694-S* is currently in Washington, D.C., it has 
not, been possible to request. him to interpret it. Upon 
his return to NY, this message will ‘be discussed with him, 
and his interpretation thereof will be furnished to the 
Bureau, 
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(Type in plaintext οἵ Code) ve 
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Transmit the following in’ 

TO : DIRECTOR, BI (100-428091) 

PROM: . SAC, CHICAGO (134~ 46 Sub B) 

ἘΣ 
-Ο 

2 
On 7/20/65 CG 5824-S* furnished to SA FALTER A. 

BOYLE two documents which. he had received from GUS HALL 
_ while the source was in NYC, 7/16- 20/65: \ 

"| a.) "MEMORANDUM, TO: Polish Trade Unins" <M ι 
“τῳ ' 

wad b): List entitled, "TRADE ‘UNION GROUP -- Visiting. 
aH ‘USSR ~~ July-Aug 1965'" 

~ HALL instructed that the information. in ἐμοὶ 
ix memorandum to the Polish Trade Unions be transmitted to. 
δι the Central Committee, Polish United Workers Party. Tye 
wy 

Set forth below are the texts of these two 
Ae documents: 

ἃ β Ms Sa «MEMORANDUM | ali : 
: ; ‘ σι 

ἃς "To: Polish Trade Unions __ me pi . 
" τ ¥ , 

: > SUBJECT: Leon Davis, President, Local 1199, Drug & ies 
nN ξ Employees Union, AFL-CIO ρα ΖΝ 
ἣν ἰ 
9 "Brother Davis and his wife, Mrs. Julia Davis, (ὁ 

and the Administrative Assstant of the union, Mrs. Esther 
Edna Kaplan and her husband, Irving Kaplan, will visit Poland _ 
after a tour of the USSR RE aoale of the Soviet trade unions. 

MX3)-Bureau (RM) ὅδ. ;ἢ 
Υ iNew York <100- 13 4637) ao en 0 mk tee 4 Ἵ 
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of the Polish trade union movement and that arrangements for 

groupds leaving the United States on July 23. Mrs. Kaplan 
can, be reached before July’. 23° at the office of 188 

! 

2 - τ παῖς = 

" 4 

CG 134-46 Sub Β᾽ 

“They would like very much. to meet some + ie. 
union leaders and visit some ‘trade unions, trade union - 
cultural facilities and at least. one factory, The Polish 
Embassy has been advised of their trip by Ambassador 
Bohdan Lewandowski, who has been in correspondence with 
Brother Davis. 

“They .are scheduled, to arrive on Sunday, August 
15, at ἃ: 45 PM Warsaw. time/ on LOT (Polish Airlines) | 

"They are scheduled to leave August 19. 

"Visas have already been issued to thém in the 
United States. Because of lack of time, they purchased 
regular Orbis tourist youchérs for their stay in Warsaw _ 
but haye not reserved space in any hotels. 

"It is suggested that they be met by. representatives 

their stay, sightseéing and meetings with Polish trade union 
figures be taken care of by the trade union movement. They 
will be especially interested in yisiting a hospital. 

. “As. forward-looking unionists and fighters for 
peace, they: will be particularly. interestedin discussing 
future delegations of a more representative character. 

"Brother Davis and a group. of unionists wild ‘be 
in the USSR between July 26 and August 15. They can be 
reached there c/o 

" "Dr, -Nadejda*Gri orieva. 
Bresident,” Medical Workers. Union ες 
Central Committee - ἃ 
Lenin Avenue 42. ᾿ 
Moscow | Y-119, U.S.S.R, 

των το ἰού ὦ ng 

"Davis ‘is already in the USSR. The rest of the 

- ΕΝ and Hospital Ἐπὶ Loyees UYnion,,..Local.1199 
. 709 Eigntw Avenue — 

. New ¥e york, No Ye 10036. /Telephone 
- τῷ eee τῶν ΤᾺ 

is ‘JUdson. 2~1890/"" 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β 

Ὁ “TRADE UNION GROUP --- Visiting USSR -- July-Aug 1965 

“Toon 3 Pravis Juli 
peony PEAS 1199 
Drug and Hospital Employees Union 
709: 8th “Avenue, _New_ York City _ 

Davis (wife) 
SaperVisor Social Workers 

-. Wook “woe Foner 
“Executive Secretary Local 1199 Ae 6 
oe " oe 

. i 

᾿: eheorgéfrotaer, Vice President 
“Yirector Drug Division Local. 1199 
ἀν as above) ΕΣ 

a 

mnote% Godoff, Vice. President 
“Director “Hospital Division Local 1199.ϑ 
(Same."as ΟΝ στ τσ 

ot 

Theodore Rk, ‘witcher l, Vice President 
Area Director. "Hospital Division” Ν a 

| 

} 
| Local 1199 re at) 

οἱ 
7 

ac 
| 
" 

" 
| 
᾿ 

(same an ΐ LS He Ἔ | a 

Edna Ὁ Kaplan ΠΟ Ὺ (husband) 
‘Adninistrative Secretary Salesman Women's Clothing 

* to President Davis. Industry 
Local 1199 . 
(same as above) 

| Henry ner 

President Joint Board 
Fur, Leather & Machine. Workers. Union 
109° Wes 26th St. New York, City Si, Ὁ 

— ee pei te 2 ee πῶς ἀν ἀδεμι 

orkers Union =a We 
| 803. Fanshawe Street 

- Ing 
Phi lade 1phi ia, Pa 

τ. δ Street 
| Roslyn Heights, WN. y. 

δ κει am hi, —— 

‘ Bernard J. οι" 
President ἡ oint Council #3 
Fur ἃ ; Leather-Dept~—- -- 
Amalgamated Meat Cutters & Butcher Workmen PANG eR eb 
Wiltiamsport., se “oa - 8 - | 2 ὩΣ ἌΠΠΝ: 

--ς- 
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cant ἢ bIC ᾿ Ὁ ὃ: Ὡς 
aC “(Same as above) k oF La sae elo = Ὁ, 

‘ 

of the gift of some Soviet horses, CG 5824-S* made the following 

Committee, Polish United: Wor 

‘Polish United Workers Party - 

_ to you and some we would like to receive from you, 

Needleman, who carried a credential from our leadership, 

ay ra qr Κι 

°s 134-46 Sub B - Deal 

Tpernard% ζω ohens ᾿ 
“Editor τ" or_-_Tkade-Union, jhe, 
Local 1199 

At the same time that he turned these documents 
over to CG 5824-S*, HALL once again raised the questio ΝΣ 

-of obtaining a Polish stallion for his brother, rolvoHanaeEnG, 
a horse breéder fron Iron, Minnesota. Negotiations to’obtain 
this horse have been going on for” many months and the last 
information was obtained by ISADORE NEEDLEMAN ain early 1965. 
who stated that HALL should choose the type horse he wants. 
and the Poles would ship the horse in 9/65, HALL instructed 
‘CG 5824-S* to find out what the: ‘Poles now intend to do. 
According to HALL, the Poles should be told that the CP, USA 
is' willing to pay the freight for shipping the horse by air, 
CG 5824-8* stated that this matter would he taken care of - 
in. the near: future. . | «K 

Since this, matter cannot be handled through ‘the τι | ᾿ 
normal Solo channels as ἃ consequence of HALL's past refusal 

arrangements that this tatteér would be handled with ‘the Central 4 

7/21/65 CG 5824.S* contacted 
Ave... Chicago, I11., who is” 0 
for setting up appointments at the Polish Consulate - Chicago.. 
At that time, CG.5824-S* delivered to iw a double 
sealed envelope, the inner of which was addressed to the Central 
Committee, Polish United.Workers Party, the memo to the Polish. 
Trade Unions accompanied by, the fod towing: letter: 

"Central. Committee 

Dear Comradés, 

"There is some information we would Like to. give 

“First, a group of hospital and other. trade union 
leaders ‘led by Leon, Davis expect to.be in your country’ on 
August 15, 1965, ‘and the’ enclosed document speaks. for itself. — 

‘Secondly, δὰ attorney by. the. nanie of Isadore. 

was, in your country in March, 1965, discussing the acquisition 
of an: abian stallion in behalf of τ. Hallberg, Iron, Minnesota. 

~ 4- 



CG 134-46 Sub B 
i ~ 

_ *Phese négotiations: have been going. on now for a year and 
- a half. The authorities in Warsaw promised: that they 

Ν would ship this animal in September and that they would 
communicate in August when they ‘would have the contracts 
signed. Tf: (Toivo) Hallberg is a member of Gus Hall's 
family. As you can see, some of these things have been 
discussed in Warsaw in the-past. ΤῊ there is a problem 

\of currency for shipping this steed, we are WilTing to 
| 7 jadvance some money for it. , ᾿ . 

be . τς "IK (Jack Kling) 
ἘΝ . . for International Department, 
| N.C., @.P., U.S.A." 

who was not. informed as to the contents, 
. advised CG 5824-S* that he wouldattempt to deliver this. 

» envelope to the Polish Consul Genéral ADOLF KITA during 
ternoon of 7/21 or 7/22/65. CG 5824-8* would telephone 

ΕΝ To εἼρῖτες 9:00 p.m. on 7/22/65 to confirm that the message “ 
, ba een transmitted. 

statement, pertinent portions. of the aboye information will be’ 
disseiinated to interested offices. . 

i 

. | : .By separate communication, with appropriate cdutionary 

+ 
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ROUTE ΝΥ. ENVELOPE 1 
Date:. 8, 3265. [τ 

Transmit the following in 
᾿ a Γ Ν 

" (Typein plaintext oF code) ET i ῖ 

oye ——__-ATRTE. __.REGISTERED es 

| TO 4. DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
it ‘ - i 

" ΕΥ̓ FROM :- SAC, NEW YORK (.00-134637) ) ἵ 

“Ab y “nino Gig) ̓ ες 
-ὸ 

-on.8/3/65, NY 694-S*% transmitted to the κέ ΩΣ 
Soviets. through the. secondary. channé1--ISIDORE GIBBY 
NEEDLEMAN~-sevéral tiessages on microfiln, some of L 
which were ‘in plain text and others an partial gode. d 

The: following message was in plain text: | ? 

fe REG δ - 2804) - Haq ἢ 
| "δ | a8 μι. 8.1885 Ν᾿" : ΝΣ me ν . 6. AUB. 9.-νὸ 

μὲν ὠς ΟΝ 
7 — Ay 

Lx C- Bureau (RM . be? 
| Chicago ἘΝ 46~.Sub 3) (iat) 

~ ~ NY 134-91 (INV) (42) 
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To Referee = 

In view of the sudden cut off of assistance 
to the "New World Review," this. Journal now faces the 
erisis of its existence, This magazine has been 
published now for 33 years (though the name was 
changed). The circulation is over 6,000 regul,rly 
and sometimes more, But most important this Journal 
g.oes to what we call in the US, the "opinion makers." 
‘This means it reaches people who influence others, 
such as editors, writers, lecturers and mainly 
those whohave influence and contact wish masses 

_ of people. It goes to 1,200 libraries. 

A prolonged collective discussion brought 
out the fact that this magazine has a greater impact 
upon Americans than all the similar magazines published 
abroad (including some now published in the USSR), 
This publication is geared to the State of the American 
public and its level of thinking, This magazine 
haS also taken a firm position in clgrifying the 
position of the USSR vs. CPC. 

Your views regarding the "New World Review" 
were discussed with.us after Hub's return, But we 
believed as did the editors that nothing would be 
done suddenly or hurriedly to adversely affect the 

. dourng] - not without more discussion and even some 
continued help, if not in the same regular manner as 

‘ pefore, 

fo this day no one - repeat no one “- from 
your side has even spoken to the editor about the 
probdem:s The comrades whohave put in decades. of work 
to cement the friendship of the peoples of the US 
and the USSR. feel that they deserve more confidence than 
mere silence, 

The crisis in the magazine is already 
affecting the council at a time when this organization 
was spreading and doing some excellent work. You should 
know thet the council is and was helped by the magazine 
not only in a propagands sense but maternally. 

This situation has placed more burdens upon 
us directly and upon some of our other institutions 
such as the print shop, Since bills have not been 
paid they are suffering financial Losses that hae -put 
them in dire straits. 

¥ 

-2. 
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The following message was in partial code: 

"The enclosed memorandum 'regarding the matter of 
the !New World Review's; even if stated briefly is our 
considered collective opinion. “ We have more material con- 
cerning this subject matter which we will send you later. 
In the. meantime, may we in a comradely manner suggest that 
someone see the editor and that sométhing be done to 
alleviate. the crisis. 

"Comrade HALL asked me to convey his opinions in 
this communication - 

"Fraternally yours 

"MORRIS CHILDS" 

The following message was in plain text: 

"The following is GUS HALL's 
memorandum on. New World Review: ἢ 
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Regarding the matter of the New World Review: 

~ ἘΠ In spite.of its limited circulation, this magazine plays ἃ rather decisive role 
in a number of very important areas. Even if.one takes the question of the , 
debate on the position of the Communist Party of China, this magazine has 
made a significant contribution in influencing a number of key people in the . 
Left movement who are themselves opinion-making individuals. 

* 
t 

It plays a very important role in the sense of popularizing the achievements 
of the Soviet Union and socialism, again in very key areas. As a matter of 
fact it is in the very-nature of this magazine that it is read by people who 
are opinion-makers. I venture to say that it has a greater influencé on the 
popularization of the achievements of the Soviet Union and socialism: than 
all of the other magazines publishéd for this purpose by the socialist coun- 

. try put together. 

The magazine is geared to the Américan public. This ié its strong point. - - - 
\. That it has a number of articles from other socialist countries besides ‘the . 

Soviet Union adds to the importance of this magazine. 

ed ΠῚ το ὐπὸ πότ τος ‘Some-problems,that should 88 considered. ae 
ε- 

μι 

= -τ - - So 

1.-No one- -has-discussed either the. contents-.or the: problems. with the Editor,. 
for possibly a year and a half; On her trip to the Soviet Union about a 
year and a half ago, promises were made that no change would take 
place without proper discus sion and proper notification. 

2. No assistance of any kind has been received.for 1965. We have set up 
a commission to work with the Editor on improving the magazine, on mak- 

* "it even mire of a magazine that young Americans will read, (85: well as 
. to work on the question of increasing its circulation. Ἧ 

Δ 

It is. our collective opinion that this ‘magazine serves ἃ very important purpose 
win the overall picture of the struggle for peace and for socialism. Rather than 

= “ignoring this magazine or thinking of ending its career, ideas should be forth-" 
coming on how to improve and how to make it even more effective. 
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The following message was in partial code: 

"CC, CPSU 

"Important - Please Note: 

"Comrade SIMON GERSON, member of CPUSA National: 
Committee, and family will arrive August 16th ~ Monday - 
via flight, 910 British Ruropean Airlines in Moscow at 
4205 P.M. 

"gus HALL" 

The following message was in plain text: | 

“Correction _ . ; | 

.  ‘“®rror made in last message: to you should have read ~ 

"Saint. not Angel who will be on vacation for 3 weeks." 

(Re above message, see NY airteli8/2/65,. page 4, 
message “5: In identifying ISIDORE, NEEDLEMAN to the Soviets, 

~S* inadvertently referred to him as "Angel"rather than 
Nain, " which is the code word for NEEDLEMAN, 

The following message was in plain text: 7 τς 

We assume the tlambt you referred to an your last 
tug is EDWARD OLIVER LAMB .and not "World Festival,' the 
word for which in referee code is 'lamb.'" 

(Re above, see NY airtel 7/28/65, page 1, message #2,, 
which reads, "We maintain official working contact with Youth | 
Festival. We consider that. this contact is useful. ἢ 
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‘ Transmit the. following in a! __ “Ν ΝΕ 
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ay ATRTEL __Recrstinep . ee ae 

d | | 
4] ταν DIRECTOR, FBI (1060-28092) 
: AC,NEW YORK (100=134637) 

᾿ς Ny 694-S* on. 7/30/65 advised: that on that date he ἢ} 
eonférred with.ELIZABETH MASCOLO, paramour - ‘of ‘TIM BUCK,, " 
Chairman Emeritus of the ‘Canadian CP, at the office of 
ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN in NYC. MASCOLO. delivered tO. . 
Ny 694~S* three. documents ; two of: ‘which were lettérs: from 
TIM BUCK, and the third of which was a copy of a letter 
“sent ‘to the CP of Canada by thie CP ot Italy. These. ~. 
documents were to be delivered to GUS HALL on TIM BUCK's 
instructions. Copies of thé above-mentioned documents are 
attached hereto. . 

MASCOLO stated that she had come 'to New York only 
for the purpose of delivering these documénts. ~ 

1. yy 134-91. 
1 NY 100-13463 

- 
* 
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PARTI COMMUNISTE 
CANADIEN © 

COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF CANADA 

National Committee Comité National’ 

ae, 
_ 24 CECIL STREET TORONTO 2B, CANADA TELEPHONE WA. 15109 

July 29, 1965 

Dear Herb: 

Inclosed is copy of a letter received from ¢.P.I, on July 
16th, Am sending it just in case you have not received one. 

Primary purpose of this note is to "clear the deck" in 
respect to inatructora at the school, , : 

As you know, curriculum 1s built around three main subjecta=- ; 

Political Economy, Philosophy, Strategy and Tactics, The plan 

4s to have an instructor in charge of each main subject. Hs will 

be responsible along with the Director for fitting in the special 

lectutea, workshop seasiona, gelection of topics on which papers 

are prepared, and etc. 
We have the people, but I would like to have word from you 

as to wiether you would like to send @ comrade to particlpate in 

the tnatruetion-elther ae Instructor in charge of one subject or 

to participate in & more general way 88 8 member of the teaching 

staff, Even if you have comrades available it may not be advisable, 

but you are in the best position to decide, It 18 not.absolutely —_ 

essential that: you give ‘a ‘definitive reply today but it wlll be good 

4 we can have it within a couple of weekso%2- ὁ, 
The aecond question which necessitated this note refers to 

atudenta, : ; 

The course will start on Sept.15th and conciude on Dec.15th, 

Premisés for class work are arranged but housing and ete, can be 

arranged beat when we have information about the students; sex, 

preferences as to being alone or in couples, etc, In this town 

4t might be good if we know in advance how many of the comrades 

will be negros and thelr dex. 
I dont suppose that you are 1π 8 position to give this 

information immediately but τὺ wlll be good if you arrange with 

the bearer about how wa ghall be informed, 

With personal regarde,. 



Dear comrades! " " | 

Sinoe in the recent contacts we had with leaders of 

various communist parties, the possibility of an early 

galling of a world gonference of the workers’ and communist 

parties was Aisousaed and since some othe communist parties 

took 8 position favourable to such an initiative either in 

public declarations or in private informations, | we feel it 

might be veeful to inform 
you ag to the conclusions reached | 

with regard to this 
iaaue by the δι. and |the 0,0,9, of our 

party oo their joint meeting held on the 7th,8th and 9th 

of July. 
ae δ ve 

The report delivered by comrade ‘Alicata on behalf of the 

Political Bureau on (the 2nd point on the agenda of the meeting}: 

The deterioration of the world. eituation| and the communists’ = 

and for peoples’ freedom", in dealing with the 

an early calling of 8 wo
rld conference, said: . 

The attention of our movement| should now, be focused 

for peace and againet aggression. 

ity of action lies the key to, create 

cooperation and unity 18 cur movement, 

to aonoen rating agein the 

attention] on the question of 

understand that: the. stubborn 

e| comrades may cause 

negative reactions. 
ἃ the impatiance 

of all who realize - 48 We 8 

these positions are gauging 

βυθοῦ to 4mperialist aggression, 

Namess peoples There 16 no doubt that 

dmmediate advantage from the gstabiiehment of 6 

of action and the coordination of the sol 

51888 and communisat forcede Lastly, we 40 

situation now existing in the world communist 

deep concern to some parties and gives plae, 88 

such 5 situation, to regrettable forms of isolat 

action too. Ali this, however, dose! not bring 

cur position, On the contrary, i+ 

that to lose time in the effort to resto 

movement by old methoda and procedures, 

and put into practice 411 those joint. ind 

46. essential and pussible to take, If 

developed relentlessly and patiently in 

benexicial to vhe eause of the fight for peace an 

freedom, they could make the Chinese, comm "pe 

able and persuade then of the need to 890 

parties for active and effective forma Ὁ 

operations : 
ει 

In our views, moreover, & now inter! 

be puraued on 8 preader ground than that] on which 

the parties d@esoending from the 3rd International: 
Ὦ 

of international golildarity, cooperation) and unity are to be | 

sought also with forces which are not marxiat,, but gonsiatently 

anti-imperialist and are endeavoring in 4a, Africa and Latin 

America to find new roade to advance δᾶ to pulld socialleb. 

We must raject any tendency, which might: emerge after recent | 



- ou 

aventea in Algeria, to look again with preconceived mistrust 
upon such forees which have developed or may devalop in Africa, 
Agta and South America, In Europe, too, we must act in the 
gonviction that ali working class forces@also non communist 
ones 88 long as they take antieimperialist and class stande= 
can and must be calledys upon,te share in thease new forms of 
international solidarity, cooperation and unity νὰ νόσου 

At. tha end of their debate, the ¢,C, and the ¢,¢,.¢, 
unanimously approved the report delivered by comrade Alicata 
on behalf of the Folitical Bureau and decided then that under 
the clroumstances our Party could neither attend a world 
conference called at an early dats, nor take part in the pre-= 
paratory meeting taken in consideration by some of the brother 
parties, This decision was expressed in the concluding resolution, 
where it is atateds: 

Ν eeeethe C.C, and the ¢,C.C. once again strees the need 
that 511 the working class and communist forces, and more 
genereslly all the anti-imperialist forces, find new fresh forma 
of solidarity, cooperation and unity on internationsl scale, 
They reconfirm that the line proposed, by the Italien Gommunist 
Party is the correct one to reach this end, discarding methods 
and procedures which proved ineffective so far, 

With fraternal greetings 

1 

i 

The Secretariat of the I.¢.F. 
{Alessandro Natta) 
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' ROUTH IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 82 2,7 65 
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Transmit the following in — ᾿ 
~ πν ᾿ ᾿ (Type in. plaintext or code} * © 

AIRTEL ‘REGISTERED 
~ (P Tort) 

TO  ¢: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

sUBIRCTS a 
“FEL 

- On 7/30/65, there was received from the Soviets, ὁ 
via radio, ἃ ciphered-partially coded message, the ‘plain | 
text of which is as follows: 3 " 

"Do. GUS HALL : . a cf 

i . μι, Please inform HENRY ‘WINSTON that his USSR - 
friends whole-heartedly ‘congratulate: him and: FERN OWENS on ee 
-occasion of theit wedding and wish them happy family iife,, 
good health and success in public and political activity. ’ a 

JOHNSON's Letter in which he raised question of royalties 
for his book,. we inform you that in 1962 JOHNSON. received 
in Moscow advance payment of 520 dollars, and the rest of 1 
sum 590 dollars was sent to. International Publishers iin 
November 1964 in “accordance “with your Communist Party 
decision, so our publishing ‘house progress made full payment ἢ 
for this book. Tell us whether our publishing house should 
inform JOHNSON thet the sécond part of his royalties was 
sent to International Publishers or you will inform him. 

sR (Re above, see NY airtel 7/23/65, pages 3,4,5,) 

ΠΝ "3, With regret we received your information that 
GIL GREEN's daughter and son-in-law were now able to visit 
USSR. In accordancé with JOUR request ὡς, 5.5 ve them to SEO) 

we; puree Ke [00 ~ Oy! | 
AL <cns (Laue 8) 

m4 ae aed ; eases at * ~ - ub B . ᾿ 

1 - NY 106-13463 Ge NT BOM BE 
_ ACB smisb _ SES 

“(8) a ἢ 

"2, On your request in connection with OAKLEY la 

Sent 2M ΒΓ 



NY 100-134637 

Wwisas, which was received: by us On Juhe. 20, ‘we sent on ὁ 
the same day instructions to. our Embassy. in Paris at the . 
same time we informed Intourist and Komsoriol as. you asked, 
that it is necessary to pay special attention to them 
during their stay in USSR. To our regret we were not 
informed by our Paris Embassy on financial difficulties of 
GIL GREEN's daughter and son-in-law, This is why we weré 
not. able to pay their travel expenses in. USSR. Please - 

' dnforin GIL GREEN that. we are very. ‘sorry that his. daughtér 
and son-in-law had some difficulties that did not let them 
visit USSR. ! 

* ReNYairtel 7/28/68, wherein were reported four 
᾿ Messages from the Soviets. 

a On: 8/2/65 5 NY -694.$* advised that after restudysng 
the referenced Soviet messages. together. with: CG 5824.s*, who 
‘is currently in NYC, he réalizes ‘that. his. interpretation. of 
message 2 was erroneous. owirig to the use by the Soviets of the 
code word "lamb," which signifies "Youth Festival." From the 
‘context of the messages , NY :694-S¥aand σα '5624~S* how conclude. 
that the word. "lamb" was inténdéd-by the Sovietsto refer to 
EDWARD OLIVER LAMB, Toledo, Ohto,, industrialist, who was referred 
to, the Soviets by ‘GUS. HALL. (neve is. no. ‘code, word for 
EDWARD LAMB. ) i ; 

Since message 2 rePers to. EDWARD LAMB ;. ‘the Significance - 
of message 44s that. the Soviets are suggesting that continued | 
contact ‘by HALL with LAMB and others réferred:to the Soviets 
by HALL could jeopardize the secuxvity of the CPUSA; 

| (ONY αὶ helio: at. ‘possibly: “the Soviets also — 
havé in: mind in this. regard. " oe 

On 7/30/65, NY-694=S¥ transmitted to the Soviets, 
via the secondary channél-~TSIDORE | GIBBY: NEEDLEMAN--a number of 
codéd messages on microfilm, the plain texts of which are as follows: 

“Ὁ: 
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(:) 
"CCCPSU 

"KOMSOMOL - RESHETOV VERY URGENT 

ΠΝ Youth CPUSA members and comrades are stranded. in Paris «Ὁ 
They have aplied for visas at Embassy in Paris and were 
refused Visas. Both have been on youth list to Moscow for many 
weeks, originally would have been with Youth Festival delegates 
going to Algeria but instead were among. those of many Youth 
Pestival group caught while en route. Fey telephoned their 
plight to USA and have 
personally urge that: © nd be 
issued 86 visa to Moscow ard also Yansportation from Paris 
to Moscow and. réturn to any port of embarkation in Western 
Europe (they ‘have their transportation paid from West 

Please I again urge that: 
nd be issued visa and transportation. 

from Paris to Moscow. 

Ing 

In FC 

“When in Moscow that they be joined with, other 
Youth delegates from USA to tour and visit Ui 
batkgrounds were sent to you weeks ago~-she, 
is daughter of AL, LANNON, old-time leading C member and 
founder of NMU who is now on West Coast. 

"Please expedite the above request. 

"Praternal thanks 

"GUS HALL" 

(Re above, see NY airtel 7/23/65, page 10..). 

(2). 
"CCCPSU 

"When: SIMON GERSON, member of CPUSA National Comittee, arrives 
in Moscow with his. * family on August 13th, please put. him on as 
your guest on our National Committeé quota. While they have paid 
their own transportation to Moscow and return it is now important 
that they be treated as such. GUS; HALL" 

(Re above, see NY airtel 7/23/65, page 8.)- 

τι ¥ 36 
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(3) 
"PLEASE NOTE 

"TSIDORE NEEDLEMAN is leaving for a period of 3 weeks after 
Wednesday, August 4th. From then on I will contact you by 
walky~talky + To make sure. that..you know thehext drop NOW I 
am listing it: ΝΕ ᾿Ν 

"SISTER MEG,. 

"White Rose Bar 
Southwest corner 34th.Street and 3rd Avenue. 
166 Bast 34th is another entrance. . 
The 'MENS' room is in the rear of the place 
You will find the material under the washbasin 
LEFT side---repeat washbasin LEFT SIDE... 

"Tt will be left there from 2:30 to 2:45--you pick it up 
at 3:00 or 3:15 and at 4:00 telephone acknowledgement: 

"684-8694 {use this for the month of August only) 

"Ring 3 times as. usual. | 

"JACK BROOKS 

"ALSO: Your contact to me during that period will be either 
Wall Street or radio. ἢ 

(4). 
"The matter that you had agreed of JEAN KARSAVINA and 
MYRON SHARPE on the sale of that business to her is not complete 
as of this date-~She is waiting daily from your representative to 
conclude this deal. but so far no one has come. 

"GUS HALL" 

(Re above, see NY airtel 5/14/65, and NYlet 6/22/65, 
captioned "MYRON. SHARPE, SM-C" ὦ Bufile 97-4014) 

a 
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"ATSO: 

"PHIL FRANKFELD of World Books has heard nothing more 
since seeing the Mezhkniga representative. He too is 
waiting to hear further from them. 

% 

sega —evt a 

¥quUS HALL” 

(Re above, see report of SA HENRY E. NAEHLE, 
captioned "PHILIP FRANKFELD, IS-C," at NY, 
dated 7/28/65.) 

(5) 
, The following message was prepared in plain text 

and was prepared by CG 5824-s* from a report he has already 
submitted t6 the Bureau- regarding the recent CPUSA National 

Committee meebing held in New York between July 16 and 19, 1965: 
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TS} Central Committee, CPSU : . | 2 Ree from Hub , . 

1965. Present were all members of the NB plus the heads of. the Control & - mission aS well as a few functionaries who work in the NO. Review Con ΤΙ At each session ἃ few Comrades activ | e in a specific fi 
invited to participate in the discussion on ἡ oe ΟΥ̓ ne tere particular activities. the Subject relating: to their 

the pares arse included a ades in charge: of youth activity in y.. Among them was who is now in charge of youth for the NO but. he is not a ποῖ» ΠῚ 
Ing 

who was absent was Carl.W. who, as. you know,!7¢ 

Ϊ 
. 

ἰ ΤῊΘ National Board of CPUSA had a 4-day session; July 16- 19, 

᾿ 
| 

The only member of the NB 
‘is now traveling. 

᾿ ae eee ee held under sécurity conditions. 
© enclosed material is not the official record of th based upon the notes and summary of Hub, ene meeting but is We consider this material strictly confidential, ~~ ~~ 7-7 

~ XY am not sending notes on the discussion of various participants, only 
that of the reports and, of course, Comrade Hall'’s discussions. 

I did include the remarks of Corirade Gil Green, The reason is because he 
as put on the Program Commission and did some writing; Secondly, he repre~ 

sented a point of view along with Comrades Healey, Thompson, Richmond, and to 
some extent Lima which was at variance with the. accepted point of view of the 

‘ majority. Some of the differences at this stage are on fundamental problems 
such as the basic role of the working class as against the confused idea that 
the middle classes play the important role in the US and that the. peasantry 
and middle class nationalists play the most. important role. in tthe. ‘Struggle — 

“for liberation in: the ‘undeveloped countries. . 
The other point is-a very important difference. regarding: ‘the role of the 

 “~“CPUSA. These few above-mentioned Comrades still have an, idea in their minds 
about:-a fusion with the "radical left" in the form of an "all-inclusive party . 
of .socialism." Of course, these few Comrades still have confused ideas about 
the International Movement and the struggle for unity. 

The basic leadership is-of the opinion that we will, in the process of 
. discussion, change the minds of these few. 

I would therefore urge you to especially note Comrade. Hall's remarks in- ' 
troducing the outline of the "Rough Draft" which will serve as a basis for the - 
program. b 

IL also want to call to your attention. that we are readying our Party for 
ἃ National Convention, most likely the end of 1965. 
“"' We are, of course, keeping in mind the coming court trials. You will note 
the dates-in my notes on the fight against the McCarran Act. We are not for-. 
getting that the expanding war in Vietnam may affect our plans for the Conven- 
tion being held this year, However, we intend to utilize. the documents in the - 
program aS a part of pre-convention discussion. Some of the programmatic docu- 
‘ments will serve as a basis for Convention Resolutions. The discussion on the 

. Negro Question or the Negro Freedom Movement, popularly known as the Civil 
Rights Movement, was postponed but within. the next weeks we will have ‘a docu- — 

—-f=——ment ‘ready. iene a τ ------- τττ--ε- 

We also want to take note of your message. regarding elarification on the ' 
invitations. . 

| . Comrade Birch sends his fraternal greetings. 

\ i ComradelLy yours, 
eee TE, 

‘ENCLOSURE Joo - ΑἈῈ Δ] ~ 500 j 
------ τ 
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ΞΟ notes on the meeting of the National Board, July 16-19, inclusive 

The following agenda was adopted: 1) Rough outline of the Party pro- 
gram; 2) an outline for a trade union resolution; 3) the Negro struggles; 
(postponed to future meeting) 4) Struggle against poverty; 5) Vietnam de- 
velopments; 6) Me Carran Act; 7) youth and the "Summer Project." 

Comrade Gus Hall was the first Speaker who introduced the discussion 
of the rough outline. of the new Party program which had been previously 
Sent to the districts. Comrade Hall indicated that he would begin by 
touching upon some questions of approach and manner of discussion of the 
program outline and then continued as follows: . 

This is the most difficult task of the Party in recent times and it 
will take a lot of Marxist intelligence to get this finished. The discus- 
Sion will constitute a test of our leadership. This can be the process ΠΟ which will show the growth of the Party leadership and establish our 
‘leadership on a new plateau, or it can become a block to the development 
of the Party. 

Naturally, as of now, there is no collective, unified position con- 
. cerning this subject. Naturally, there will be differences--we should not 
"panic" just because there are some differences, This is not unusual but 
we muSt not let it get out of hand, Therefore, we need a responsible type 
of discussion both for each individual and for the collective. We should 
avoid subjectivity and unwarranted "inferences," There must be no private 
campaign for a particular position. This discussion must be in a highly 
intelligent manner without bickering or invective. ‘ 

We will be discussing new areas and, therefore, there can be no 
advanced positions. Basing myself upon my experience within the Secretariat when this matter was discussed, I can say that it is possible that this 
discussion can get "hot." Let me emphasize -that- ideas are better than 
invectives, As of now, we have little experience in regard to this type or style of discussion. When we achieve a new “method of debate" then we 
can raise our leadership to a new level and achieve an excellent Party 
program, 

By way of background about the program, let mé comment as follows: 
There waS a small subcommittee of five persons set up by the Secretariat 
to work on this project. The entire committee worked on this, but: Al 
Richmond did most of the writing with the help of Gil Green. Some of the 
rest also participated. This "outline" is not a real draft of a program, 
It is not even a draft of positions. it 15 rea y a list of .subjects upon. 
which a program must be developed. It is not a political resolution. We 
will have and have now some resolutions. It is not a “political commentary 
of the times" as Lenin once said. The aim is to achieve a programmatic 

ἣν Statement of the CPUSA. But this program is not just for our’ inner use; it 
is offered to the masses of the people and gives the reasons for the 
existence of the CPUSA. We should answer the question of a need for the 
CP in the US to achieve these aims of the people. 

This program must reflect the need for the Party and show the new de- 
velopments in the world and class relations or changes in the US. The 
program must reflect the basic ideological and political pillars upon 
which the Party rests. It must also reflect the_position of other groups 
but mainly it must show the unique communist position. The program must 
reflect our scientific concepts of society. We must show that these are 
the laws of social development that give a direction to the classes and 
class relations--this is fundamental and scientific, 

From that understanding of the flow of society come our strategic 
concepts. We must show the inability of capitalism to solve social 

, problems and that the capitalist Society should not just be replaced by 
“another society" but by a "socialist society." This must be no mechanical 
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concept of these social laws but rather a dialectical analysis. We take 
into account human factors in society and we take into account the new 
times. This separates us from other socialist groups such as the Socialist 
Labor Party, the Trotskyists, etc. They have a mechanical approach but we 

- take a dialectical approach in regard to these laws and, therefore, we 
have a flexible tactical approach. 

Next, is the consideration of the basic pillars of society and our 
position regarding classes, The root of the problem in the world movement 
is related to this problem and is aiso a challenge in the US. The program 

therefore cannot be anything but firm régarding class reiations and the 
working class aS the pillar of Society. We are the Champions of the work~ 

ing class, its role, its probiems, etc, When we do this we have a frame~ 

- Work and can discusS the weaknesses and the strengths of the working class" 
We are not critics from the "outside" like the liberals. . 

On this fundamental basis we can be critical (not sweeping criticism). 
of trade union leadership. We must take pride in the achievements of our 
working class. The program must show the solution of the world situation 
and the results of automation. We must show the role of the working class 
as a part of the achievements of this country; that is, as fruits of mass 
struggles. In this way the working class stands in its proper perspective. 

Our anti-monopoly development is a development of "struggle" against 
monopoly. Our program must give answers to those who are the victims of 
monopoly capitalism. In the struggle for democracy, economic well-being, 
Negro rights, ete., all are joined in this struggle even if it is the 
working class which leads in this fight. Socialism will be served by a 
multi- or all-class struggle against monopdy capitalism. 

In this sense, there is a close relationship between socialism and 
anti~colonialism. The program should have some assessment of the "Left" 
and how it has developed in the trade unions, the peace movement, the - 
civil rights movement, etc. The program should reflect the struggle for 
civil rights ‘with special relation to the classes as an oppressed people 

_ and its relationship to the working class in its struggle for jobs, 
‘political action, and democracy. In other words, it should picture the 

total relationship. 
In regard to socialism in the US, the program must give some outlook 

on how socialism will look in the US. We need to be more detailed and 
concrete in regard to the question of peaceful transition. We will seek 
the most peaceful path possible, even if we can’t give guarantees, This 
"seeking" applies to all mass struggles such as Strikes, etc. We must ~ 
convince the people that we will not seek violence, ΝΣ 

We must find an answer concerning the negative developments or 
effects of socialist countries in the more industrialized countries. ' 

ἦν Socialism developed first in backward capitalist countries and also in 
those with the least democratic backgrounds or traditions. There should 
be no unnecessary criticism of existing socialist countries. We should 

‘place these differences rather in a positive way Such as how we can im- 
prove our democracy and how socialism can do this in the Us. , 

Τί must be made clear that the democratic institutions in the US were 
not developed by capitalism but rather were developed despite capitalism. 

! The fact iS that capitalism is reactionary. We must clarify our position 
- on the role of bourgeois democracy. in regard to the role’ of US imperialism 

and the right of self-determination, we must remember the reality in 
today’s world that one-third of the world is socialist. We _must- show that 
the policy of peaceful coexistence is in the interest of our people. 

‘ The program writing commisSion has made Several proposals: 1) that we 
organize and proceed with the discussion, and 2) that we Simultaneously 

μος complete writing the draft. If we do not do this, we will be working on it 
for 20 years. We should write on those things onwhich we agree. 

# 
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I would suggest that we set up five commissions (actually eight were 
set up) to work concretely on Some areas and to state a Party position: 
1) the working class, its role, status, etc.; 2) the "Left," its nature, 
etc.; 3) the correlation between socialism and ideology; 4) the nature of 
the US Gov't.; 5) the perspective in the civil rights struggle. 

"Drafting and talking" is the aim. We also recommend that we Start 
publishing articles on the program. Political Affairs should set up 8 
‘special section in the magazine for this and also Set up a pre-convention | 
bulletin. 

Again, how we conduct this discussion is most important--it can be 
valuable or harmful. We should bear in mind that this will not be an 
official programmatic statement of CPUSA policy until it is adopted as 
Such at a CPUSA Convention which we still hope can be held before the 
end of this year. We hope that the draft of the proposed program can be 
completed in September and published during the fall. 

Discussion followed on Comrade Hall's report. 14 Comrades participated 
in this part of the discussion, I am including Gil Green's remarks because’ 
he was one of the authors of the outline for the program, 

Comrade Gil Green made the following comments: On the whole, while 
the discussion haS been -positive, nevertheless, it is "rough" on the 
rough draft. A lot more discussion is necessary. I recall that back in the 
1930's we won the intellectual struggle and "we called the shots." 
Although many people started out in hostility toward uS, Since life vindi- 
cated the communist outlook, they grudgedly agreed that we were correct. 
We must keep our eyes on reality and life and our eyes on the masses. We 
cannot lead by proposing generalities. But,:at the same time, unless we ' 
want to write an encyclopedia, we cannot include everything. We must 
unite on the basis of the realities of today and how we are to progress 
to the next stages. In my view, these stages are liberal reform, radical 
reform, and still later social reform. ; 

We have -to give a lot of thought to the invasions of Vietnam and the | 
Dominican Republic. Were these mistakes of individuals in the ruling class 

"or did we expect this to happen? Where did we miss ‘or make a mistake? I 
am of the opinion that we will not move out of this Stage that we are in 
and avoid a nuclear war unless we can move labor. I cannot see the present 
Situation as just another "new deal" which had another: foreign policy. 
Today, the United States sees a challenge in the sweep of the anti-~ 
colonial revolution and its relation to Socialism. As more revolutions 
occur in Latin America, the ruling class will react. But we cannot agree 
with the position of the Monthly Review that it is socialism versus 
reaction and war, We must give thought to how we can prevent new Vietnams.' 

The anti-monopoly struggle means that the main‘'fire must be directed , 
', against the industrial-military complex. We must explain that you can't 

do anything against poverty or for the Negro people if billions of dollars” 
are being spent for war. We have a problem of how to move ahead and yet 

‘we cannot avoid the questions posed by the independents. We should not be 
put into the position of being the "indeperidents" versus the mainstrean. 
I believe it would be a mistake if we placed the Struggle for democracy 

-outside the struggle for socialism. 
Comrade Gus Hall made some concluding remarks: I believe that a 

Summary: would be out of order in this discussion since this is the first 
survey and participation of this Board. I am very pleased with this dis- 
cussion and believe that it could not have been more concrete. I have only. 
a few remarks. On the question of independence" and the "mainstream, " τ. 
believe that our position should be both: ‘Independence within the πδληπο. 
stream." There is one general idea that I would Like to put forward con- 

, ,cerning concepts. Be on guard against watering down basid¢iconecépts and 
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inadvertently watering down such things as the fight for democracy; or 
narrowing the struggle for peace to a struggle against imperialism; or ! 
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narrowing down the struggle against imperialism to the struggle for 
Socialism. 

What further is there to do? I think we can set up more committees 
such as one on the farm queStion and one on youth. We should ask two or 
three of the top youth to formulate a position on youth. Before the end 
of this meeting, we will designate some commissions and I would like 
"volunteers" for some of these commissions. | | 
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| Saturday, July 17, 1965 

‘Outline for Trade Union Resolution = 

Discussion concerning the “QGutline for a Draft Labor-Policy Resolu~ 

tion." Comrade Potash led off this discussion in place of Comrade Winter 

_who is traveling. 
᾿ While this is only an "outline" on trade unions, nevertheless, there 

has been a lot of discussion on it. We have also talked to many trade 

unionists about its contents. Although Carl Winter, who prepared this 

outline, is absent, I am sure he would not consider it as the "last word." 

Actually, there should be an accompanying legislative resolution, but I 

ἢ doubt this separate resolution idea will work out. 

« There are "stirrings" in the trade union movement. We must realize 

that it takes more to move workers than students. There is a groping to 

‘ find the expression of the rank and file. There has been an increase in 

wildcat strikes, deep dissatisfaction with automation, and "settlement" 

of strikes. The workers want more than attrition agreements--they want 

future care. 
We can note that the recent steel and IVE elections are feflections 

of dissatisfaction. of workers with conditions in the industry and shops 

ἰ and, of course, they blame the leadership. There are voices of dissatis- 

— faction in some of the trade unions in regard to the Vietnam and Dominican 

Republic policies of the US Gov't. Do not underestimate the speeches of 

Some of the leaders like -Meany"lana others on the peace issue, especially 

after the Meany and Dubinsky endorsement of gov't. policies. There are 

deep grumblings in basic industry about hard work, the Speed-up, and 

intensive exploitation. Although the men need the overtime money, they 

find it hard to keep going physically. Also, the feeling of insecurity 
is ever present because of the workers’ increasing debt. 

We should be aware of the significant differentiations between 

_ leaders and groups of unions, We can't just classify the CIO as "pro- 

gressive" and the craft unions as "reactionary" be¢ause it just is not 

So, Even in the unions of skilled workers there are some unskilled. This 

is true in steel, electrical, auto, etc. We must take note of these 

differentiations and work out our program accordingly. There are. Some 

disagreements. Not everyone agrees about these differentiations or that 

they can be utilized. Some do not consider these "differences" or as 

Serious enough. I consider these differences as serious and. to have . 

inherent possibilities to move workers. Some people See only the positive 

Side and fear that our criticism would negate our influence upon the 

workers. But we do need to criticizd. Meany and Dubinsky, who are tools 

of CIA, should be criticized. The workers in the ILGWU suffer because of 

Dubinsky's submission to the big boss’and gov't. We must aiticize these 

_ leaders and show their neglect of the workers’ needs. Even some of the 

‘ left publications treat these people, such as Dubinsky, as “sacred cows." 

But the matter of how to criticize is important; thére should be no 

vendetta; it must be serious criticism. We must disagree and criticize 

without repelling the rank and file or creating obstacles that would 

divide the Left and progressives. : 

Another point of disagreement is on "Left" or "rank and file forms." 

i . Some say there is no need for these. I say that we need these forms to 

unite the Left and center on important problems such as automation, trade 

union democracy, etc. Of course, there is the danger of lapsing into 

factionalism, but this still does not do away with the need for alliances 

Some want a "national center" to give expression to the sentiments 

., of the rank and file and the left. This is not a simple matter. We need 

‘to give this more careful thought. As we prepare for our convention, we 

. should give thought to all of these ideas,, We should give special 
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thought to the idea expressed by Reverend Martin Luther King on the 
repeal of Section 14B of the Taft-Hartley Act and analliance to organize 
the South, That is a pivotal question. 

The outline of the resolution leaves out the question of socialism. 
We cannot leave this out. We are appealing to the workers as a CP. This 
ended Comrade Potash's introduction. 

Comrade Green was the next Speaker in the discussion. This res lu- 
‘tion contains many good things. But, it is like a department store. It 
has many counters and the reader must find what he wants. There is no 

-line in the resolution. The following points should be made:.1) the 
working class is basic for a revolution; 2) trade unions are the basic 
organization of the working class; 3) there can be no political change 
in the US without the trade unions; 4) the labor movement does not play 
this role; it is full of contradictions and many workers are still 
unorganized; 5) communists should not be separated from trade unionism. 

To bring about a change in trade unions is the ideological work of 
the CP but this should be done from the bottom up and not from the top 
down. The concentration Should be upon youth and upon organizing the 
unorganized, 

After comments by several others, Comrade Hall made the following 
comments: This is in many ways the most important resolution in prepara- 
tion for the convention. We must give this work the status it requires — 
in the CP, I agree with most of what has been Said here but there are a 
few things that do bother me and that is how some of these problems were 
placed. The overall posture of the Party on labor has not been-good. We. 
must dispel the era of criticism and cynical criticism of the trade union 
movement in America. The attitude is an “ivory tower" attitude instead 
of saying this is “our working class." We never did evaluate the "mis- ‘ 
leaders of labor" approach. George Morris is the chief offender. It is 
a fact that the liberal and. left movement are- criticizing the trade unions. 
What have we done to answer the attack on the working class and its 
organization? We act as if we are "neutral" instead of using. the class 
approach. It appears that some people think it is 'aarime to draw some 
positive things from the trade union movement. z 

The struggle against the ultra-right is a glorious page in the 
Struggle of the trade union movement. Should we not take this positive 
pride and build on it? The ultra~-right wants to take over whole cities 
and states but labor has defeated them. We must get rid of this cynical . 
approach of the liberals and the ultra-left. As to the question of Negro ‘ 
workers only acting like Negroes rather than in accordance with class 
needs--this is the wrong estimate of Negroes who are a part of a class. 
They are not mere "nationalists"; they are workers. 

On the question of the ideological struggle within the working 
class--to even state this question is a step forward. But this problem 
is still often presented with the indication that the outcome is in 
doubt. The Statement has been made that "trade union leadership is 
betraying the working class.'' But must we not ask is it notonly a part 
of the leadership who are betrayers? The trade union leadership is not 
only Meany. There are tens of thousands of trade union leaders. We must 
cust out this blanket condemnation of labor leadership and we must see 
the objective class role of the labor movement. 

Too Little about the working class appears in our press. When the 
rest of the paper is measured in the light of George Morris’ column, it 
gives a distorted picture of our views. 

About the political role of the trade union movenent=<it is not 
enough to say that objective conditions lead to a petty bourgeois ideology 
of workers. 

What about the subjective struggle for ideology? There are objective 

conditions that make it possible for the working class to play its his- 
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“Monday, July 19, 1965 

On the Peace Movement USA 

Arnold Johnson delivered a report on the stuggle for peace and the 
Party's position in regard to Vietnam, Comrade Johnson, in essence, spoke 
as follows: 

The escalation of the war in Vietnam has separated President Johnson 
from the people of the country and brought him closer to the view of 

᾿ Barry Goldwater and the reactionary Republicans. He has Lost the support 
of‘the people in his own Party and of world public opinion. The wave of 
protest is really expressive of US opinion. Peace advocates in this 
country have also gained from the actions of peace forces in other 
countries. . 

President Johnson is now admitting that the US is taking over the 
“war in Vietnam and is committing US troops for ground action. Secretary 
of State Dean Rusk’s "no Sanctuary" statement is a trial balloon to test 
the American people. The attitude of the Administration is “how far can 

we get by with" as far as the American people are concerned. In point 
of fact, there is no Saigon Gov't nor South Vietnam Army. Although Presi- 
dent Kennedy said that the Vietnamese will fight the war, the fact is that 
the US is doing it. 

There is a struggle going on in the higher circles of US Gov't. Some 
wanted Governor Harriman to go to the USSR to speak to Soviet officials, 
and’ some did not. After his talk with Premier Kosygin, they leit it up to 
a clerk to“’analyze’this talk. This is vulgar and is not even diplomacy. 

There has been some talk about the fact that Carleton Goodlett has 
had an "entre" to the White House. Let us not make too much of this. 
There are others who have entre to the White House and the State Depart— 
ment, like Dr, Spock and the Fellowship of Reconciliation. 

The questions of importance are: how to end the war and stop future 
_ aggression; how to give expression to the peace-sentiments of the American 
people; how to utilize the anti-imperialist sentiment of the people. We 
must use every opportunity and keep in mind that there are various 

᾿ groupings, such as the Quakers, SANE, and others, who have their own 
plans for peace. 

When Maxwell Taylor came back from Vietnam the last time, he gave 
a talk to some Wall Street tycoons and ran into some sharp disagreements. 
Senator Robert Kennedy * S speeches indicate that there are some differences 
on US policies in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic and on nuclear | 
policies. We must see these things despite the build-up for escalation. 
There is a continued opposition to Administration policies from the 

Strike for Peace and their delegation to Helsinki and Indonesia. 
In this country there is a constant activity for peace even though 

“it has its ups and downs. We must record the recent Madison Square Garden 
meeting as a success despite the efforts to. sabotage it. 

Now, on the matter of actions ahead, A massive teach~-in and a 50,000 
mass delegation to Washington by SANE was withdrawn because of Some inner’ 
struggles. They have substituted smaller demonstrations 8/7 at the White 
House and 8/9 at the Waslington Monument. This. involves Students Non- 
Vident Coordinating Committee, the Du Bois Clubs, etc. The combination 
of the peace movement and the civil rights movement is very important. 
They are still fighting over this because SANE does not want sit-ins. 
The conflict is continuing and thus it may not materialize as a big mass 
action of 50,000 people. It: may now be a limited action of a few thousand. 

. SANE will have a meeting in the garment’ district in NYC on 8/6 and 
"on the week end Women Strike for Peace will have a demonstration at the 

World's Fair. This is the anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima. In all 
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‘cities there will-be-Some action on that week end. 
| In regard to our decision in organizing anti-imperialist sentiment , we must admit that this has not been accomplished. But there are such 
| centers being created by others. This is not in contradiction to the 

. -. broader peace. movement. We. must. take a look at ourselves in. this..activity. Our literature has been dominant, especially at the Madison Square Garden 
meeting. There the main distribution was of The Worker, Victor Perlo's ‘pamphlet, Betty Ganmnett's pamphlet, Gus Hall’s pamphlet, and other Party’ leaflets. 

There have been distributed 10,000 copies of Betty Gannett's pamphlet ‘and 13,000 of Vidor Perlo's pamphlet. There also is a new pamphlet on the Dominican Republic coming out. We have taken 5,000 copies of a re~ print of The Nation article on Lovestone and the CIA which was reprinted at our request. ᾿ ᾿ 
᾿ A-maSs peace march-on Washington is being considered to encompass : 50,000 students, Women for Peace, SANE adherents, ete., for late Sept. 

or in Oct. It is planned that they will have as many people in the picket | of the White House and the Pentagon as there are additional US troops 
sent to Vietnam. The effort will be to combine the peace movement and 
the civil rights movement in these demonstrations. ‘ 

Ruathecitis tues const iol Gen “Cinrade JIG isowlscepert, Giiire | Sivises cotnenreizte-tatews: In his speech in Austin, Texas, March 4 7, 1965, RevS-Martin Luther King spoke about ‘the identity of interests 
ὔ between thepeace interests of the people and civil rights. He spoke not 
‘ in abstraction but in a conerete way. The present Administration has ες, taken seriously Dr. King’s and the Christian leadership meeting at Danvil 

Virginia. President Johnson telephoned some of the civil rights leaders { dike Wilkins, Young, etc., to repudiate this fight of the civil rights 
movement to end the war in Vietnam. Some of the leaders were intimidated, © “put this movement wilt-s pread(the empivine-¢¢ the peace MOVEMENT WITH Sie1 & RIGTTS) | Following some additional discussion from the floor, Comrade Hall made the following brief comments: Ἃ will -reemphasize the overall problem - of the great danger that prevails in Vietnam. This'situation shows that the “world war madmen" still can escalate the war. It is an act of despera "| tion. Defense Secretary Mc Namara's trip to Vietnam is solely to provoke 

' ; and escalate the Situation; but as the 1966 elections -approach, the forces 
in opposition, including the masses as well as some Sections of business 
and finance, will grow and act. The opposition of the Kennedys to the 
current policy is no accident. President John Kennedy sent,'John Kenneth , 
‘Galbraith to Vietnam, but he was not able to complete his, analysis of the: 
Situation which actually was contrary -to the analysis’ of the CIA and the 
Pentagon. This movement is growing as witnessed by -the statements of 
Senators Morse and Church. It reflects a deep split in the ranks of US. 
monopoly-cap ital; although the problem of the war is still grave. 

There has been opposition to this war expressed on various levels. 
It is shown. in the anti-imperialist actions and the militant actions of 
youth as demonstrated by sit-ins. We shovld support’ these militant actions 
‘but we must influence them not to oppose the broader actions of others. 
There will be a Washington Action - Politics for Peace. This will be a 

" " 
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_*% | 2eday dialogue on peace and civil rights. This may be the beginning of 
ι. ὖ, ; unity .of_action. of. these. two..movements. Russ.Nixon. is_pushing for repre- - ' ‘| Sentation of the "radical left.'' Dr. King has not yet agreed to speak as 

he is waiting to see what will be the nature of the actions. In NY they 
will "exclude" communists but that is a difficult thing to accomplish. 

ΜΝ At, the moment a letter to President Johnson is being circulated by 
Democrats opposing his Vietnam policy. We should get behind this and sup- 

\% : port it, In Aug. there will be a meeting or conference in Santa Barbara 
with the participation of Congressmen to work out a plan. of action. to chage 
US policy. ; 
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Following some additional discussion, Comrade Johnson made the -following proposals: 1) that every district review its work and organize its participation in the upcoming peace demonstrations; 2) that the Party . organize support for the Washington meeting on the scale needed; 3) that constant attention be given to this Subject and that the Party establish “anti-imperialist centers;' 4) that the Party give attention to issuing ,mass literature to publicize the demonstrations and insure Party parti- cipation, 
΄ 
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War in Vietnam and the International Movement NL ὁ “ὋὦὋὃὦἝἷἝἷἝἷἝἷὙἝ 

The next informational report was delivered by Comrade Thompson on 
the subject of Vietnam based upon his recent travels and discussions abroad. In essence, this report was as follows: 

The basis for these remarks is the content of meetings held recently with our Vietnamese comrades from both North and South Vietnam, Meetings ‘ were also held with Italian and British CP delegations who had traveled to Vietnan. 
It should be understood that there is only one Party in Vietnam although there are distinct political organizations. In North and South 

Vietnam this is a highly developed Party, which was developed during the ‘war against Japanese and French’ colonialists and now the war against 
the US and its puppets, the Saigon regime. This Party has always been a mass Party, a leader of the people. They have developed a wide cadre. ᾿ This is an independent Party which is dedicated to its own people, 
its own country, and to Marxism~Leninisn. While there are certain points of similarity of their position with the position of the CPC, the 
influence of the CPC can be explained by the fact of the reality of the . proximity and size of China. Nevertheless, the Vietnamese Party does 
think independently, a fact which was amply demonstrated at the recent World Peace Congress in Helsinki, Finland. 

Now, the obstructionism of the Chinese at the World Peace Congress 
is not new, but what is new is that the Chinese delegation voted for two resolutions along with the delegation of the SU, The pressure 6f the worl 
communist movement and the influence of the Vietnamese comrades helped to 
bring this about and has now opened a new pattern in the relations of the’ 
Chinese and the rest of the world communist movement. Therefore, the 
fight for unity of action of the world movement has become more possible, 
even if the ideological problems are as yét unsolved. For example, the problem of the transit of supporting materials through China to Vietnam 

_,haS now been solved to a greater degree than in the past. 
Various divergencies can be observed between ‘the positions of the 

Vietnamese and the Chinese; for example, their different positions on 
“modern revisionism," but there are also some Similarities. An example 
is their joint adherence to the doctrine that men are superior to mili- 
tary technology, given a revolutionary situation. This grows out of their 
experience in national liberation movements. The Vietnamese have learned 
to fight against helicopters and aerial bombing and they believe they 
Will win and are winning the war. But they also realize that the US 
forces are holding enclaves within South Vietnam and if the US brings in 
enormous quantities of war material and are backed: up by the US fleet, 
the Vietnamese will not be able to push them into the sea. Nevertheless, 
they hold to their conviction that they will win. They are aware of the 
fact that the danger does exist that the war could become a nulear war. 
So long as the war in Vietnam is considered in light of a "local" war, 
it makes sense; but as the war is related to world ‘problems and nuclear 
war, it cannot be pursued in the present manner, 

The National Liberation Front operates over four-fifths of the 
territory of South Vietnam in which area they exercise either complete 
or partial authority. Even during the midst of this war the. National 
Liberation Front has brought about a rise in agricultural production and 
living standards. They have also developed a scattered light industry. 
Through the organization of an educational system, they have even 
lowered the illiteracy rate. The National Liberation Front is actually 
a full-fledged national operation in the areas of industry, agriculture, 
education, etc. This fact constitites their appeal to the people of Vietnam 
not reliance upon propaganda leaflets, ete. The people of Vietnam know 
this. : mop ey, BREE [ραν UY OF] > HOSE 
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In respect to the National Liberation Front Army, it is still essen- 
tially a national liberation army. In some instances they do operate on a 
divisional or regimental level. The Vietnamese comrades do not deny that 
Some South Vietnamese are trained in the North and then go back to the 
South to fight; but up to now, according to the Vietnamese comrades, there 
are no armies of North Vietnam fighting in the South. While they do have a 
high level of strategic planning in areas such as the central regions of 
South Vietnam, their execution of plans is still similar to that of a 
partisan army or guerrillas. They now have 4 or 5 support troops for each 
guerrilla fighter which is like an engineer and service corps. Their 
intelligence service is also highly sophisticated and they boast that 
"nothing moves in South Vietnam that we do not know about." 

The South Vietnamese comrades’ estimate of the military situation 
2 is that they are very far advanced in winning this war. The Saigon govern- 

ment is finished and cannot be rebuilt after the loss of four-fifths of 
‘the territory and the breakdown of théir morale. They realize that the US 
is sending in more toops but they claim that the French had 700,000 troops 
and were defeated by inferior guerrilla bands. Now, the Vietnamese have 
better fighters. 

The Vietnamese expect that the US involvement will increase and so 
will the bombings in North Vietnam. However, beyond the enclaves on the 
coast, the US cannot revive Saigon. They characterize the bombing attacks 
on North Vietnam as brutal and savage and although well planned in this 
Sense they have not as yet hurt Vietnam. However, if the City of Hanoi 
is bombed, this will change the qualitative character of the war. In that 
event, their response would be expressed in commitment of reserves, new 
armies, new weapons, etc. 

The Vietnamese want aid from all the socialist world including both 
the SU and China, but they will make the decision as to how the war will be 

conducted, They--want -to avoid the use of their country as ἃ testing -ground- 
for new weapons and they do not want millions of Chinese or other volun- 

. teers in Vietnam. If they have not yet used new weapons against the US, it 
‘is because they wish to avoid provocations. They ard "not shooting their 
mouths off" but they have plans for fighting the war in their own way. At 
this time they are holding back powerful reserves but if necessary they 
will fight this war on the ground; as yet, they are not accepting-.the US 
challenge in the air. If necessary, they can use forces from Laos and 
other countries and will get aid from North Korea. They realize that the 
US has resisted escalation of the war because the North Vietnam reserves 
have not yet been committed. , 

The maneuverings of the US to bring about a negotiated.:settlement 
has created some problems for the Vietnamese, but they are depending 
.upon world forces to show the urgency of the situation, stop the escala- 
tion, and then they will be in a better position to create a better 

_basis for negotiations on the basis. of the Geneva Agreement. Although 
“the Vietnamese recognize the new changes which have taken place in the SU, 
it is my estimate that they do not see fully the dangers of the world 
Situation. However, the Vietnamese are not in a hurry and are remaining 
flexible, watching for opportunities to force the US to the conference 
table. 

The world struggle within the communistmovement is reflécted in the 
war in Vietnam. There have been some basic changes in the approach of the 
Soviet leadership. The SU has mobilized complete support for Vietnam. In 
Italy and France there has developed a powerful movement that will 
influence the actions of their gov‘ts. This is taking place inGeat Britain 
also, However, in a number of the Socialist countries there is a real doubt 

", that the US truly wants peaceful coexistence.- 

a 
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af World Peace Council Report 

At the second session a brief informational report. was delivered by 
Comrade Herbert Aptheker who had just returned from Helsinki, Finland. 

The Congress was held on July 10-15, 1965, in Helsinki, Finland. 1 
might note that the CP in Finland has 38 members in their parliament. 
21 Prior to the Peace Conference, there was 2 meeting of delegates from 

CPs, . 
At the Peace Congress preparatory meeting the Chinese CP, with the 

aid of the Albanian-CP, did everything possible to destroy the Congress 
_ and the Council altogether. When the Chinese lost in their endeavors in 

the preparatory meeting, they wanted ‘to conduct a filibuster against the 
holding of the Congress and they fought bitterly. When the South Vietnamese 

- delegation had not as yet arrived during the first day’s session of the 
preparatory meeting, the CP of China charged the Soviet Union with the 
responsibility for the absence of the South Vietnamese. The North Vietnam 
delegation defended the SU with the explanation that the Finnish Gov't. 
rather than the SU was responsible for the temporary absence of the South 
Vietnam delegation at the first session. According to the North Vietnam 
delegation, the delay was due to the fact that the South Vietnamese did 
not have the necessary visas. Furthermore, the South Vietnam delegation 
was then en route to the meeting and would arrive in time for the second 
day’s session. 

The Helsinki Peace Conference was an outstanding success. The pro- 
ceedings were highlighted by an address by the President of Finland, Urho 
Kekkonen, and an address by the Premier of Finland. They both stressed 
peaceful coexistence. The Conference was attended by 1,450 delegates from 
98 countries. The only country which did not send a delegation was Ireland. 
There were representatives from 18 international delegations; delegates 
from 14 African countries; 23 from Asia; and 20 from Latin America. There - 
were 96 persons from the US. There were 1,200 men and 250, women. 41 of 

, those in attendance were clergy. There were 15 ministers of state. 
The speech for the US delegation was delivered’ by Carleton Goodlett. 

Ali 96 US delegates agreed on this speech and there was a tremendous 
ovation when he was finished. His speech, which was about the peace move- 
ment in the US, had a line which the Chinese did not like. The ovation 
lasted for ten minutes and as a result even the Chinese stood up. In 
regard to the US delegation, it was the most fully representative dele- 
gation since World War II. It included 22 women and representatives from , 
the Quakers, Students for a Democratic Society, the W.E.B., Du Bois Clubs 
of America, and SANE. There were not many CP members in the US delegation. 

There was some struggle~on the resolutions of the Peace: Conference. 
': With respect to the resolution on Vietnam, the Chinese wanted one that 

sounded like a call to battle, like a war college plan. They wanted an 
. attack on the US as fascist, etc. However, the Chinese were defeated. 

' The difference between the Chinese and Vietnamese attitudes on the 
resolution was noteworthy. Whereas the Chinese were stubborn in their 
insistence on a reSolution as suggested by them, the Vietnamese quickly 
removed from their suggested resolution belligerent language to which 

_ objection has been made. 
While there was a general resolution on Vietnam, there was also ἃ 

resolution on disarmament, the vestiges of war=lLike attitudes in Germany, 
etc. The resolution on peace, as officially adopted at the Conference, 
was not a "bloody one" and the Vietnamese were quite happy with it. The 

. Chinese did not vote against the general peace resolution. Only the 
British abstained from voting because they 1go0k upon the.World Peace 

". Council as an “albatross." the British had a rather negative estimate of 
the Congress and there was also some of that same spirit among the 
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In regard to the US delegation, the vote for the Vietnamese resolu~- 
tion was 59 for, 9 against, with 15 abstentions. The representatives from 
‘the Women Strike for Peace were there only as "observers" but they did 
vote for the resolution on-implementation of the provisions of the Geneva 

i Agreement. 
The Helsinki Conference would not have been the success it was had it 

not been for the US participation. Throughout the Congress feelings toward 
‘the US peace movement were very warm. US delegates were sought out by 
everyone, even by the Chinese. Of course, the role of the communist dele- 
gates was indispensible. It was most important that communists be present 
and honestly represented. 



‘New attacks will begin against the youth organizations like theDu Bois 

_ Defense Committee shows that we are neglecting this organization. That 

_ year and much less this year. We can also judge this neglect by its 

-become involved in this work against the McCarran Act and the building 
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Report on McCarran Law and the CP 

The next item was a report by Comrade Green on the McCarran Law - 
and the CP. He stated the following in essence: ᾿ 

The situation on the question of the semi-legal status of the Party 
and its effect upon recruiting is worse for workers than it is for stu- 
dents. But as Comrade Elizabeth Gurley Flynn used to say, "We must watch. 
that the Party does not accommodate itself to the McCarran Law.” We must 
get rid of the "McCarran shackles." McCarranism has become institutional- 
ized for the last 2 decades. The AFL-CIO at one time indicated its opposi- 
tion to this law but it has not now re-endorsed its position in favor 
of its repeal, This country is tired .of the witch hunt and this is true 
especially among the youth. This ‘was amply demonstrated in Chicago during " 
the recent HUAC hearings. ες 

We must also regard the fact that there have been some victories. 
CP members now can travel. We have the right to receive mail from other 
countries. There was the victory of Archie Brown. This was tremendously 
important--a communist can be elected to a trade union office according 
to the court, There was the decision of the Supreme Court to aecept 
jurisdiction on membership cases of the Party in the case of Proctor and 
Albertson. We should also keep in mind the decisions of the courts on the 
"front groups.” Also, there have been no new HUAC contempt.cases-—~-not yet. 
There also has been the action of some youth organizations in refusing 
to screen communists out of their organizations and the same is true in 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee. “ 

This war in Vietnam presents a different situation than did the 
Korean War, Today, even those who agree with US policy do not question 
aS to who is the aggressor. They know that the US is on the wrong moral side 
The enemy is clearly seen--the US is the aggressor. Of course, at the time 
of the Korean War the US had--a monopoly ΟΥ̓. the bomb. Today, people fear 
a nuclear war. because the monopoly has been broken. . 

_ We cannot take this new climate for granted--things can be worse. 

Clubs and others. There is no real fight for freedom on the campus which 
is tied to the fight against the McCarran Act. 

__ The CPUSA membership case will be heard in Oct and the Party. trial ° 
on 2 indictments is also set for Oct. Our objective is to mount a can- 
paign to come to a head at the time of the trial of the Party. An active 
campaign must be initiated to fight for the Party's right to.-appear on 
the ballot and to abolish the HUAC. . 

The Party must fight for itself and yet there is no danger of it 
turning into a "defense organization." The experience of the. Hall-Davis 

Committee raised $44,000 in its first year, but only $22,000 the next 

‘leadership--while we gave to Elizabeth Flynn the services of Jim Tormey 
to work on this and also Bill Patterson, the Party aS such has "neglected 
it." Besides, Patterson was away for sometime and should once again 

of a stronger defense for the Party. 
There are 43 membership cases plus the Gus Hall case and yet there 

are only two local committees, those in Oregon and Los Angeles. Funds 
are not being raised and the fanancial T Situation is critical. Funds are 
needed for briefs before the Supreme Court and for the legal expenses o ᾿ 
the coming trial. Fortunately, the first advertisement in the press 
roug era ying results, - 
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-are lagging. For your information, Roscoe Proctor, Bill Patterson, 

.Dorothy Healey, and Gus Hall are available to speak to meetings. A cam—- 

‘paien should start immediately to drop the indictment against Gus Hall. 
There Should be a fund-raiSing affair in all cities where there are people 

attend and help this project. The National Committee for Protection of 

oOudan 
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Our own press is not dealing with this fight on the Ne Carran Law. 
This, however, will be adequately corrected. It will begin with personal 

sketches of the defendants. I would propose the establishment of speaker 

bureaus in the various states, A mass mailing of material is going to 

start. Only in Calif. are we reaching the public; the other districts 

who have been cited. At the time of the trial we must fill the courtroom 

and mass picket lines, etc. 
There is going to be a national-effort. On 9/17/65 there will be 

a@ teach-in and on 9/18/65 a “"solve-in," in NYC called by the Emergency 
Civil Liberties Committee. The Party must help mobilize others to 

Foreign Born will hold a separate conference on the same week end. The 
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee has allocated $3,000 for the con-~ 
ference but not one cent for fares or expenses of people to attend the 
meeting. ᾿ 

The following proposals were agreed to: 1) ἃ mobilization of Party 
forces against the,McCarran Act; 2) the establishment of a CPUSA speakers 
bureau; 3) the issuance of mass material; 4) the working up of a movement 

in support of the 9/17-18/65 conference. 
Comrade Green's report was adopted and before the close of the 

meeting the nuclei of 8 (eight) commissions to work on the Party program 
were set up, . 

~ 
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War on Poverty 7 ; : | ° 

Comrade Mickey Lima then delivered a brief report on the Party role 
-in the "war on poverty." He commented as follows: The poor in the urban 
.area can be brought into political motion against the power structure. 
‘It is also a fact that racist practices compound this poverty situation. 
The CP can be rebuilt on the basis of work among the poor--Negro, Puerto 
Rican, white, Mexican, etc.--among the urban poor. We can do in this 
Sphere what we did and are doing among the youth. 

The Du Bois Clubs are acting as‘a service organization among the 
unemployed. There are now 30 Du Bois people working among these unemployed - 
@iving answers and solving problems. There have been other organizations 

_in the fight on poverty. For example, the Labor Committee for Full 
Employment; the Committee on Housing (Archie Brown's committee); and, 
the Welfare Rights Organization. The first two have been dissolved 
because of activities of the ultra-left but the Welfare Rights Organiza- 
tion has 400 members. This can be started any place where they have the 
Same problems. There is also Youthfor Jobs which is in need for more 
adult cadres. The Ad Hoc Committee composed mainly of students was 
involved in the fight for jobs. As a result of their activities, 1,500 
jobs opened up for Negro workers. This organization has now been dis-— 
mantied as a result of an inner-leadership fighé, 

The Party must concentrate its attention and efforts on the war 
On poverty. There must be mass action and the Party cannot afford to 
take a negative attitude. The setting up of organizations to work in this 
area is still necessary, but these organizations must produce or they 
will be without effect. Old age is another arena in which the Party 
Should become active. Demonstrative forms are still needed in trade 
unions and among the unemployed. There is a crisis in the cities as a 

. result of urban renewal, etc., which can be exploited. Local defense 
organizations should be formed to bail out those Party people who as a 
result of their activities in the war on poverty might be jailed. 
Hundreds are being arrested as a result of such activities. 

Despite weaknesses, we can rebuild the Party. There is resistance 
to rebuilding the Party but this can be done. After all, what are we 
in business for? The youth are doing the job because they are willing 
to talk to people, they work with them, and they are not held back by 
any preconceived idea of "difficulties." These students are getting 
results. If we do not build the Party, we will wear ourselves out. 

After some discussion from the floor, Comrade Hall made the 
/ Lollowing remarks: Originally, it was planned to invite those who are 
active in the war on poverty to this meeting, but it was then decided 
to use Mickey Lima's report instead. We are moving into a new economic 

“phase characterized by a slowing down of the expansion of industry. This 
will have an explosive economic effect on the US and will give a different 
meaning to the war on poverty. As the economic situation worsens, we will 

' move from a "consensus" to a class struggle in the war on poverty. That is 
why the CP should formulate overall general economic demands. I don't 
believe we should worry too much about organizational forms--some organi- 
zations "go" and some organizations "go on." 

We will work in all organizations. Also, we must use the clause in 
Title If of the war on poverty law in which the Gov't. allows money for 
the organization of the unemployed or the organization of the poor for 
jobs. While we did not believe it possible when the law was first enacted, 

., , Some authorities are interpreting the law literally. Just remember that 
if an organization solves problems, people will join it. 

Comrade Hall made the following proposals: 
iia τι - μι ΠΝ . 
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1) That CP districts hold conferences on the poverty question made 
.4 up of people who are in this work or who will join; 2) that a national 

conference on this be held in Chicago in 10/65. This will include some 
‘CP leaders but mainly people involved in this work; i.e.,' the fight 
for jobs and the war on poverty; 3) that a popular pamphlet on poverty 
be prepared by an active person in this organization. , 

On recruiting into the CP, the youth have shown great boldness. At 
first I thought they were naive, but the youth have been successful in 

| recruiting. In Ohio they have shown that it can be done and they have 
even set a quota to achieve by August. - . 

Comrade Lima then remarked: Recruiting is a big problem. Last year’ 
we did not even have students and the few we had were making no headway. 
Today, the situation is different. A great difference has been made as 
a result of the Archie Brown case and-the new victories for officers in 
trade unions. We must vigorously tackle the problem of recruiting τῦ CP, 

Following this discussion, the following proposals were made and 
carried: 1) in each district a conference on the“war on poverty “will be 
held to plan Party participation; 2) a national Party conference on the 
Same subject will be held in Chicago in 10/65; 3) Lima's report at this 
meeting will be printed and disseminated to all districts; 4) the CPUSA 
Secretariat will prepare a newsletter to be disseminated to all district 
to analyze the Party's work in mass organizations and provide an exchang 
of opinions and experiences between the districts as to how the Party 
can operate most successfully in mass organizations, particularly those 
engaged in the war on poverty; 5) a popular pamphlet should be issued 
on the war on poverty and this proposal was referred to the Literature 

‘ Committee; 6) the 9/65 issue of Political Affairs will concentrate on 
' the poverty question; 7) a campaign will be pushed for Comrade Limags 
- book on poverty; 8) special attention will be given to the Party's . 
recruitment program. in-connection with. the above-mentionéd activities. 
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Youth and Summer Project, | 

Comrade Lumer gave an informational report on the Summer CP Youth 
Project. The Summer Project was the most important development in the 
Party in many years. It was a tremendous accomplishment. It was more than 

* ἃ School, it was an unprecedented school even in its size. Never before 
have we had this number which was 75. Bringing together such a large 
‘number also had a qualitative impact, not just because of the number but 
because these were young people of high caliber and very serious. We can’ 
be very proud of this accomplishment. The effect of the school was to 
create a SenSe of confidence in the Party and in its future. There is 
a great contrast between this situation and the situation in 1958 when we 
first started to gather the youth. The presence of these young people 
give lie to the press who have been stating that we are a Party of old 
people. Youth is finding itself on the way into the CP. The New York pres 

[25 silent on this school and this is significant because the press who 
, Lied about the CP is exposed and embarrassed. 

This project brought together Party leaders and youth. Those who 
came to the school feeling cynical about the Party leadership changed 
their minds. In addition, the. "old" learned also. The students got 
a better understanding of the Party and the theoretical need for a CP. 
All who participated in the school were inspired. The committee which 
organized this school worked very hard and the teaching staff anvolved 
a good number of other people in Party leadership as teachers. Some of 
the students acted as teachers. . 

There were two sections in the school: civil rights and mass policy 
school, The organization of the school was based upon proposals from the 
youth commission and though limited served as a guide. In addition to 
regular classes, there were also lectures such as Comrade James Jackson 
on Socialism; Comrade Hall on socialist morality; Comrade Winter on 
trade unions; Comrade Jack Stachel on Party -history. There were some 
very important achievements since the school was based upon the students’ 
desire and not upon compulsion, 

The Party started somewhat late to organize this project. It was 
accomplished, but the hurried work showed itself in such areas as the 
Study outlines and the organization of teachers. Another weakness was 
in the composition of the school: 9 from Southern California; 11 from 

' Northern California; 3 from Oregon; 4 from Washington; 2 from Minnesota; 
3 from Illinois; 4 from Michigan; 1 from Western Pennsylvania; 4 from 
Massachusetts; 2 from New Jersey; 18 from New York; 9 from Philadel phia; 
3 from Connecticut. 

There waS a geographical weakness in that the Middle West should 
have had the largest representation. New York also should have had more. 

- The districts did not do a serious job of mobilizing for this school. 

wt . 

There was also some failures in communication between the districts and 
the NO; therefore, the NO also is to blame. There were only 6 Negro 
Students and this is a Seriousweakness, There were too few working youth 
but were mainly student youth. This reflects a weakness in the composi- 
tion of the young membership. Some. in the districts thought this mammouth 
operation was not real and, therefore, they did not work too hard in the 
mobilization. . 

There were some weaknesses in the school itself. For example, there 
was not enough theory and there were not enough practical problems. In 
the future, we should do better. But from this school there are some 
lessons for the future. We will need more workshops and we should also 
give some advanced readings to the students before they come to the 
school. There should be a longer tine for preparations and in the future 
we will allow six months. ς΄ ΤΠ τ τ ἢ oo. 
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, The youth have now been sent out to the various cities and they 
have been assigned to various Party projects, particularly the formation 
of Du Bois Clubs. Now, it is up to the Party to follow through with 
respect to youth leadership training. Teacher training institutions 

ἢ Should be set up and some of the lectures Should be put in printed form 
aS pamphlets. This will take months. Also, we are preparing an elementar 
textbook on Marxism-Leninism based in the US. 

+ 
eee - ae - 
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Memorandum '® 

15-.ὀὄ 

- DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

“SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) . 

SUBJECT? (Soe 

ΕῚ 

ob 
OUTE iN ENVELOPE 

" DATE: 7/26/65 ¢ 

-QOn July 23, 1965; CG 5824-5" advised that he has learned 
- that the ‘CP of Chile “as: expected to, hold ‘a. National Party Congress - 

‘and he believes that this is to take -place. sometime in September 
He has no furthér information concerhing this, Ὁ 

CG 5824-S* stated ‘that if.we. might be ablé to- get additional 
‘information concerning this matter, it is possible that this 
information can be used to our advantage. 

_ -- or October, 1965. 

Therefore, the Bureau 
and New York aré requested to remain alert for any information 
concerning 2 possible. impending Congress of ‘tthe CP of Chile to 
‘which information CG 5824--5 could have some logical access, and 
advise Chicago in the event such information- is obtained. 
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FD-36 (Hev. 10-29-63) 

» ἘΞ "a 

FBI 

Transmit the following in.» —"__2:**. _ 
. τ! d 

Via AIRTEL _ _.. οι ὅς 

ἊΣ TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ¢160-428091) 

FROM: _—SAl CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

[CO 
SUBJEC SOLO 

| Is-c¢ 
~ 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority); 7s, 9" Ι 

ς- 

TT νον 
Re Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 7/22/65 captioned 

“GUS HALL" Bufile::61-877,. enclosing a copy of a map depicting 
the location of GUS HALL's summer | vacation, place in the vic 
of Lake Placid, New York. 

On 7/22/65, CG 5824-S* advised SA WALTER A, B 
that during the time he was in New York City, 7/16-20/65, he ha 
held several discussions with GUS HALL concerning the proposed 
joint CP, USA-CP of Canada School which it is planned will be 
conducted this fall in Canada under the direction of NORMAN. FREED, |- 
of the CP of Canada. HALL instructed CG 5824-S* to contact FREED 
who is due to return to Canada 8/1/65 and arrange for FREED: to 7 
come down to the United States for a conference with Hy LUME 
HALL indicated that he is not at all sure that he is please, 
with the arrangements or lack of arrangements for the School, 
and unless FREED comes down to discuss the matter the. whole thing 
will be called off by HALL, 

In addition, BILL KASHTAN, General Secretary, cb of 
Canada, is due to return to Canada during the first! ‘weekiof 8/65 
and HALL instructed CG 5824-S* to arrange for a meéting ketween 
ham and KASHTAN and some of the other leading members of the CB 
Oe HALL and ARNOLD JOHNSON have discussed=this matter ᾿ 

REC 44/0 σ- 9225 77 5002 gee Mae (RM) 
1 - New York (100-134637) (RM) 
2 ~ Chicago 

(1 = A)134-46-Sub B 70) 
WAB: mkp : 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

and they have decided that this can be accomplished in the ~ 
following manner: 

There is a place where Lake Champlain extends for a 
Short distance up into Canada which is supposed to be a good 
fishing area, HALL wants CG 5824~S* to come up. to his Summer. 
place and together they will go up to this fishing place and 
-cross into Canada and-camp on a little bay off Lake Champlain 
in Canadian waters just beyond some bridge over this bay, 
CG 5824-S¥* is to make arrangéments for KASHTAN and other CP 
of Canada leaders to come to this location where they will 
meet with GUS HALL, CG 5824-S*, and perhaps ARNOLD JOHNSON , 
who Will be joining HALL at his Summer place sometime in mid 
August, 1965, CG 5824-s* stated that ARNOLD JOHNSON drew ‘him 
a map. of where this meeting ‘place on ‘Lake Champlain is located, 
but he has been unable. to find it yet amohg his notes. When . 
more exact, information is obtained, the Bureau will be notified, 

AS a result of these instructions ‘from HALL, CG 5824.9%* 
advised. that it. appears that he will be forced to take a trip 
to Canada during the early part of August, 1965, to make these 
arrangements. At the same time in order to avoid making two 
trips, CG 5824-S* stated that he would try to go. from Chicago 
to Canada and then down- to. HALL's place in Upstate New York 
and also Spend some time with HALL as HALL requested, attend the . 
meeting on the lake, and then return to Chicago. : IL] | 

On 7/26/65, CG 5824-S* commented that because of th ΠΡ ἐν - 
' fact that he may have to go to. New York at the end of this wee 

' to attend. the wedding reception for HENRY WINSTON, he is now (ἢ vere? 
considering the possibility of going from New York City to Canada 
back down to HALL’s summexy place, and thence to Chicago. When 
more définite travel plans are completed the Bureau will be. apprised 
at which time Bureau authority will be requested for CG 5824~S* 
to make this trip and for reimbursement. of his travel expenses. 

The above is being submitted so the Bureau will be 
currently apprised of developments in this matter. 

Pertinent information appearing above is being. 
disseminated under a séparate caption, with appropriate caution , 
statement. .and: paraphrasing. — ; 

. | 

: | 
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Conrad 

Felt 

το : ΜῈ. Conrad PO DATE: August 3, 1965 fy 

FROM 5 C. F. Downing se 
Gandy — 

sunyeor SOLO > / ἢ 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 5- vi 
Ὁ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable coutiaettal 

informant.NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 

to him by fadio. ᾿ 3 
~ 

“ On 8, 3/65, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled: times and frequencies but no messages 

were transmitted. as 

ACTION: τὶ ee 7 Ὁ 

t Ν Fo. 4 

_ For information.”
 τ το tg 

“a; 

1 - 3 vat Conrad 
2&MrPSillivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo,. Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 > Mr... Downing 
1 ~-Mr."Newpher As 122 
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Date: 7/23/65. . H 

ες ᾿ | ᾿ 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority) δὲ _ ᾿ ἜΝ - ἢ 

woe ee ee eb - 

ΒΕ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

FROM .: 840, NEW YORK (100+134637) Ὁ 

Του 

7/22/65, NY 694-3" transmitted to the Soviets 
through the: secondary channel, ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN; 
@& number of partially coded messages: on microfiin, the 
plain texts of which are a8-follows: 

ον ἃς, “eters: ἝΝ Ν Pal & Ad be 
Komsomol-Reshétov 

"Re CPUSA Youth Delegation. As you know, lth" 
4 - - they will arrive in Moscow -on August. 8th.” However, ‘| 

some have already left weeks ago for Europe and will Na 
arrive An; Paris and -London or wire to Reshetov for visags 
‘They are:. : | . v7 TORN S 

es Bi? 
Nee [1 no 
Get la 
Res Mzl 
AG prea (100428092) (RM) ΝΕ _ poy 

~Chi¢cago, 
l*New York (134-91) (INV 1 
1=New York 105~14931 | Sub ὌΝ (NIKOLAI ΝΜ, 72 
i-New York ee ἕω Le 

ὃ, Ὁ 
3 ὐραβαι 

- βοηὴὶ,., Ὁ ὀ ὄἌἹἝΜ Per =. Approved: ~ 

ey, 
αν - 
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Pan 

1. 
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ae (3) ΩΝ ne 
/ 

. ΠΥ Note: We are sending | ae aoe 
ay Washington, D.C, Embassy in. next few days to. get visas 

a for the four remaining delegates of this delegation. 

ὰ , μ᾿ Eee : "ἢν F 4& a we 
f 

ΓΝ , 

igre a Ν᾿ 

Py Μ' ἊΣ 
ΦΆΓΩ *, 

ah 4 a * ia 

Φ κ΄ ' ; 
itr” ‘ Re above, see NY airtel, 7/8/65, page 7. 

2, "CCCPSU | 
Koms6m61-Reshetov 

"Because of the World Youth Festival cancellation 
the delegates that were to go there are seattered in various 
places around Europe and the USA now. To solve the all 
important problem of getting the: 15 delegates who are | 

Ww. dinvited to USSR (these are the same 15 that were to: have 
t+. gone to USSR after the Algerian Festival), ‘we are sending 

\ 29) “TEE ALBERTAJDLUGIN (Passport # E779455) to Paris, and 
2457 “ὦ, from there She-will set up a gathering post for these 
“ae people. Please notify your Embassy in Paris that she. 

Will request from them the visas of the 15 that will 
travel, to USSR as guests of Réshetov. This also is a 
notification that LEE ALBERTA DLUGIN is the responsible 
‘person for this ‘group;. and is the Administrator, . 516 
will be at the paris Embassy on July 27th or 28th with 
this. list for visas, ‘Some of these youth delegates may 

_ already be in the USSR, but we are not sure. Also, we 
| ‘wish to notify Reshetov that, oYueESON, also Imown as 

SANFORD _R LEIGH: is. the spokesman “for “these 15, 
“ὦ 

Lee ne ae = , ΠΝ} 
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ΝΥ 100-134637 

Ye regret this: complication, but this is all due 
to the sudden cancellation of the Algerian World Youth 
Festival. 

GUS HALL" 

Re above, see NY airtel, 1/8/65 pages 8, and 9. 

3. "cccpsu. . 
pS he * 

jogar commades ᾿ 
Meu ἰτσ Fook rg 28% VLOG 
Mn" MWe sxish Ἢ gave you pleasant news regarding. 

the forthcoming marriage & comrade: HENRYACENSON and 
- FERN WQWENS. -‘This event will take. Place July 31, 1965. ji 

@ believe that this. marriage will be of great help to / | 
Comrade WINSTON personally and to our party. Although 
tWINNIE,! as We affectionately call him, continues to. 
work.daily. his loneliness was affecting his health. He 
will (Ποῦ be alone now and will have by his’ side a very 
fine companion, 

‘on saturday, July 17th, during one of 
our National Board meetings, we held a reception for these. 
two comrades and announced this coming event. Comrade 
GUS: HALL presented to WINNIE and his wife, in οὖν behalf, 
ah appropriate gift. We are sure that WINNIE and FERN 
would appreciate hearing from old friends and comrades 
on this occasion. 

MORRIS CHILDS" 

4. "GUS HALL feels we should. ask the ccCcPsu if - 
they .can do. something regarding the following Letter of 
OAKLEY AJOHNSON.,. He 15. a very good o1d comrade and CP member 
and 88 GUS HALL says, 'deserves' it’. 

eatl- ( ° My bee σον} Σ : rp ae |} γ᾿ ̓ ..#,~ . MORRIS. CHTEDS 
fe fe ἐφ a ae f 4 " .ν Ζ τα: “+ ve = im ΄ 

T 4 ΜΝ ¥ a ἠ . ““" tf 

τ, ---τ dé, ? et f ¥ i f re ὶ = ᾿ 
fF 4 Ν { Lo Πα σαλαναμαιραπανε el - 
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Paul -Andreevich Chuvikov 
Director, 
lst.Rizhkie Per. 2 
Moscow, 278, U. 5. 

ee i 

Dear hr. Chuvikov: 
- ᾿ π Ψ - 

Foreign Languages 

S. Re. 

a 
in dollars, 

his book, @he Day Is Coming: 
‘ 

and T am trying 

do part-time tutoring in order 

This teaching uses up a large 

my weiting is Slowed down. ~~ 

If, therefore, I might receive 

able to complete the projects 

following: 
+ 

. 

. in aad . . τ - '. 7 = τ 
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ΤῈ include the 

L 

. ἢ) 
i 3) 

A Book on Robert Owen: 

A Book on Bertha W. Howe: 

4) 

ae αν wih * “-- 
Ξ , . weitten; two more must 

5) ~ —— eet ἘΠ Ξ 

4 

εν Lo 4 

oh ἀπκάννν καιραιμαξ κωβμμι", τς  edlecae beet tei arte et 
© a dicot rani rhea at τ 

. 
ed πι 

. - 

we 

+ 

- 6) important undertaking.’ 

- De Leon 
_Kother Bloor), 
I have st 8) 

ΩΣ 

Pad = 
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5 Litieal data. 

the Ih 
~ bo 
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" 140 Yest 104 Street, 
, Hew York, If.Ye 

to complete them all. Unfortunately, 

to live on inadequate social security, 

Marxism in United States Histor 

Bighs chapters have been Written 5 
Iliis Soeeches 

an introduction by myself. 

* woman Communist who is still 

and is awaiting Ἐπβηίο λαοί τα 

A book about my experiences 

in Hegro colleges in the Deep South. 

A vblographical essay on’ George. ἢ. White, 

congressman of the post-Reconstructior 

‘she was from Korth Carolina, 

(I. have not started work. on this, 

‘I'm working also on ‘a paper and a bibliography, about Daniel 

in cooperation with Carl Reeve, who 

be -- 
OLD wr 

ῃ . . 5 

ee ee πριν τὰν, τ ὐταιια κημ αν πανέμιρα παρραρρ τὰ, eer ae sala “ 

t 

A t. 1 “Ὁ 

εἰν A662 » 10025 
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ΤΉΝ 
Publishing ἤουθθ᾽ ᾿." 

"ἡ " 
" 

ἱ 

-T would like to.know if royalties have’ accumulated on my book, 

-‘Denb Gryadet, and if I might receive a substantial part of them 

i 4 

+ 

Life and Work of ὃς E. Ruthenberg, . 

+ 1882-1927, “was translated into Russian and - 

USSR in 1963, with an introduction by Frof. 
published in the 

tL. τ + ΖΑ Οἷς 

if this could be arranged, as 1 

in various stages of competion, 
I am forced 

which in turn compells: me 
to live. 

‘poyalties_here, I would ‘be better __ 
Τ am working-on. 

“- 

" 

1876-191 : 

“three more are planned. ) 

ν in 1825 and 1826, with 

. (This work is almost finished.) 

Biography 
active. I 
editing and publication, ) 

teaching for six years 

Still: be done.) 
the last Wegro 

and served from 1897 to 1901. 

put I consider it an 

᾿ ar ee 

thed my autobiography, which WLLL “include historical 

4 

ΠῚ ἂ a 
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o that. 

of -a-98~year-old American 

(This work is finished, 

{1946~1952)_ 
‘(fyo chapters, have beer 

period from the a 

ἀβ a Son of | 

igings ‘that Ὁ have veen working 
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' ~P,S.: You are aware}: aren't you, ves! Chuvikov, that I taught in the Mosc 
Institute of Poreignilanguages in 1955-36, ‘and worked as correspondent on 

woday , delegation to 

on sincé I talked with you in July, 1962. My conference with 
you todk place a few weeks after I represented the New York Worke: 
at the 50th anniversary celebration of Eravda (May 6, 1962). 
% was-in the following year (1963), that you translated and 

published my book about Ruthenberg, and it is the royalties 
from itithat 1 trust will .:help me carry through the. other 
undertakings. — ἢ 

I might; also remind you that I was a memberof the editorial 
staff of We Charge Genocide, edited by William L. Patterson 
and published by the Civil Rights Congress in 1951, and translat 
and published in the USSR: soon afterward... I was also the author. 
of “Appendix B," an important research essay in the Appendix 
of We Charge Genocide. ᾿ 

- 

in Chicago, As you know,, I am a frequent contributor to 
and Political Affairs. ' 

. i ν᾿ “ 

The question might come ui, as to how it’happens that I, as a 
college teacher for a quarter of a century and more, do -not now 
have a pension and other resources for my old age, 

a ns παρ κπρς ane 

The explanation is, briéfly, that a left-ving radical teacher 
does not always prosper in American schools; “I was blacklisted fo 
\felve years after being fired from.City College of New York in 
1952, and again blacklisted ἰὴ 1951 after my teaching in Negr 
colleges in the Deev South, Η ᾿ 4, 

‘ 1 “ © 

May. I hear soon from you? 
yy “ " “ 

. : , a 

ee 
Fraternally, 

. . ἶ “ . 

' Oakley ©. Johnson, Ph. De. 

ee 
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" Hoscow News (unter Borodin) in 1956-377, { also led a Soviet Russ 
the USSR in the summer of 19596 
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5. "cccPsu: 

“the activist Delegation which will. arrive 
in Moscow on KLM Flight 299, July 24th, at 8:50 p.m. 
Moscow time, are going to. the USSR only for medical 
treatment,, rest and, travél, ‘They aré not ‘to- participate 
or to talk about any inner party matters or problems 
of that kind. This was told to JOSEPH FELSHIN, who 
has, been designated as Chairman of the Delegation. He 
will request that some of the CPUSA members be permitted 
to travel to other places such as Prague, East Germany 
and Hungary, before their return to the USA. we most 
respectfully request that he be given help in that 
‘direction. 

- 

GUS stant" 

Re above, see NY airtel, 1/19/65, captioned 
"CPUSA. - INTERNATIONAL ‘REDATIONS" (copy to Bureau SOLO 
file) page 2. (The Soviets were furnished biographies 
of sonie of the activists mentioned above as follows:) 

- JOSEP LSHINs. born. in. Palestine. in. 1003, brought. 
to US. (New York) at’: age of four. Joined Young ‘People's’ 
Socialist Léagte at. age of 15, while. in High School; an 
older brother became Charter Member of the CPUSA: left 
college to become merchant. marine seaman from 1922 to 1927, 
joining Marine. Workers Industrial Union, before the formation 
of National Maritime. Union. Was book publisher from 1928 
to 1935. Joined CP in 1934, active as educational director 
and..section organizer: in New York District. Assigned to 
Party publishing. and literature distribution house (Workers: 
Library Publishers, which later became New Century Publishers } 
in 1936, remaining at that post until 1964, a span of 28 
years. Have contributed articles to theoretical organ 
POLITICAL AFFATRS, and essays and poetry to cultural 
magazine MASSES'.& MAINSTREAM. Member of National Literature: 
commission, 1937-1964. Visited. USSR 19353 

-6- 
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«KATHARINE ‘LEWIS esa, born 1909,..Boston, 
Massachusetts. “Recélyed“Bachelor of Arts degree, Mt. 
Holyoke College, 1929. While in college, summer of 192/ 
worked in factory in Chicago, Illinois, 1928 and 1929 _ 
summers spent as a teacher at Bryn Mawr. Summer School 
for Women Workers in Industry. In 1930 employed as 
statistician for Federal Reserve Board, Division of 
Research, Washington, D.C. In 1931 and 1955 worked 
on a teaching fellowship at Tufts College and received 
a Master of Arts degree in Economics, Employed 1932 - 
1934 as instructor in economics and sociology at Mt. 
Holyoke College; at the same time active in socialist 
movement and struggles of unemployed. Summer of 1933 
employed by Farm Research, Inc. in Washington, D.C., 
a left-wing group; and joined CPUSA. In 1933 associated 

NY 100-134637 

with Friends of Soviet Union. ‘In 1934 became secretary 
of Philadelphia League Against War and Fascism; married 
LEMJHARRIS. From 1934 to 1940 worked with left-wing farmers 

OoVement in middle West, South Dakota and Minnesota. 

Associated with Farmers National Committee for Action, | 

lectured under auspices American League Against War and 

Fascism, assistant editor of FARM HOLIDAY NEWS, educational ᾿Ὁ 

work for CP and active in Minnesota Parmer-Labor Party. 
Since 1943, employed as accountant and auditor in New 
York City and presently comptroller of furniture workers 

tocal Union with large Negro and Puerto Rican. membership. 

Became a painter (fine arts) and member of New York chapter 

of artists Equity; have had two one-man shows of paintings 

and exhibited in.many group; shows. Divorced. LEM HARRIS 

in 1961. Marrie £0 \ JOSEP LSHIN in 1962. Have three bz 

children of whom one, has just completed her brc 

second year of study in ersity, USSR. 

/ 

BERNARD SADES,..economist, lawyer, certified 

public accountant. Joined the cP in 1931 and a member 

continuously since then. In the 1930's worked in the civil 

. ες Oe 4 
in as - 7 may ° 
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rights movement in Maryland and Florida, Tn 1937 was 
a company political conmissar in the xvth Internatimal 
Brigade. In the 1950's worked for five years professionally 
with the -New Jersey ége farmers. In 1957-58 was chairman 
of the cP in- Bronx ‘County, NY. Since 1959. has ‘peen: 
activély organizing independent political action inside 
the Democratic Party. 

x DES ». garment worker, Joined CP in 1933 and 
a member continously Since then. For more than 20 years. 
was: a. member of ILGWU and shop chairman in various shops. 
Since 1959: has: been actively organizing independent. 
political action inside thé: Democratic. Party. 

6. "COCESU -- Tiportant. 

y I stress to you the following réquest. 
ERSON. He will be in USSR as..a tourist 

with his family’ ‘and is ‘paying the -expenses of this trip 
. both ways. I do not request ‘that Kis fares. ‘be paid. t 
repeat, I donot, but do request. that he be extended 
the honors that Are given to. members: of ‘céntral. Committees. 
of Communist. Parties. He, Comrade SIMON GERSON,, is, 
and has been, ἃ member of our CPUSA National Committee 
for many years and is one of the, most. devoted of our 
CP members, beginning over three decades ago. For him 
to be in Moscow and to be just another tourist; would. 
not be good with our party or with our ‘National Comittee. 
Récognize him as such and beStow ἃ little attention, at 
my and our ‘secretariat 's. request. 

GUS HALL". 

Re above, see. NY airtel, 7/8/65, page 12. τῷ 
will be noted that GERSON is scheduled $0 arrive in USSR. 
“on. 8/13/65. 

- 8 al 
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a. “GCCPSU 
t 

"we regret that.we have to complain to you 
as we do of various matters put please understand. that at. 
times Τ ‘must ~-accept requests. that are made to me by members 
of our National Comnittee or Secretariat. or: 

Τῇ this J again refer t6.GIL GREEN’s 
and: You, will recall that. the Pequest 

oth would have. liked to have spent their 
in USSR but while willing to pay for that trip 

hey could only ‘pay the minimum rates. At -the same time. 
they asked if they could enter USSR. -viia. Paris ete. 

"when they avrived in Paris they. went. SIX (6) 
times to: the. Embassy before they were ablé to get a ‘visa 
and thei they were told that they could. only. - ‘Come. in- 6n the 
‘basis of being able to pay the rate of $4. OO pér day 
for their stay” "in: USSR. This th afford and 
there + & people the GIL GREEN: ° 
‘and his could not and. “not get to USSR. | 
I raise 2D jointing news to: ‘you so to understand S| 
my: problems. even. ‘though by no.means are they the most. 
important, dt the moment but to the people involved.a  ~ _ 
heartbreak, Why were_they treated ‘that way in Paris 
Embassy? These a “ our leading National - 
Board member and cou a) Understand such treatment. 

GUS HALL" 

Re above; see ΗΝ airtel, S/AT/6» Ὁ page AY. 

8. “"CécRsU- 
_ P - 

VAN ‘oN RCHMAREK arid wife now at Rumariian 
Congress; When work “there*finished,. KRCHMAREK will request - 
either USSR Embassy in Rumania. or (USSR ‘Embassy in ‘Czechoslovakia 
for visas. to USSRs- this," or” Goundeap 18 ‘oh COCPSU.ghota. 

a 

᾿ = 9. φ-- 



\ 

Ny 100+134637 

KRCHMAREK will be: in USSR ony for medical treatment, 
rest. and. travel,' 

' Re above, see Chicago airtel, 6/28/05. 

-9,-,"Als6 please have visas for two more youth 
for travel to USSR. These will also be picked up at. 

“= 

Washington. D. Coe Embassy, . They are: 

-Re above, see. NY Airtel, 4/8165, vilees ἢ 8. ‘and 9». 
“where in there are listed the names of a US Festival ° 
Committee Delegation. séhedul : OW. Dare: 
9 there are listed the Aedes Pia ee io as pow ἘΝ 
On 182/055, ARNOLD JOHNSON, CPUSA Director of Pu 

the naine 
on the ist. 

instead of the name - 
should have been included. 

tas. a friend. 
nd’ “iis from. ‘Los Angeles™. 

! 
if ¥ 

10. "Please! Regarding money, when next? Can 
you answer by radio? 

JACK BROOKS" 

The above in an inquiry concerning. when the 
Soviets will transmit more. mohey ‘to ‘the. CPUSA. 

The anférniation. above will ye disseminated to 
interested offices. ὁ 

- 10. - 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
5010-104 

UNITED STATES souvent Ὁ, Υ ΝΕ OP E 

Memor. andum ROUTE IN BAY 

T; fs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 8/3/65 

nit [ ROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) (P) 

SUBJECT: Cro ) 
15-Ὁ 

we 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated June 
30, 1965. 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and 
CP, USA Reserve Funds in possession of CG 5824-S*, Set 
forth below is such an accounting: 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of June 30, 1965 

Solo 

_ Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 

_ Chicago, TLLMOAS. 66 .eee sees eee ecee eee B82, 000. 00. 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois... ων ων w eee essecesas§ 3,960.89 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois, eee ee ἡ eet αὶ ὁ be ee ᾧ 4 ὦ ἃ ὁ αὶ ἃ .« . 40,00 - 40, G0 

REC ‘Ah = Total $36, 00 ΕΣ 

Additions 29 ὃ - GAS Cl 

Solo and CP, USA Reserve Funds 
στ τὸς ae Lr πτ- ς 1 1885 
None, Bri πε Nyy . nyse? fe 

feRSRB | cone mem ἜΝ ΠΙΕ 
ine χε yp 

(Bureau (RM) vn ῇ 3 33 ΔῈ Op 
2-New York (CRM) 

(1 - 100-134637) (SOLO) 
(1 - 100-128861) (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) 

i1-Chicago 

GONG 2365. 
(5 .. ΝΞ ΝΕ 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Disbursements -- =F i Sa 

Solo 

On. 7/1/65 to MAX WEINSTEIN. for 
miscellaneous expenses’ related : 
to travel abroad for CP, 1π- 
cluding $20. to be provided το 
NORMAN FREED, CP of Canada 
representative in Prague ; 
Czechoslovakia,. for. outstanding 
CP, USA obligations.. 5 © wp Oe διὰ τὰ κ' ὁ eee αὶ 4 2-9 

On 7/8/65 to GUS HALL, General 
~ Secretary, CP, USA, for personal . 

τς use and as cash reserve in con- - : 
nection with his current travel. ΝΣ 250.00 | ᾿ ᾿ 

On 778/65 for cost of meals, © ἐπι 
drinks, and. miscellaneous items ae 
purchased on behalf of GUS HALL - ᾿ τῳ 
during Chicago STOPOVED... 0. sees eneeenes 35,00 ᾿ 

On 7/13/65 for cost of hotel and 
meeting room at Conrad Hilton Hotel, 

εν Chicago, Illinois, for GUS: HALL, ᾿ τ 
7 7/12- 137 65.... τανε teers tances enetened reed 43.00 - ᾿ τς 

On 7/22/65 | to. JAMES WEST, ‘CP of - 
Illinois functionary , to. be used 
for purchase of used auto for CP 
ΝῊ ΝΕ 500.00 

On 7/22/65 to JAMES WEST. for use in . 
‘.yental and furnishing of apartment,..... - 2001.00 

. -On 7/27/65. to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, 2 ~ 
_ leading. functionary of the CP of .- ΕΞ 

Lllinois and Chairman of the National 
Negro Commission, for €ransportation 

'  gosts to New York to. attend HENRY. . ᾿ 
τς WINSTON" 5 wedding and. Feception. nesses _: 100,00. ot 

7 τς - Total - $ 4,198.00 



-- On 7/13/65 for miscellaneous. expenses, - oe 

CG 134-46 Sub Fo = a re 
ee ρον ἢ το με πος ἐδ 

." cP, Ὅ5Α. Reserve. FundS - ,.-- 7 

including. mexis , transportation, etée.,. - “. wo. 
for GUS: HALL during stopover in Chicago,- " 

τ ἅ212-: ΗΝ ΒΝ ἀρ; 00: 

Lee τον τς [Grand. Total ἐ 1; 238. 00° 
~ - - = " ᾿ - - - ι " - woo -.- ἫΝ ΒΝ = 4 -- 

Ξ5-. --,Ἡ 7 ι τ" π ra i - a 

* Balance of. funds’ in τ possession of _ ΒΒ... - 
CG 5824- ας as. of July 31, 1065. 

Bolo. ΠΤ -᾿ 

“Maintained ih cash -in . safe deposit 
- box, Mid-America National -Bank, 

_ Chicago, ἀλλα οΥθὶ wy ecog ste νιν essen BZ, 000, 06: 

| Maintained in cash’ in ‘safe deposit : “κι 

box, Michigan Avenue ‘National Bank, ~~ 
τ Chicago, TLC Sees νέον αὐ ε εν τε es eeeees 7 2.762.389. 

~ 

~.* oo a, Total , $34,762,890 ̓  
μω # " ᾿ " - ᾿ -. ; " Pa . ΒΝ . 

“OP, USA. Regerve. Funas, πο δος ΠΕΣ ΕΕΣΣ 
SS ee Ξ..::--.ὦὉὔὉὦὖ . 7 = wld 1 - " Ε 

ed = ‘ πὶ so - ws 8 ‘ None. . are er: 
- τ, ΕΝ -ι ᾿ ΕῚ r 

᾿ " ᾿Ξ i - . 1 - "oF -— 
- 17 

t 

- = a # ~ " 

. ᾿- τι _ _ ὡς ' 

+ ἢ oF - 4 ξ 

ΝΩ͂Ν ᾿ . OT, ° ‘ 
aoe : - - = oa . ~ ΗΝ 

- ἰ " . - . * ‘ = = 
‘ ran . id ᾿ d πὸ "" - 

rR Ν Ε - “ - 

; ~ 7 ᾿ -- _ > 1 ~ - 7 ἘΞ = 

- - ᾿ - “ i τ - τ 7 -ἶ ~ 

> * _ " - 

τ = 7 - "" - - Ν τῳ _ ᾿ 7 > a 

" a - Ὡς - τε ; oe " t 

- = 7 - _ os _ = " ἫΝ = 7 te ᾿ Βχ 

ve + τ ΠΝ 7 - . a 2 

- - 7 = : ~ το ἡ 

a τ a τὸς Ὁ 
7 - Ξ- - Ε ᾿ , oe 

' & 7 τ π -- 3 - "" 

t 1 ; r ‘ — ” 

5 , = _ ~ 47 = τ a 

wo ΗΝ _ π- 7 - τ τς las ot 

Ξ - Ae κὸν ΕΝ δα. Ε ΣΝ " 7 * = ἿΝ = - 



7 OPTIONAL FORM NO. τὸ a 3010-107 

war es EET “ROUTE Oo | 
N ORM ν᾿ Ἢ 

Memorandum IN EN VcLOPE 
UNITED STATES GOVERNME 

το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 8/4/65 

hou a SAC, NEW. YORK (100-134637A 
(co ‘ (700 

SUBJECT? { S0Lo ») 

15-Ὸ 

Re NYlet 7/2/65. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following 
‘transactions regarding. SOLO. funds during the month of 
July 1965: 

Credits 

7/1/65 on hand . $840,533.78 

Debits 
7/14/65 oTENA SCHERER for CP 

USA National Office 
payroll and. foreign 
travel expenses of 
CP people $25,000.00 

a  Ξ Ξ 7/19 /65--—o. GUS. HALL for! _. 
CPUSA National Office 

_ . expenses. _ . . 4,000.00 

1/30/65 To ARNOLD SOHNSON for 
GUS HALLfor CP youth bs 

$10,000) and»? pro Inte or 

for 
for special Negro wor if 
($5,000) 15,000.00 44,000.00 ™ 

- §)3 eS - Balance 19 393357 

G; ureau (RM) 
1- “Chicago || (μι yay B) (RM) 
1-NY 13 gan AL 
L-NY 100- 538 BS B (CPUSA - FUNDS, RESERVE FUNDS). (42) 
1-NY 100-134637A (41) 

ο (6 τ 
: Fx 105 rn 7) AUG”, 1863: 



OPTIONAL FOkM NG, 10 010-108 - on 
-ΜΑΥ 82 EPI | 4 “ | 

OSA GEN, REG. NO. 17 
᾿ ΜΝ 

ERNMENT ᾿ Belmont sen UNITED STATES GOW Belen ae 
: DeLooch ὦ 

veut . - . COS POT meen Memorandumgoytp IN ENVELOPE = 
Felt 

TO : Mr. W. Ος ‘Sullivan DATE, _ August 6, 1965 Roe / 

. Thyel “ων. 

᾿ 1: - Belmont wii 
FROM  : Mr; F, ὦ; Baumgardner 1 = Sullivan Holmes — 

fe r. τ Ζ be i - Baumgardner Gandy — 
- . ‘ 1 - R. Putnan 

SUBJECT: SOLO, . ᾿ 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 

My memorandum of 7/9/65 set forth in detail receipts and 
disbursements.-of funds. from the Soviet Union and Red China by the 
Communist Party, USA, during June, 1965; The following schedule 
Shows, the present status of these funds. together with. receipts. 
and disbursements during July, 1965. 

SUMMARY : 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 7/31/65..::3.$2,907 ; 463.00 
‘Total received from’ Red China 2/60 to 7/31/65. .8écseiiesai 50, ᾿ 
Grand total received 9/58 to 7/31/65. ,ν δὸς οὶ ον οὐ δόοο ὁ δδὸ 62,957,463 3500 Total disbursements to 7,2 312765ς ως ς νὸς οὸ ον δ φὐνὸ δὴ οὐδὲ 

Balance Of Fund 7/31/6553 2 ον φρο οςς ὁ οο δου ἐδ ὁδοῷ 831,296,67% 
as ἷ " . ' , * $796 533578 ‘maintained by NY 694~S# in New York City, ; 

~~ ὁ 9ά, 762;89"maintained by CG $824=S* ‘in Chicago; ~~ f 

ΠΡ ) 20 bee ee 
* reg ἐν δε ee so ™ 

- Total received: from Soviet Union 9/58-to 6/30/65i.éissee55 92,907, 4685:00 
Total received from Red China: 2/60 to 6780765.. «ὁ ος ἐν oe 
Grand total received- 9/58 to 6/30/65. 6ss0csssei bess cde so 04,2, 957,463,00 
Total disbursements t0 °6/30/656 cssbiasissciociassscscie secon, 080,968.33 

Balance of Fund 6/30/65. iscsisicscsicsessicss ἀφο ἐᾷ 876,494.67 

Receipts during July, LIES. eseecss ὁ δὸ ὁδέΨοοὀσοο σοῦ διό σο ΡΝ bese 
; * τ- i ω- we * cy DISBURSEMENTS DURING. JULY, 1965: σ᾿ 3 

vox, ~ = - 4 ᾿Ξ 

7/14/68 - To Lena Scherer for expenses of Party's national 
$3 - office and travel of Party peoples ..esicessosies$ 25,000.00 

7/19/65) ~ To Gus Hall for expenses of Party's national | ΄ 
τῷ Ἢ KH OLLUCCs assesses ὺ δ ὸοῤῥ οὐ ούδεοῦ δ ούο υςεοςζῥεος 

πα LEO- σῷ ὅδ᾽ ΕΝ 
100428091, bold, REC.36 

RCP:pah ῥ) CONTINUED=-OVER 
(5) re 

ΜΝ ΝΣ 

. G5 Aue 111965 



, . ia 

Memorandum to lr. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100=428091 

7/30/65 - To Arnold Johnson for Gus 
project ($10,000) and for 
for special Negro work ($ + 

" 3 οὐοδουοδεοοῤοοὺ δοο 15,000.00 

7/30/65 - To CG 5824~S8* as reimbursemént for miscellaneous 
expenditures.made in behalf of the Communist 
Party, USA, and Gus Hall (itemized in Chicago 
letter of 8/3/65) ccciiscisccsccciccaisévccccesiced 1,198.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS = JULY, 1965. ceiceccsesvecccscccsssscess 45, 198,00 

BALANCE OF FUND ~ JULY ,31, 1965, ib eiiesccscccsccsccnsese es HSGL, 296.67 

ACTION: 

None, This memorandum is submitted for your information, 
An up-to-date accounting of Solo funds will be brought to your 
attention each month, Details of the accounting of these funds 
are- not. to. -be..disseminated..- 7 . ᾿ 

oer ὖῦΘ 



SAC, New York (100-1 
Attention: Superviso 

yO 
| me Director, FBI ( 

/64- «2 929,).- - 5009 

B-c 7 4 
«ὦ ey : 

᾿ χων anaes, mo a” 

Réletence is made to your letter of 7/14/65, captioned as above, 
forwarding 975. pages. of- Xerox reproductions of money in the amount of $150, 000. 
Reference is also made to your letter of 7/19/65 captioned TRACING OF AMERICAN 
MONEY USED BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS - "REQUEST FOR 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING UNIT SERVICE." 

Serial numbers of the money on the 975 pages have been recorded in the 
Automatic Data Processing Unit. These numbers will be compared and added to. 
the index:at. such time as this index has been. completely converted to the Automatic 
Data Processing system. 

There are being returned u under: separate | cover the 975 pages.of Xerox 
reproductions. . - : 

MAILED 6 

AUG 61965 | 
COMM-FSI, 

TELETYPE unit ΚΡ «ot ει 



one FORM ΝΟ. τὸ 4010-107 

See o κως O 
.. _ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT _ OPE 

| i Te ἘΠῚ yo Memorandym "ROUTE UN His vou 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
ΜΝ (ATT: VOUCHER STATISTICAL DATE: 7/14/65 

SECTION) 
aye sac, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 

SUBJECT: 
TS = C 

ReBulet 7/1/65 entitled TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY SOVIETS 
IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS - “REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING UNIT 
SERVICE," and retelcall ‘of 7/93/65 between SAC D. E. RONEY °F the NYO 
and Mr. MAURICE F. ROW of the Bureau. 

Enclosed for the Bureau are 975 pages of Xerox reproductions 
of money originally received by NY 694-S* from the Soviets on 6/23/65. 
The total. amount received on 6/23/65 was $150,000 in $50 and $20 dollar 
bills. Records of these bills ‘should contain the reference: NY 65- 
17696A~1102. Also, it is requested that the record contain the page 
number of the Xerox copies which page number may be found on the lower 
right hand corner of each sheet. 

It 1s requested that the enclosed materLal be returned to the 
NYO in a communication and marked for the 

attention of Superviso 

ν 
ἡ-“γἱϑὲν 

"" 

(3J~ Bureau (ΒΜ) (Επο- 975) RES: 139 
- a 

ι - ἦγ icin gin Sects (00 - E2E 27, 992 -50¢ 
1 - NY 200-28 C#HL) | 57 

GEJ:IM 
(5) 
oh”, ᾿ 



a © ROUTE IN wv: "LOPES 

SAC,. New York:(100-13 8/6/65- 
a (Attention: Supervisor 

me Director, FBI (100-4280. 5 9 ( =. 

SOLO 
IS -.C 

Reference is made to your letter of 7/14/65, captioned as above, 
forwarding 3, 500 pages of Xerox reproductions of money in the amount of $280, 000.. 
Reference is ‘also made to your letter of 7/19/65 captioned TRACING OF AMERICAN 
MONEY USED BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS -- "REQUEST FOR 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING UNIT SERVICE. τ 

Serial numbers of the money on the 3, 500 pages have been recorded in 
the Automatic Data Processing Unit.. The serial numbers will be consolidated with 
the index at such time as this index has been completely converted to the Automatic 
Data Processing system. 

There are being returned under ' separate cover the 3, 500 pages οὗ 
erox reproductions.. ΝΞ 

k 
an 

uae 61988 
COMM-FBL 

Callahan sees 
COnTOd maison 
Felt ames cure, 
Gale ret pienrcteet 

FOSO0 eee 
SUH rt μιν eee 
Τανοὶ rn 
Trotter ες. YO 
Tele. Room a ὡς 
HOPES pecans : 

Bere 1 TELETYRE unit L_I 



ΝΕ πον ROUTE ΝῊ ΝΕ 
Memorandum : NvLOPR 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: «7/14/65 
(ATT: VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) 

coy SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUB 
is - C 

_ ReBulet 7/1/65 entitled TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY SOVIETS 
IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS ~ "REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING UNIT 
SERVICE," and reteleall of 7/9/65 between SAC Ὁ. E. RONEY of the NYO 
and Mr. MAURICE F. ROW of ‘the Bureau. { AL rh ter 

Enclosed for the Bureau ave 3,5 500 pages of Xerox reproductions 
of money in the amount of $280,000. These Xerox copies represent 

! "exchange money" for $280, 209 ihich was originally received by 
--- NY 694.8% from the Soviets’on“6/10/65. Records of these bills should 

contain the reference: NY 65-17696A-1098. It is also requested that 
the record contain the page number of the Xerox copies which page 
number’ may be found on the Lower right hand corner of each sheet, 
and that the record be marked "exchange money." 

-- «= -_. The enclosed material should be returned to the NYO ina ἵν 

communicati itle and marked “for ‘the attention: ΟΕ 
- Supervisor 7 og . 

Ν 
, 

fo teen =. 

" αὐ Voushen gS qistical Section) 2209 - L2G OF -— “EO O ET HE seo tregestat . Ἐ > δ" 17 ας: 
GES: IM ~ ΝΣ . 965 
(5) , 
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ete ee ᾿ "- 

aot! OPTIGHAL FOAM NO, 16. . - $00=106 = _ 
eo MAY 1942 EDITHIN ; ς. 2 

Gta ΘΝ, EEG, wo. 2} 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 
DeLoach Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 2 

. Mr. conrea SP DATE: August 5, 1965, 
ἐξ 4 Ὁ 

᾿ Tele, Room 

vo Fe Downing | felnes 

SUBJECT: Ἱ ο | — 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

Captioned case involves: the Bureau's highly wluable 
confidential informant NY 694-5* who has been, receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to, him by radio. ‘ 

‘On 8/5765, transmissions ‘were ‘heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which. time a message, NR 472 GR 232, 
was intercepted. 

| Tlie plain text and cipher text aYe attached. 

“ ᾿ ‘The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

For information. ys =e: 

τι act - -- - - ey ele: ne 

for 
- τῇ 

* em 
Enclosure 

Ἔσο ory t 
1 - Mr. Conrad - | 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: -Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr, W. 6, Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing. - ἊΝ Ly 
1 - Mr. Newpher ἢ ; poet 
1 - Mr, Paddock τ 

HSidek~ : ΕΝ ΤΣ Yb 2 091- GOS 
(ὦ : +" narnia 

7 — ΟΕ, to τς 
. ᾿ woe τως ΝΕ ᾿ τες . : 

ot 4 . ͵ oo -8 AUG. ἐξ 1985. | 
TT aR ~~ ᾿ ΝΝ 7 a a vAgL _ _ ᾿ ΝΞ. ΞῃΠ.ὌᾳΕΩΗ ΠΝ 

.- ; - - LU Ὁ, aera al ᾿ ΝΟ . 
᾿ Bo ε - —, 



8/5/85 

᾿ς χέρικοη dada udexecorei uh 
OTELONUUL μή 7 το Θετμεῆν I THF ULULAND|{LUGGAGEWASRECEI 

veDF oni Hens yi eebiLeebcus INapLuG In| Bu yTHEYWERELATEF Oo. 

APLANG,|THEYSAIOTHA THE YOVERSLEP T]4 ONUUL ἡ 9H THE YAP: 

~- EAREDINOUACASHTERANDWERAGI VENLUGGAGEIAGAIN|ITHEY[ARRI | 

VEDIINHOTELONAUGUS TF IRS ANDO NEDLAND],|SoNANDM IF EloF{A 
RCH MARCH I|BROWNBBROWNALSOARRI VEDINHOTEL)|BUTTHEYWER: 

Γ΄ GoTIAL rs7jor{L AND}, THEYALSOVOTNEDLANDBYAGREEMEN TH I τη 

DLUGIN\ 2 JWEISAVE|NSTRUCT I ONS|T (CORRESPONDINGBODIES| 

ἡ rdspeedurpects roNorPROBLENSI NRESPECTORKARSAVINARKA 
2 RSAVINAANDF RANKF IELUMFRANKF LELD||A3),JPAGERPAGEPLANS| 

O yTedeacki NcoveliNser TENBER|A4y |cAsTSCASTGOES|TOOFF Ic 

donavcus plsdannfregalrdcovelt NAFEHDAY SI dad Ira tra Ycar| 

anatomy ee 

oni 

Oro Ὁ O O O Oo; 

ι (} 

© ent 

Νὰ BY pataou FORMS, INC, 
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“91614 

39923 

95084 

89994 

39018 

714456 

38474 

74472 © 

23561 

28936 

51525: 

95618 

08295 

35984: 

&5927 

91289 

92777 

85773 

14375 

99962: 

"55836 

66939 

$0110 

97957 

16898 

76986 

20057 

599q7 

24449 

77377 

33545 

NR 472 GR 232 τι 

89064 

18470 
92927 

53154 

25818 

13884 

20379 

66516 
54725 

49987 

97684: 

16532 

75958 

635296 

85677 

85574 

490495 

73012 

54962 

79259 

59834 

85949 

55543 

4 

ee rr ee ei 

78457 335685 

52277 83093, 

08254: 94009 

95754 05464 

68409 59839 

47037' 98572 

57749 96739 

89794 96736 

43164 93317 

69327 84198 

88951 23994 

249418. 08364 

26632: 40474 

22537 57643 

54086 92098 

53799 233566 

96999 49947 

$0433 41142 

07299 11089 

53796 53922 

53894 64645 

69294 154192 

97704. 74689: 

ENCEo Ὁ 

O 

8/ 5/65 

62519 

74136 

11045 

‘92736 

39792::25777 

89468 

‘75924 

11614 

85000 

32372 

24859 

653041 

87067 

996415 

85264 

708417 

01047 

52419 

414944 

05575 

69662 

55569 

98378, 

89429 

73583 

89227 

82470 

44629 | 

52624 

51640 

45821 

39393 

08771 

72807 

37468 

91564 

74315 

49348 

13582 

04054 

99195 

25667 © 

70282 

14774 

67.447 

20196 

22702 

* 24661, 

56905: 

15001 

88464 

00736 

32409 

949430 

68693. 

77544: 

27285 

19857 

50929 

64397 

38575: 

94996 

‘57322 

99656 

784146 

- 84054 

84439 

10557 

(0o- 42309; ~ 5] 



" τ F 
| : | ἌΝ ay . ᾿ 

FD=36 (Rev. S224) ἂ, ᾿ > 
i 

F RO _— 

Date: | UTE J ΝΕ ENVELOP 0 

Transmit the following in. PLAINTEXT 
(Type in plainiext or code)- 

Vig... AIRTEL REGISTERED 
7 | . | (Priority) 60 

— a a oo, πα 

TOY DIRECTOR, FRI (100~-428091) 

γῇ 7 PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

. ye reno) - 
| “TS = C, - 

." 

,& 
χὰ 

On 8/10/65 there was received at the MICHAEL 
PELHAM drop in NYC a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General 

‘ Secretary of the. Canadian CP, to GUS HALL, under the 
pseudonyn HERBERT, the contents of which are as: follows: 

ως ἢ ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ και 

͵ ΝΕ ἢ τ΄ "August 4¢h.65. 
a 

"Dear HERBERT: | 

᾿ "Binally returned after a pleasant trip in the 
course of which TI pitked up some news here and hbhere. . 2, 
Haven't yet seen any of my lads because of vacationitis 
but hone everything is going smoothly from your end re. 
she fall project. There is not too much time left 
before it gets going and all details should be firmly 

' established. With that in mind it would be useful for 
someone,.to turn up around the middle of August unless 
there is some other way of resolving them. 

-ltem δ 
Wor Bureau (RM) 

1 = Chicago (134-46 Sub 8) ri 
1 - New York (134- ou) airy) (#4 
1 - New York 9) Ἂ 

JDO: jaw REC- 38% 7. ζ) 2ὅ 2507p BEN ζω 
(7) . ΟΡ. 

- & AUG 13 185 

‘Approved; ᾿ς Sent ὦ Μ᾽ Ρεδι “TEAR Avent τὸ Charge 
ὃ 5, rn 1 0 Kaa Agent in Charge 



NY 100=134637 . 

"Will be in town fairly constantly for a while 
and if there is anything which needs. chewing over, let 
me know. 

- τ Nall the best, 

"as ever, 
ΤΩ tt 
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- * OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16 5610=106 

1MAW 1942 ESUIOH 

GSATCIN, RIG, HO. RP" O Tolson = 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont ττστστσσοον 
Moht 

Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE #2-= 

τοὺ : Mr. cond SZ DATE: August. 10, 1965 ἦν: = 

. Downing 

τέ 
SUBJECT: Goro 

é 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C Avi WE 
2 ; Wise 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
tions confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communic 

transmitted to him by radio. 

On 8) 10/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 567 GR 330, was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. τς 

ACTION: 

ΝΕ __. ΕῸΥ information. ___ 

gs | 
g& ἮΝ . 

Ζ _ Enclosure _ 7 7 7 - 

SoaMeSBelmont °° 
1 - Mr. Conrad: 
2 ~ Mr; Sullivan, (Attention: Mr. J. A. βισόο, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 

ἘΞ ag PR 42909/- GO? 
ΝΣ ~ ~L=Mr. Paddock™ ~~ - | -REC--34 ᾿ " 

44 “aon - EX-113 - 6 AUG 13 1965 

ή ~ —— i 

τὰν 

85 AUG 18 1965 
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“PAPER PATENTED BY N.C.R. CO." PRINTED BY DATAFOLO Ε £98612 

07265 

44973. 

36687 
--- ---.. —_ 

NR 567. GR 330 

15959. 32094 

26939 29598 

84775 42084 
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33139 14206 

94449 82644, 

. 70225 89757 

67688 96995 

84377 62938 

8 54409 46124 

84470 60162 

36939 56258 

57036 32342. 

44870 0014 
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30539 7098442004 ὃ 61036 

7 OY 4 

21177 38596 56058 

34284 28271 20439 

68712 46392 43992 

85072 72834 49269 

64664 23648 60369 

83053 11627 74326 

94493. 25200 57747 

4.4685. 14475 .67781' 

01547 133592 18243 

24033 08753..35164 

75474 45808: 94874 

05756 48828 99936 

34795 39786 1452 

58213. 104105 26415: 

66284: 68945 -25759 

$3474 43343 57496 

78734 74469 35937 

48542: 93413. 99918 

22664 61649 89904 

07749 87776 49329: 

02715 15999 33447 

09764, 91559 04416 

37624, 59135 42830 

87754 64594 34344 

τς 8710765 

34549 32792: 21239 
95405 08020 

06548 61588 

85275 41804° 

00999 56189 

71948 44932 
i 

94248 56495 

80414 55146 

75443 54434 

$3874 56688. 

52903335667 

‘25003. 96816 

985947 68 947 '451495- 

453537 43829 

774,67 87544 

75279 74066 

01190 39204 

38489 714329 

98628 83129 

24524 89554 

89959 277 94- 

04504. 40794 

45474" 6224. 8559" — στ 

‘95339 93488 

15227 

78310 

49322: 

‘25804 

53664 

45502. 

42623: 

75599 

549 06. 

94399 

84442: - 

92932. 

69504: 

95259 

44904 

46425: 

88944: 

25875: 

37449 

20305 

8/10/68 

29854 " 

1 
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34765 94299 
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44008 30185 

22569 53619 

36744 50432 

55220 79788 

46925 

70825 

33266 

935514. 

97520 

29469 

62623. 

85734. 

55925 
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ω ‘ZOIIONAL FORM NO. 10 sn 

#-ONTTED STATES co Sumer Ro UTE ne? | Memorandum oe 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 8/6/65 

FROM: SAC,/CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ΕἾ ρον ζῷιω) 
ReBulet dated July 13, 1965. 

Set forth below is an accounting of expenses 
incurred by CG 5824-S* during the course of the 18th Solo 
Mission, February 19 through April 26, 1965, and subse- 
quent debriefing sessions in New York City, April 27 
through May 1, 1965. As the Bureau is aware,CG 5824-S* 
was accompanied on this Mission by his wife, CG 6653-S, rt 
and those expenses are 8150 included in this accounting: 0 Os 

First class air transportation 
for two from Chicago, Illinois, ~~) 

‘to New York City, New York.........++++$109,82 

Excess baggage (air freight ship- 
ment) to New York, tips, etc., 
connected with the above......ccescecces 7,00 

Meals for two and tips, New York, 7 | " " 

τς - 2/19/65. ..Ὁςφ νὸν κε ον νοος κ αν τε ννναφν 5.00 -- 

Transportation costs and tips to and 
from Kennedy International Airport, 
New York City... ccc cern ncerernseeessa 3.00 

First Class air transportation for 
two from New York City, New York, 
to Paris, France... esse cases cesses stcese 194,00 ‘ Oy 

f Cf fm ς $4j0d - Y2809/ x / 
Excess baggage charges connectet” ; 
with above, luggage handling, and EX-L13, 

CLPS rrr ΜΝ 20.00 GS AUG 18 1966 

ΓῸ πα ἐμ 

Meals for two and tips, Paris, aed man -- 
France, « ΚΟ Ἢ ieee ἃ " "σον ᾳ"πυ 10.00 

AAT AT SE ᾿ | 
Transportitidn charges, Orly Field, . 

-Paris, France... “+ τ τ A απ dal φ a o-8-6-6 .4Φ. «. " 1, 00 .Ν ζ΄ iA _ 

we 4. 9 51 BN Ee 
First class air transportation for two 
from Paris, France, to Prague, 

[-Φ 3 ϑοβοβιονθκῖθ, 6s esses ses eeeeeeseeesses, 1BB.60 
(FRE 

Ge (2)-Bureau (RIM) 

65 ARs fe0u 
(3) 



4 

- + CG 134-46 Sub B 

- τ ” “Excess. baggage. charge wonnected. 
: ᾿ with ABOVE: Eriemeneteoesesenebe renee 20: ΩΝ 

᾿Ἑρεξδχξδἑηβοπξ, meals, gifts, οἷς, — °. “Ν 
for NORMAN FREED. and: wife; JOHN " 
ΨΑΈΤΑΘΕΒ and wife; and JOHN GIBBONS ΝΕ 

᾿ and wife, Prague, Czechoslovakia:....... 75.00- 

| °.> Currency conversion’ 1ogs'in ‘exchahge’- = | 
τς #.-.~ Of dollars -for Crowis,, PRABUC) oe oe ee ee #500 

Personai loan, non-collectible, to . 
ΝΕ NORMAN FREED, PrAPUe, ..ccargeeteceweeee 100.00 

a First class.:dir transportation for ~- 
- two from Prague to. East Berdins.ssesess 59...60 

et Gifts purchased, ineluding liquor, — ᾿ 
ἐνετ στ ete.,', im Lliéu-of tips for service Ν"" ΗΝ 

employees δὲ Panty hotels, δὲς, ὁ ᾿᾿ 
GDR epee canes ἐπμκά been pep tiin gees ὁ σιν oe 20,00, 

" ᾿ First etlass .air +¥ansportation for |. 
᾿ two from Prague Ἔο MOSCOW. + se nwes neers 328.40- 

ot "Excess. baguage ‘charges éonnédted a oe 
" - " a with above. a ed oe ed oe: i” ‘s- εἰς. . ΜΝ 15,00" 

First ‘class air pransportation. for - ᾿ Ε 
- One ‘from: Prague to East Berlin, sew ee wee 29.80 

Gifts ‘purchased: ih Prague for, “GUS: “HALL ΝΕ 
arid: other" cP, USA leaders... + ΩΣ *, f s + eo ee a + πὰ 

“Items, purchased. “in Pragué and- “yet. at. 

to Service PEFSONNEL. wee ey nares Feed ἐμ 35.00 

Fitst. élass air transportation for two 
from Prague to Paris. ‘ errata teed a” ae nee a ; 158 «600 

a - 

-  Excéss baggage charges connected with 7 
ἢ ΒΝ te ΩΣ 35.006 

. ‘Hotel accommodations for two: in Paris, 
- , 4/23-26/65, including service charges, ~ . 

- taxes, and ‘some MOALS cco rineegancévees ν 275,00. 

= 

a ' - -ι = τ ‘s : 1 ΝΕ 
ΕΠ . - = = 

Ν , - τ 

, 3 

- Party hotel as gifts in liew of tips ~~ "7 ~| 

4 

ον /. ‘AG@itional meads, Pariss.ceeiiedreess 60,00. 



ον CG 134-46. Sub Bo 

οὖν , Ξ - ᾿ * 

Transportation, costs to and from -. ~ ΤΠ 
-Oriy: Field, Paris, and related Ὁ ; 
‘transportation costs, Parise... ce eee eo o$ 25.00 

Overseas telephone cali from Paris ~~ 
_ HO ἸΘΆΣΟΒ BO. ee vee eres πόαν Sere pate εσσσιος 24.00 

French embarkation tax, Orly Field, ΝΞ ΝΣ 
“PAPAS, ἐνρονννωννυ detec re cae ωρμω nents - 250 

First class air t¥ansportation for two a ᾿ 
from Paris to Boston, Massachusetts.... 7716.00᾽ 

Special consideration paid to ticket 
agent, Paris, in order to.-obtain space 
on desired flight from Paris, baggage ' 

handling, and ἜΣΡΒ. ee eee ede eden κε τεσ ἃ 30,00 

* Hotel, Boston ; A/2B/O5. oven νυν εκ σον 21,50 

Meals ; tips, ‘and service charges, 
| SBOStOM ey ede ge epee eee nen ganna tes 25.00 

Avangportation costs, Boston, ....ei4s45 '- 2450 

Comiutex flight. for two from Boston. rn 
to. New York. ae εν ee ce eg de ee gees oe. 28-00 u 

= 

Hotel accommodations, ‘New York Gity, “ 
including tips and taxes, 4/27- 5/1/68... 102, 00- 

τς - Food, -Jaundry, ‘service charges, and ΝΕ 
:- miscellaneous expenses , New. YORK. «sen 80.00: 

κ᾿ 

Rental. ‘of -hotel meeting’ room, Reals, 
~tips,, ‘ete. , connected with debriefing . 
sessions held with GUS HALL, New York ΝΞ ΕΣ 
ΘΟ ΥΝΝ 65,00 - 

᾿ Cost Of food, entertainment, and 
Ε related. items im connection with  - 

official, méetings, New York, with. ΝΞ 
. BELEN WINTER ,. CARL: WINTER, LENA Be 
SCHERER, CARL LETCHTMAN. «τν νος ἐν qedee 20..00.. 

Taxi fares. to and from. Kennedy Inter- 
national Airport plus. transportation 
‘costs in-New York City related το, 
meeting with Party fepresentatives...«+.. 15.00 

~36 



” CG 134-46 Sub 8 

First lass air transpoxtation ‘for a 
two: from’ New York to’ Chicago... ees sees 8 J 109, 82. 

Subtotal 0 $3629. χα- 

“ἰς 

Other Expenses οὐ ΝΕ 

Attorney fees for préepatation. fret oF 
of wills, powers of attorney, -- 
aiid letters of direction: for - ΝΣ 
TWO, aes ese evewaseecererecegaenes aD 75.00 

Purchase of néw luggage for 
exclusive use on Solo Mission, . - 

ΝΣ four ΗΝ 92.00 

“Purchase: of. additionad néw .. . 
᾽ ‘clothing “for two. for use on = : ΗΝ 

Solo Mission not beaxng Jaundry- a 
or any other identifying marksS.aec.. 230,00 

Purchase ‘of books, pens, refitis,,. 
and similar material to be used 
as gifts and carried abroad ‘to. 
be officially présented to. a 
representatives: of. ‘the: ‘CRSU, CP “ - 
of CZ, SURG, on ‘behalf of the: _ ΒΞ 
ΟΡ, ὌΝ Ἅ45.,.00.. 

- ᾿ Postage cost. on material mailed 
- APOM.ADYOAG. oon ν κκεν eters debts ner ; δ.00. ’ ᾿ 

Comntninication ‘costs, New York me 
Cit ce a oe tO oe) ΕΝ 5.00. a : = = - 

Storage of wo: ‘dutomobiies. at. of 
$8.-per week for nine. weeks in. a 
CHICA EO. eaeeee ene eet eer eed ene e ene ᾿ 144 ΟΟ. 

1 

Express Travelers ‘Cheaues, fees for” 
purchase: of French Frangs, ΟΝ 7.56. 

Purchase of ‘special items néeded . Te 
exclusively for foreign travel -- 
Such as AC-DC converter for razor, 

 £¥on, and other electrical appliances, - 
staples, band -aids,.scotch tape, ; 
and miscellaneous. LECMS 0. «νιν ν se de, ive 10 .Q0:. 

. 2g | Total -§4;342.64 

Charges for securing American ΝΕ 



. ον - Total amouiit- of - funds advaticed - 
by Bureau for 18th Solo Mission... ./$3; 375.00 | 

yo τ Funds. ébtained. from CB, USA for 7 - 
τς τος 7 ᾿ fares; Ces eeeeegertet ines tenie weedy +, 2,000, 00 

ΝΌΟΝ προ το ὅν - Fetal funds available τ $4,375.00 
Ι - 3 BG - ΕΞ 

. . “Total expenses. reported for wth. 
ΒΞ SOlo MISSION... cece sewn κέ ρα να κεν ρεν να, 342, 84 

- τ 

ΝΣ ᾿ τς Balance of mohey received . | 
ΕΣ - ἀπ excess of expenses . Ὁ 32.36 

Ἀν : he ΕΣ ᾿ 

᾿ λον τ Τ ΝΙΝ ΕΝ above«tioted surplus: of finds avaiable; $32. 36, 
over total expensés ‘has been. Yeturned by the. source and: is. " 

Ὁ εν being: Placed in the Confidential Fund: of the Chicago Offige. 

- 7 
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PD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) 

"w 

Transmit the following: in _---__: Si = -- 

τοι! DIRECTOR, FBI (100 428092) 

' FROH: 
ἮΝ . : καῖ 

“SUB fect { Sous : | a | \ (\ 
is- Ὁ. | . en Ε]} 

| secondary channel, ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, a partially coded message , 
handprinted and sealed in the bottom of a Cigarette container 
containing no chemical, The message, according to NY 694-S*,, was. 
picked up from NEEDLEMAN. oné Nalf hour after NY 694~S* delivered 

.} 1, by KONSTANTIN. P, SEMENOV of Amtong - 

. The plain text of the message is as. follows ¢ 

i τ. - 
- Bureau (RM). 

. 1 = Chicago. (134=462Sub B) CAMRY. 
Σ α NY 134-91-INV. G#4l) - ἢ 
1 - ΝΥ 105- 14931-Sub 1 ‘(Nikolai Ms. Talanov) 

: (#341) | _ ὍΝ 
11 = N¥ 100-134637 (#4zy 
| dDO?IM , ; 

(8) 

ΝΞ ΕΟ ΕΓ en cal 

. 

ia /ATRIEL REGISTERED - | 

mh 

ROUTE ἜΣ SVCLOPE 
Date: 7/27/85 

(Type in picintext.ar ode) 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-1346 37) 

On 7/27/65; NY ρθη 8 transmitted to the Soviets through the 

- τ - 

"To Central ‘Committee 5 crs τ _ 
1 ἢ ia ι 

"Secretariat "agrees | ‘Oni Pettis “Perry cremation and while 
féélings are for. funeral and.burial in California, this 
is left undecided while . «considering, proposal for. Chicago, 
Advise apbival’ date» vila ‘telephone, - . 

ων 

x ¥ 

as ; "Gus Halt" 

pee. οἱ ἐ62- φαχσφη- 1 SS 

᾿ ᾿ ᾿ ener 10: 
Sent_________ ὉΜ = Per Se να 

- ! 
a ,-- - : - . ee ed . 
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ΝΙΝ ROUTE IN PA
N ¥ abe ἢ 
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1 

Date: ΕἾ 6, 65 

' Transmit the following in — 
(Type in ‘plaintext or code} " 

ATRTEL REGISTERED 
NT  —————=r - - - rr - Ἢ 

Ζ | τς ᾿ (Priority) . af 

. = ° 

τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

1 FROM :-- SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637). 
al ἜΣ ΒΕ "" ; _ 

pe suBsEcr: ‘ 

On 8/5/65, there were received from the seyete, [a 
via radio, five ciphered-partially eoded MEBSAgES , the 7 
plain texts of which are as fol.Lows : ΝΞ ΕΣ . 

᾿ aL GUS. HALL .. ᾿ _ 
. . oF " i Bt 

"1. We. expected and[__}in* Moscow oi” aS Ψ 
July ‘OT together with youth delégation.. “Visag. were received ! 
for then by LEE DLUGIN but they were. late. for plane. ' ‘They: 
said that they oyerslept. - On. July: 29 they: appeared in our © 
‘Embassy and were given visas- ‘again. Th Priv cow: 
on August first and joined delegation. and 

I: ARCH BROWN also arrived in Moscow*but ‘they were’ not, in List _ 
Ig of delegation. . They also: Joined delegation by agreement: 
bic =) With. DLUGIN. ; 

(col fa in above messagé, see 
NY airtel 6/2/05, ‘page 5. ). . ae 

- "Oo, We gave. instructions to corresponding. bodies 
to speed up decision of problems in Teapects 30f KARASAVINA. . 

Ν . and FRANKFELD. 

ΤῊΝ “(Re above, 5668 ne airtel 8/2/65, page οἶς ̓  ᾿ ,3 

ΕΟ ἘΜ) 
: τ “ Ghlsage | (Taabasub BYR). , Ὁ ol (INV) # ee ἜΣ ΤΟ, ἫΝ ce sole fb est 

ΝΥ 100-13 

ACB itisb - ἢ 
(8) 

ε 

᾿Ἀρρτονβᾶ: ey ‘Sent ΜΝ Per 1 

| Got ΚΝ ἐ' Τ ̓ 1 Bisa Agent in Charge 
ὟΝ ᾿ -------  τὔτι- ERA 

δὰ 



NY 100-134637 

m3, ALEXANDER ‘TRACHTENBERG plans ‘to be back in 
United States in September. 

fll, KRCHMAREK goes t6 Prague on August. 9 and 
then to United States in a few days. 

(Re above, see NY eirtel 7/28/65, page 9.) 

"5, BEATRICE JOHNSON arrived Moscow August 1; 
GARL WINTER arrived Moscow August 3.! 

-~2- 
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aF D-36- “fev. «δάξϑῳ CO ως τε 

ς 

- tk ¥ ROBTE TN pyr 2 
ran 

rm™ soe ares | 
τ ᾿ ] 

} 

a τί " ἡ οἷν 

va 
pa 
& ἃ. : 
δ _ jowing ἴῃ: » : 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

i 

‘ 

ee oe 
" 

\ Bureau (Ene “6 (RM) ᾿ ᾿ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 ‘Sub, B) 

Corp 50 

Is - Ὁ 

. Enc losed- herewith for - the ‘Bureau: are three copies 
and’ for the New York Office ‘one copy of an informant's: 
Statement entitled, "TIM BUCK, CHAIRMAN, ‘COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
CANADA. " 7 + 

The information appearing in: the enclosed informant's: 
statement, was. furnished..on. 8/7 and.-9/65 by ‘CG..5824-S*, who -has. - 
furnished reliable information ‘tn: the- ‘past, to SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN... Ce ee " -. - 
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TIM BUCK, CHAIRMAN, COMMUNIST ΝΞ τ 
ΠΟ BARTY OF’ CANADA | ΝΕ 
ΕΝ ne ee 

It pis been learned ‘that - on August- 8, “1965, ἃ. 
; representative of the- Communist Party, USA (CP, USA); wae 

“τς wis then in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, met with Tim Buck, 
‘Chairman..of the Communist Party .of Canada (CPC). This. _ 
neeting initially took place at approximately noon on 
East King Street ,. downtown Toronto; across from the King 
Edward Hotel. Following the. Anitial neeting,, these two - 

for lunch, Arrangeinents. for the setting up of-this: meeting 
between Buck and the CP, USA representative. had been nade 

τον ἢ earlier that day by Willian Kashtan, General Secretary of 
Dy the .cPC. 

The above-noted meeting between. Buck and- the cP, 
USA representative was generally social in ‘nature and was 

: “ primarily- arranged: in order that these ,two individuals 
ee could: ié-establish petsonal’ "‘Telations: after -2 lapse of four 

7 years | in which. they- had: not séen each other. However, in 
: addition, there was’ some general. exchange of information -. 

which took place between these two parties concerning ᾿ | 
| their individual CPs ,—-éte. During the course of this. meeting, 
the following, WAS learned:. τος οι ᾿ . | 

ΟΞ ΕΕΝΕΝΦ * According -to Buck, he ‘was’ jéaving. on. “the “Following: 
το τε τ day, Friday, Augfust-6, 1965, for thé Soyiet Union and: planned: 

to be gone. from Canada for Approximately ond month, although 
he felt his absence could conceivably- run from six weeks ‘to’ 
two months. Hé also noted-that he was traveling alone and. 
that his. wife, Bess. Mascola, would continue to work. at her 
job . at Progress: Books. in Toronto, | ΝΕ «- 

L 
5 

Buck noted that the only place, in addition. to. the 
- Soviet Union, that ‘he intended to: visit was. the German Deno-  . 

- eratic Republic (GDR). and that here he was going to. see his. 
"old pai,” Walter UVlbricht.. He stated. that ‘on. his” last » 
trip abroad he had not ‘seen Ulbricht. ᾿ 

Ε 

In regard to his own Party, Buck renarked that as” 
woh oe 

‘Board is. in-a sense, pro-Italian and, ‘no δορά» He made ~ 
fun, of the “youngsters” on the Executive Board getting. sick 
Hecessitating the need for him during the. past six. weeks - . 

- Of having to. ‘actually run. the CPC, Buck also: adyised ‘that τς 
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individuals were observed to enter a restaurant. ‘and bar- Fo 
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immédiately upontis return from: his present trip he: would. 
- ᾿ eontact. this CP, USA representative in order that that 
oot individual night come up to Canada for 2a-complete briefing 

on any current .or: important information which he, ‘Buck, “may 
have picked up, | 

4 

The cP, USA representative, prior: 30 ‘the breaking 
up. of this- ieeting ; prepared and gave to. Buck.a brief note 
addressed jointly to Nikolai Mostovets, Head.of thé North 

4 and South American Section, International Department, Central 
_ - Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet. Union (CPSU), and 

ες to Igor Mikhailov, his Chief Deputy, which Buck agreed to. 
ΝΝ deliver, το. these individuais whom hée knew... The note was ἃ 

' -Restatement of a matter previously communicated | to the CPSU 
and the essence ‘of: it was as. follows: a 

Once again I dm taking advantage of someone who is _ 
traveling to your country. I hope that. both of -you 
have had a Pine vacation and are in good health. 

I an having soiie problems with Jessica Smith and 
in this Connection I am sure you have already. . 

" received our previous memorandum, As pointed out, 
"Jessica -has: Yexised ‘the. possibility of her taking 

7 _ @ léave’ of absence. for the purpose’ of writing a 
; - book and there is Sone possibility that if things — 

are not changed with her magazine, the New World 
' Review, that. she may not return. I strongly urge - 

τιν that you have someone talk “ἕο her. and that it:be 4 
- done. in. the. spirit ard in, the minner: which were a ΝΕ 

- previously discussed by us. ‘Silence, as yo know, 2 - -- 
is a horrible. thing té a person. Who has spent - ‘the 
past 33 years in work for the Party... 

The above message related to the cutting off οἵ. 
.. financial aid to Smith for he¥ publication "Now World Review" 
| ahd: ‘the: apparent tetusal of-a representative of the Soviet — 

“Union to talk to ther in-New York on this matter: or other - 
‘problens related to the publication, 5 . 

- 

᾿Βοζοχα this neeting was conciiuded, the: -CP, USA’ .- 
ropresontative presented several gifts to. Tim. Buck consisting 
of Liquor and cigarettes which he “*bhad brought up from. ‘the tee . 
United States,- These itens were deserihed as going-away τ 
tokens ‘fron the. CP, USA. ΕΝ 

Ξ 
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br ae pas beon, Jearned’ that on August 5, 1965, a 
vepresehtative of the Communist Party, USA- (CP, USA), who. 

'.+.- τος - wag thén in ‘Toronto, Ontario, Canada, met with Tin Buck, - 
- «Chairman of the Communist Party of Canada (CPC). This 

Ὡς heéting initially took place at approximately: noon-on 

cs | ““Kdward Hotel, “Following the. initial meeting, . -these two 
ΝΣ _ individuals. were observed. to enter a restaurant and. bar 

“#foy lunch. Arrvantenents for the setting up of this meeting 
‘between Buck and the CP, USA representative had beén made ~ 

-- ΟΣ 1 ΤΟΣ» that :day by William Kashtan, Genexal Secretary OF 
" _ the cre. ‘ 1 

Fe . The above-noted neeting between “Buck. and; the cP, 
USA“: representative was generally social’ in nature and. was: 

_ priniardiy arrangéd. in order that. these two individuals - 
could re-establish pérsonal relations after a lapse of four ᾿ 
years’in which, they had not seen each other.- However, ‘in 

a addition, there was some_gereral. exchange of information 
-- _ which took“place between these. two: ‘parties concerning. | 

. their individual CPs, ete: - During the course of this | necting, 
the ‘following’ was: learned: τ ΝΣ = ᾿ 

ἐς οἷ . According. to. Buck, he. wad aeavine on the following 
ΞΕ ΕΣ “day, ‘Friday, August 6,. 1965, for the Soyiet Union and plannad: 

- to .bé. gone from Canada for approximately one month, although 
“he felt bis‘ absence could conceivably run from six weeks to. ὁ 

. tw6é months. He also. noted. that he was traveling, alone and 
. that his wife, Bess Miséola, would continue to work at. her 
Job at Progress ‘Books, in Toronto, - 

ἦτον ἐς στον Byek ‘noted: that the-only -pldee,;. in, . addition to ἐμ... 
δον θέ, Union,- that ‘the- intended’ to visit was the German Deno~:. 
” eratic Republic (GDRY and that here He was going to-sea his. 

° _ 2. “old pak! Walter Ulbricht. He stated that ‘On his. last - ᾿ 
| Do - iP abrond he had Rot seen Ulbricht. = 

ΝΣ "far as. hé was concerned the najority of its.present Executive 
“_<- -πΒολΧχά 18... in ‘a-sense, pro-Italian and "mo good." Hé made -- 

Ὡς fun of the Yyoungsters" οὐ. the Executive Board getting’ sick | 
οἷς - necessitating the need. for him duxing the past Six weeks . 

Ff having: to actually run the CPC, Euck also advised that” 
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' East King Street, downtown Toronto, across from the King - 

in regard ‘to his: own Party, Euck remarked that | as - 
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- -Problens related. to. the publication.- oo . La. ΠΕΣ 

have picked: up. - 2 

up’. of this: ueeting, prepared ‘arid: gave to Buck 2 brief note . 

. and South American Section, International Department, ‘Central 
4 

and. the essence ‘of- it Was’ ἀπ -follows: ' 

- financial aid to Smith for her publication. "New World Review 
-and the apparent refusal of a. representative of the Soviet - 

| representative, presented several gifts to Tin Buck ‘Gonsisting 

tokens trom the CP, USA.. - = ee Ν 

jamediately upon his return from his présent t¥ip he would. 
contact this CP, USA representative in jorder that that ; 
individual night cone up to Canada for ‘a conpiecte briefing 
on any current or important information which he, ἢ Buck, may 

The. cP, USA representative, ‘prior to the breaking: 

addressed. jointly to Nikolai Mostovets, Head of the North 

Committee, Comimhist Party of the Soviet Union CPSU), and: 
to Ipor Hikhailov, his Chie? Deputy., which Back agreed to | 
deliver to these individuals whori he Imew. The note was~a 
restatenéit ‘of a‘ matter previously comiunicated to, ‘the Οὐδ᾽ 

Once apain I an taking advantage of Son eone who is 
- traveling to your country. I hope that, both of you 

᾿ς have had a fine vacation and are in good health. 

I am having some probiens with Jessica Smith and. oS 
in this connection fam ‘sure you have already — ye 
-received our preylous wendrandun., “As pointed-out, .- | 
Jessica has. raised. the possibility of her taking, τ 
a leave of absence for the purpose. o£ writing @ 
kool and there is. somo possibility that if things. - - 
gre. not ¢hanged with her magazine, the New World - ΕΝ 

- Review, that she may not retursi. 1 strongly urge. =~ - 
» that you have sonedne. talk-to her and that it. be . ~ © 
* ‘done in ‘the spirit and in.the manner which were - +: 

 préviously. discussed by; us. , Silénce, OS ou kane, 
As. ἃ hortible thing to ἢ. person who has spent” the. 

_ pas t 33. years in work for the Party. . ' 

The ahove message related to the cutting ott of ! 

Wnion to. talk. to her i New York ΟΣ this. matter or other © 

Before: this heeting was. concluded, the: CP; “USA 

of liquor atid ciparettes which lie had brought up fron the = - ᾿ 
United ‘States, These items were described as going-away τ τς : 
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ye ‘The Attorney General August 17, 1965 

be —— | 1 -- Belmont: Director,. FBI. 1 ~ DeLoach 
/ ̓  iL 'μ- Sullivan. 

re 1 ~ Liaison COMMUNIST. PARTY, USA ᾿ 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS _- 1 - Baumgardner 
INTERNAT, § SECURITY τ Ὁ 1-8. Putnam 

The enclosed: memorandum, captioned’ "Vietnam — 
Situation, is being ‘brought to your attention as ἃ 
natter of possible. interest. 

ro 
Because of the ‘sersitive nature of our sources; = 

which have supplied. reliable information the .past: aT RRS ~ 
enclosed memorandum is classified Wpepesaret This > “Ὁ 

iS information is being furnished to the President and‘ 
other: ‘interested officizis. ‘of the Governtient.: Ky = > 

UF 
‘Upon removal of thé classified enclosure, Sise 

letter of transmittal becones unclassified. Σ oy 
Ὁ 

_ 100428091. Ξ δι . 
ΓΗ aa 

Encloshre © 
= 7 a 

1. The Deputy Attorney General (enclosure) 
fee 

Ὡς o* 

s = 
= co 

ra NOTE: 
Classified "Top because unauthorized disclostre 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
{CG 5824-s*) and such reyélation could result in exceptionally 
graye damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* is referred to as "sourcés't 
in order to further protest the secirity of this valuable informant. 

ΒΞ See cover memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 8/16/65, captioned 
' "Solo ;- Internal Security - Communist," prepare by ‘BCRS pah, 
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ον δ τς “ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
τι - .“ ᾿ ιν: τς ‘Daté:" πο 8/10/65 | 

wood 0 - ft τς 1 {: 

- . 
Trdnsmit the following:4 in’ - 

AIRTEL =~" 7 

DIRECTOR, FBI _ (200-428092) 
*~ 

Wea : ‘SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637.) 

wore Gn 

On 8/10/65, there were received from the . 
Soviets, via radio, two ciphered-partially coded. messages, 
the plain texts. of which are as follows: 

Po Gus Hall . 7 . 

"We would like to discuss with νου problem 
of further actions in respect of Guy Owens. Now Ministry 
of Higher Education raises question of expulsion. him. 
fron University because during last academic year he 
attended University only. for short périod, did. not take 
‘any exams. and did not master curriculum. University staff “ 
talked with him many times -but“he did not change his 
attitude. toward studies. He said repeatedly that he éould 
not study because of his ilIness. Recently he had 
complete checkup in our hospital for a month and a half. 
Diagnosis is the following: 

"Residual appéarance of organic disease of. 
central nervous system with near psychopathological ‘changes 

sonality and epileptic state. While in hospital he had 
EG ὡς FEF i 

νὰ ureau (RM “8 
eaten ὯΝ (134246 ‘Sub B) (BM) )* OD - “2 0 ον, 
1-New York. (134+91) (1) 
1-New York (105- 131: Sub ὁ 8) (TALANOV) (38) 
1-New York (41) 
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NY 100-134637 

"no epileptic attacks but he had two cases of hysterical 
fits. After general anti-epilepsy treatment he does not need to 
be in hospital. He is préscribed to use Aminasine and Luminat. 

Physicians. recommend him to make interval in studies for one 

year and to-return home. Easy manual labour coupled with rest. and 
quietness is also recommended. University may grant hin 
leave for one year. Please give us. your opinion and 
also that of Henry Winston. We might ‘send medical. statement - 
+6 you with Krchmarek or Sherheer if you agree.” ; 

"To Jack Brooks 

"We referred to-Edward Lamb repeat Lamb." | 

(Re above, seé NY airte], 8/3/65, page 5). 
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1-8, C, Putnam 
1... J. D, Donohue — 

BAC, Chicago (134-46) ᾿ε1δ.δ5 

Dircetor, FBI (61-7665) (100. 34071}) 
(100-42809 

(ez bee 
CG 5924-5% 
NY GOQ4n55 

ΠῚ 6 εὖ 

RaCGilet 8..11.65 pointing out that thove are a 
gteat number of oceasions whon the informants must pay 
expenses for Communist Party activities on Party direation, 
which monies are taken from porsenel funds, Roimbursenent 
is later nade by the Snformants obtaining monay from the 
safe deposit koxes in which. tho Party money is maintained. 
Due to the frequency of these occasions, there is 5 security| 
problem an continually making trips to the bank te obtain this 
‘money, According to valet, CG 5824S stated he had Suggested 
to HY 694~5*. that possibly ἔχοι a security and financial 
‘stamipoint a more nractical method of handling ‘this situation 
would be for them to have a “revolving fund" in theixy possession 
of monics withdrawn from CP, USA reserye funds. It was suggested 
by CG 5824-S# that thoy could withdraw $4,000 from Party Zunds, 
Aivided equaliy between them and draw on this money whon ezpenses. 
mist be incurred for Party business, 

i 
Approval 35 given for the Infornants to-withdray - ‘YY 

$4,000 from the CP, USA reserve funds under their control and . Ὁ. 
for each to maintain "reyolving funds" of $2,000 which can be ( 
used by them.te pay oxpenses incurred by the Party and Party GS 
functionaries, I¢ will not be necessary, therefore, for the XS 
dnformants to use porsonal funds in the future when cailea upon 
by Gus. Hall or other Party functionarics to make expenditures. ὮΝ 
for the Party. ‘The status of thig "revolying fund" of each 
_dinformant and disbursements therefrom should be included in the { 
monthly accounting of all receipts and disbursements of ΒΌΣΟ and ™ 
CP, USA reserve funds in their possession. You shauld continue 
to furnish this report to the Bureau by the fifth of the month 
fellovwing the month being reported. 

2 ~ Now York (134-92) (100-134637) Ι΄ a ae ἢ 
Z - NOT RECORDED 

ἀν: 7429 8 NOTE: τ τ τ ee 

oints out that on numerous occasions C CG 5824.$*% 
and also ay mag gee Pose calied upon by Gus Hall and. other 
functionaries to pay expenses for them from Party funds hich the 
informants maintain in safe deposit boxes. These expenses on 

SEE NOTE CORTINUED PAGE. TWO 

65 AUG 23 ἼΩΝ 

ORIGINAL FILED IN 
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Lettér to SAC, Chicago 
RE: CG 58240S% 

NY 694-S*% 
61-7665 
160«340711 
100-428091 

NOTE : CONTINUED: 

‘accasion are. ‘considerable and when the informants pay them fron 
_ their own pockets must nécessarily be ‘reinbursed by. removing monéy 
from. the safe deposit boxes, Frequént tr4 ps te these boxes! 
ereatart ἃ security factor as informants can become too well known 
to bank “officials, This factor, in addition to the constant 
depletion of personal funds requiring reimbursement, is an undue 
burden on the informants" financial situation. Chicago suggests, 
and wo agree, that..a sum such as the suggested $4,000 be withdrawn 
f¥ontthe Party fulids and divided between the informants to bé used 
by them to pay. these expenses as they arise, ' Thé Bureau now 
requires: a monthly .accounting of all CP funds under control of the 
informants. and included therein will be an accounting of th; | 
"sayolving fund" which the informants will maintain to pay "out. of 
pocket!’ expenses of the Party. 
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' ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

August. 17, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

1 —- Belmont. ᾿ 
i, = DeLoach: 

2 Ζ ‘Honorable Marvin Watson ~~ 1 Sullivan. 
Special Assistant, to, the ‘President: OS _ 1 5 Liaison. 

\e ον £he White House . _ _ i. Batingardner. 
Washington, Ds 6. ee - ΓΑ = Εν Putnam 

Dear ir, Watson: . 

The ‘erielosed. riémoxninndui, captioned "Vietnam Situation 7 
7 is. béing brought , to your . attention as, a matter of ‘possible: > 

interest to the: President, _ aa 

which. have supplied velidble information. n the past, them 
enclosed memorandum is classified, "Top<Secret."' This infer~ 
mation is being furnished to the Attorney General and tds ape 

‘Other’ i interested’ officials of the. ‘Government; 2 
ee S 

_ «Upon. removal. of the classified. enclosure , ‘this : 
letter of ‘transnittal becomes unclassified. 

- ον. 
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BeGaiise Of ‘thé sensitive nature of our sources]! ὡς 
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tt ' Sincerely yours, 

ος ΜῈ ὩΣ OP/— 
os som aye “ ¢z Aus 37% 1985 7-6 
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| "Sinélostire : ΤΣ --- .. : 
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NOTE: Giassified mpspseéocs* bécatigé: unauthorized disclosure: 
OL, this information could’ reveal. thekiidentity of the source _ 

re (CG.'5824~S*) and such’ evelation - could result in éxceptionally 
Moht πεσε eS grave damage to. the Nation,’ CG. p824-s* is referred. to: as: “sources” 

“Casper ~= in order’ to further protest” the: iSecurity. of this’ “valuable - eee 
~ informant; : 566. cover. memorandum Baumgardner to Suuiven, Po ROD eye 

- 5 _ 100-428091 
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Sullivan 
August i, 1065. 

ΜΝ i - Liaison. 
VIETNAM SITUATION iz Baungardner 

1 R. Putnam 

An individual prominent in the leadership of 8, 
western communist party. recently met with. leading represen~. 
tatives of the Communist Party of ‘the Soviet Union and mem 
bers’ of delegations from North and South Vietnam in Moscov, 
Russie, During various discussions this dndividual learned 
the following: 

Neither the North Vietnamese nor the South Vietnamese: 
appear entirely against negotiations on South Vietnam, if these 
negotiations are conducted in what they. call “the Geneva 
spirit.” τὸ 6150 appears. thete is .a ‘small but. perceptible: 
moving away from the. Chinese position on. Vietnan by the 
Vietnamese, — 

wa! Tt, vas evident: ‘that. ‘the. approach of. the Commuaist. 
) Party. ‘of. ‘China to: the war in Vietnam irks the Vietnamese. , 

ree) 

There will be a long war. with the United States with. 
5009000;. United States ‘citizens killed and.2,000,0C0 Vietnamese. 
killed: The war will ruin a good. part. of: ‘both North ‘and . 
South Vietnam and the United States: imperialists WLLL. Lose 
‘sympathy. in the-world because of their barbarous acts during 
the war. With no victory in sight, the United States will 
‘agree -to negotiate; but this will nothhsppen until after a. 
‘prolonged bitter war vithuessive- losses on both sides, 

The Vietnamese and the. Soviets. do:not Like this, 
approach since there is τὸ cortainty: that the war-could be 
contained. Some of the other socialist countries do not . 
like. this approach because they..dre more concerned with. the 
frontiers of the western countries which they consider more 
Amportant. fron. a strategic point of view, The socialist 
countries: feel that, they cannot ignore the German - ἃ problem Tolson, me, 

Bat ΜΌΝΟΝ, 

——e =100~428001 Rea rid , 
Conrad - “Ὲ crepe ᾿ " ᾿ Η - ΝΞ 

Felt. (SEE. NOTE. mash JAN, 
‘Gale 
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VIETNAM SITUATION 

NOTE: _ ΝΕ 
Classified pogeeeret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could result in-éxceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation, ‘Source is CG 5824-5*,° See memorandum Baumgardner’ 
to Sullivan, 8/16/65, captioned "Sdlo,, Internal Security - 
Communist," prepared by RCP:pah, Dissemination of this-memoranduit 
being made to Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assistant, to the 
President; Honorable.Dean Rusk, Secretary’ of State; Vice Admiral, 
Willian ¥, Raborn, Jr., Director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency;. and the Attorney General, 
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oe ᾿ς DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
7 “$Er auTOMaTic DEcLassiFication Chie 

ΕΣ ' DATE O02-17-201 

" ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

August 17, 1965 

‘BY ‘LIAISON 

JP 1 ~ Belmont 
ee 1. = DeLoach. 

I - Sullivan 
1. =. Liaison 

Honoxable Dean Rusle- 
The Seeretary Ὁ oF State \ 

L = ‘Baumgardner 
1 = BR. Putnam 

ee ἜΝ ὶ 
Dear irs Ruste: {, 

‘The: ‘enclosed: ‘memoranduin,. captioned "Vietnan Σ os 
- - .§ituation;™-is. being: ‘bYought. to yourattention ‘asa matter, 5 sg - 

| of possible, dnterest. ee ὡς : 
. 2 : 

᾿ Because of ‘the sensitive. nature of our soureas, = « 
which. have supplied Yoeliable information ἢ the past, thocd ae 
enclosed mémorahdum. is. classified Ἢ cret." This 2 ~~ 

oe -Anformation is: being: -f£urnished to-ot: — <interested-offiggalgs — 
of “the Government ., oS 

| = OF “SUpon: xemoval. oF ‘the. Glnasabied eitlomire, this 
Letter ‘Ofutransmittal. ‘becomes: inclassified, 

τὸς > 
oy AS ἀπο eS Sinégerély yours, ill’ 
popes RED: 13. /00~ ὁ- 62 ὅθ 7), SY ee 

πὰ. RSS 585 τς τὸ 00 

“ 100 ς AUG ΤῊ 1965: 
: § Encélosure- : — . 

Af 400-428091, : 

oteon 2 ‘NOTE: Classified ntep<ieret” because unauthorized disclosure 
‘Or this. information could. reveal the identity of ‘the source 

a — (CG, '5824:S*) and such revelation could result ἀπ exceptionally 
> “Casper ST ave” damage’ to. “the Nations. -ce@ 582428* is: referred- ‘to: as: sources" 
; Sn in..order to: turtier prote@t, the'Security of this valuabie informant, 

Felt: ‘See cover ‘memoranduit , Batingard “to Sullivan, 8/16/65, captioned 
Soh —=— NOT, Internal jSecurity CRET Communist," Prepared by RCP ipalh., 

- 4d. 
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PECLASSTPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

~ PRI ARUTOMATIC DECLASEIFICATION GUIDE Ὁ a ae 

DATE, -UZ-L?-Z012 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Auguét 17, 1965 

Lc | BY LIAISON 

UF A ϑ, 
( 5. 1 ~ Belmont. 

1 ~ DeLoach. 
Vice Admiral William F, Raborn, ; 
Director 
Central. Intelligence Ageticy 
Washington, Ὁ, ὅς 

‘Deady Δα ΑἹ Raborn: 

1 - Sullivan 
Δ “- Liaison 

τὰν 
th =e 

= 

_ he enclosed memorandun, captioned "Vietnam, o 2 
Situation,” 1s béing ‘brought to ‘your attention as a 774 SS 
matter of possible intérest. o> Ε' 

Because of thé sengitive nature of our sotreds, & 
which havé supplied ‘roliable information the past, athe2 
enclosed wiériorardum is classified "Top ecret,." This 
information is béitig furnished td other Interested o icPals. 
‘of the Government. 

© 

Upon, renova of the élassitied anclogive,. this 
letter of transmittal ‘becomes unclassified, 

Sincerely yours ,. , WG 

REC. 13 (20- acm 

| cy id 6 auai? 1965 

2, Enclosure ΒΝ Vv de Ir 

ΤᾺΝ 100-428091 we 

“NOTE: ss Classified Top Bete et" bécause unauthorized disclosure ᾿ 
' — OF this information could Yeveal the identity of thegosource 
ver. (CG 5824—S*) and ‘Sich revelation could result in exceptionally 

‘graye damage to the Nation. , CG 5824-~S*is referred ἰσ 85 “sources"! 
in ordéx to further protect the Security of this valuable informant,. 

— See cover | ‘memorandum Baumgardner ο Sullivan, 8/16/65, captioned 
Gic———— "Solo, Internal Secirity; ὦ Communist »" prepared by ECP :pah, 
Sudlvon eee 
Taveld ον, * . 
totter ae ἐν ὁ Ἔ yw 

Tele. Room wee, Ὁ δὰ 
Hot 

. 

; on τ] 0 ἴω TELETYPE unit L_] 

DeLoach -- 
Casper, 
Callahen ΕΝ 
Contad 



2 OPTICAL FORM HG, 10 501σ-|οῦ 
; MAT 1982 LDITION oe 
GSA GEN. EEG. NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Beton’ ‘ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE s2-== 
Felt 

» cos POS pate: August 17, 1965 pV ἘΞ 

Ὁ F. ‘Downing ν a : 
Trotter 
Tale. Room memes, 

 sonecr: SOL0 ΝΣ te ΝΕ | 
ERNAL SECURITY - C1! ἘΞ 

" αν i "ἦν ᾿ f 

Captioned case > involves the Bureau $ highly valuable b 
confidential informant, NY 694-S* who: has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him. by: radio. 

TO 

HOIMES neeweeenamnmman, 
. : Gondy p= 

™, to. 
- 

On. 87 17 /65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time three. messages, NR 255 GR 38, 
NR 256 GR-59, and NR 257 GR 75, were intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

oo Ἂ For information. ὁ ~~ ΙΝ ε 

153 ἢ 
ΘῈ nelosure 

Payee Belen. 

1 - Mr. Conrad 

2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher REC 7 OF /- 
1-Mr. Paddock 90 -- 5,2 ὅς 7 DO RO 

EX 105 ΤῸ το 

10 AUG 2) 1965 



ord gp eh a A στασπιραπα,ι τα ὦ 

fi“ a a cl ete tee ye eee el ee are el i 

- ."5 

oO 
Ἢ ᾿ © Ὁ 6/17/65 

rm - . 

NR 255 GR 38 8/17/65 

72908 73457 40644 21605 703741 64689 37207 ‘29118 85072 89662 

Se ee een πὶ στ 

O 

O 
$9251 009614 12065 64882 09496 13381 54341 63679 -80908 55633. 

O 95726 73943 51902 83142 88887 59307 20102 93739 09947 94272 

71584 44428 99447 45780 96443 1208 :56473° 60906 

-................ .........-- -.---ς-ς.-ςςς--. 

: ᾿ ' ‘ 

( 

Φ secure evap. 
BYP 

a) HONE oDayh | 
εἴ" 

F . 

‘a 

ΗΝ - - -- ’ ns 

; 7 ars 

κι ΝΞ ΕΞ 
\ Be ee Oy i τως ; 

t a ὡς 7 

“ , Ἢ = 2 
Ϊ ει : : : ᾿ ὡς 

ἝΝ Bye 
eo oor --- * 9 

2 ~ τς " : 

i et tt” a ag 

: , fe” 
Oe ek ee 

“8 
τ ENCLOSURE ΒΝ 
= ᾿ ἀφ,- SOBE : /o0 - ΡΣ SP / 3 



NR 256 GR 59 

77625 

75215 

© 72580 

73492 

05704 

© 96267 

40562 

‘54554 

83437 

10143 

01188 

02025 

80396 

34224 

01006 

21547 

29362 

62429 

27094 

55126 

72154 

15640 

19771 

73840 

84632 

42061 

89824 

36298 

97900 

59312 

26263 

91909 

70597 

02550 

43477 

67544 
ee a le ee ee Ὧν ee ee τος 

O 

ὃ 

8/17/65 

48704 456126 ; 

48752 67229 

534859 97624 

77428 43826. 

68528 47223 

‘55120 95796 - 
ee an --- ...ὄ ««- ee 

Topi RCH) |¥44|,|coLouaPRINTSF ORCARPI CARH ILUBEGIVENTHR 
ouchy oulonvs965aevel|, fed) buLexeuLelt sa TINGFORREPL 

C YFROMBAYABAYICASHT ERSCASHIERL WHOWH 

veLpuaucust#a oa, ᾿ 

; 
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Cy 

C 
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oO NR 257 GR 75 8/17/65 

0 58713 11464 79807 85502 79125 73902. 38225 45530 30252 00781: 

75338 31297 90484°46589 37038 21149 54381 91894 50890 21526 

O 46696 83399 40329 99674 87355 00994 15659 24259 08910 45848. 

25366 54392 00406 14278 88564-70090 45086 76722 91866 97952 

"95204 46405 66832 59672 67131 22232 61935 76436 34184 38600 

© 43065 28956 64715 22454 74764-94730 02139 77862 55544 06595- 

58225 26945 40187 79029 26305 85567 33723-:21758 aggo2 06754: 

$0607 69739 49762 88378 03979 " 

τῶν & 
| τὸ " - 
eee Pe πο σπορὰ meg ἀρὰν τῶ πὶ ee ey πα em alrite κ͵α τα ee le i et er ate my eS: eS 

. 

Ὁ 
5 Top raceh{stLaeastyerist.easTe Not anabeLaRap7oayven | 

SNOWINSANFRANCISCOp|A - ᾿ - τ ως Π 
| 

© -CTIVEMEMBEROFAMERICAN-RUSSIANINSTITUTE)[APPLIEDFORP” ᾿ 

ΕἈΜΑΝΕΝΊΕΤΥΤΝΟΙ ΝΚῚ Εν Κ Ἐν |usse) WHEREHERSISTERSL IVE] Ὁ 
τι 

NOWADVISEWOUROPINIONONHERANDHERREQUEST © Ὁ 7 " τ Ὁ 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

“EET SUPONRTIO PECLASSIFICRTION COTDE en eee νιν 
DATE Of@-i¥-foL1e ᾿ ᾿ 

6 = ὁ 

(15) 100-428092 
ae BY LIAISON σ 

--- 

L = Neale 
Date: August 18, 1965 a 1 ~ Liaison 
nt _ 1. 8. Putnan 
To: Director. ΝΕ 
πος κα Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Departnent of. State 

From, John Edgar-Hoover, Director \ us 5) | 
Subject: CciUNZST PANTY OF CHILE Agia 

_ Sources which have supplied reliable: information 
in the past have advised that the Comunist Party of Chile 
Will hold. a Paxty-Congress: in Santingo, Chile, October 32 
through October 17, 1965, The Commninist Party of Chile tiag sent letters to various communist ‘parties throughout thé 
world inviting them te send fraternal delegations to this 
Congress. ' ἷ 

- “τ “—— - - τ - ὮΡ 

1 -~. Director BY LIAISON IC 
_ Central Intelligence: Agency- 7 -τ 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 4 6 

γ᾽ ΙΖ » 

NOTE: 
"Ν Classified Upetves! because unauthorized disclosure 

| of this information could reveal the identity of the source: 
' δ (CG 5824-5$*) wholis of continuing value. and such revelation. 

could resuit in αὶ ave damage to the Nation. See CGairtel 
8/10/65, captioned!/"Solo0,/ 18 - σι" geo 8m 

Τοΐξοη meee RCP spah AY 
Belmont pecans 
MORE ττυτο τον 
DeLoach _ 

— Casper, — 
Collab ese 

en ee] {+ {+ 

ἤρδεοη permesmmimany 
Sulliven ..—--_ 
Τανεὶ... a 
Trotter a \ Watates 
Tele Room τρις , ᾿ 

SSBC 271965 κοι Gag Al TELETYPE UNiTL_J 

4 



VECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

PET AUTOMATIC DECLASSI FICATION CUIDE 
Lk ὌΡΕΙ ἘΠῚ . τ . 

BY. LIAISON 
c 

1 ~ Branigan 
i ~ Liaison August 18, 1965 

To: Director “ΕΞ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

Irom: § John Edgar Hoover, Director _ ςς 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL WATTERS τ RUSSIA % 

᾿ it has been Iéarned that certain -changes. are. pending and forthcoming within the Soviet Union. off problems relating to the Jewish question. These changes have not been: publicly reported, but should be coming to ‘general attention in the 
near future, ᾿ ' 

ΝΣ τς ἜΠ656 changes include the following: An order has. | been issued by the Comminist Party of the Soviet Union whieh τ - - will establish a new: newspaper to be. published in Yiddish. 
This ‘paper will be. published: in. Moscow, Russian; and will - - report on various facets of the Jewish community, 

A series of radio broadcasts in Yiddish will staré 
soon, These broadcasts will be beamed. to reach not only the: Jews in the Soviet Union but also Jews in israel, the 
United States and Europe. 

deading Jevish artists refuse to participate. Theso artists feel that since they are now world fanous they shoufd not —_ h es. to- δι τ . ri = tmst.t enselves to-a nationality gro ping. Ug 0 AS oF 99094 
os i = \ eee γᾷ τὲ ᾿ΈΞΞΞΞ acre | | : Ly) ol 

Del,oach matey. ἡ ὌΝ ̓  

™ τ , 

Ἂς 

ΦαβροΙ meet, 
Calichon -τοσο 
Conrad ΝΟ τα ἢ et, oe x 

Gale net ¥ ji 
Rosen ------- wr xy 
Sut LV Ont seers, mil : 

Tavel Lo 
Tipper Ξ' ᾿ 

τὴ, @ 



Director sy 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

A chair in the Hebrew ldangudge will be established as 
‘part of the Institute of Oriental Studies at Moscow University, 
Moscow, Russia, 

The Conumunist Party of the Soviet Union has expressed 
the belief that if these steps are taken. it will offset the , 
influcnce of the Jewish religion becatise it js: ‘only in weligious 
‘institutéons that Yiddish’ as utilized in Russia, 

‘The above’ information wag furnished by a source which 
has furnished reliable information -in. theppast. 

i Dixéctor By LIAISON 
Central Intelligence. Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans | 

NOTE: | -" 
πον, Classified, Base because. ‘unauthorized disclosure | 

of this information cotid réveal the identity of ‘the source 
(CG -5824-S*) who is of continuing value and ‘such. revelation 
could result in grave damage to the Nation. See CGairtel, 
8/10/65, captioned “Solo, Internal Security » C," 



“ PD-36 (Rey. 5-22-64) 4° 

ROUTE IN 
Date: 8/ 177 65 

PLAIN TEXT -. 
{Type in plaintext or. code), 

_ Transmit the following in — 

γι. ΑἸΒΙΕΙ". "REGISTERED . 
- (Priority) ~ 

| το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100428093) 

κά FROM: - SAG; NEW YORK (100-134637) 
4 8 . 

ῃ [Is - ¢ 

i On 8/16/65 there was received at the MICHAEL PELHAM drop |: 
| in New York City a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General secretary 
of the Canadian CP, to GUS HALL, under the pseudonym HERBERT, the 
contents of which are as follows: 

- . "August..11, 1965 | 
. π 

.. | "Dear Herbert: | 

"I understand that our friend will -be back ε about the 17th. in 
| view of the limited time available before the ‘project gets going and 
| the need for consultation on, the. subject. matters 2 -it may be advisable. 
to changé the opening date. Our recommendation is that Lt take placg 

1 two.weeks later. Let, us know if- that is satisfactory. In the _: 
‘| méantime will advise our friend that someone wants to-see him. Am 
still Looking into the other item: 

' Η ᾿ 

"Al the best, 

| ; "As ever, ; 

; tp ι - ; a a 

This letter refers to. return of NORMAN. FREED to. Canada. 
B/i2/k ᾿ Chicago has been previously advised. (See Chicago airtel 

1 0/12/05 . ἘΣ f Ε " aan CA —— 

τὰ “EZR το Pee 4g (00 - 42807 5020) 
- Bureau ve Ἢ ̓ς ᾿ ----τ : 

τ 1 - Chicago (13 Sub" 
1.1 - New York ' Gkesien) mua Βι Jor S “AUG 28 1985 : 

. | TU - New York - ν mois a. 

}DO:IM es a " ΝΙΝ ᾿ 

Approved: | 

65 > AUG 51 ΤΩΣ ih Charges " 

a al ΗΝ . τιν. ae a owe am τ 



. 
| 

FD-36 Rev. 5-23-64) i 

) OQ _ Ὁ. i 
τος | ROUTH IN Τὸ ΤΩΡ ἢ 

ΕΒ [ 
= Date: AUG 12 965 | 

I 
i Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or code) ~ 

REGI STERED MATL 
(Priority). 

για. AIRTEL 

“τὶ ee i ey ee ee ee ee "πα. 

ἢ 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, ΕΒΪ (100- 428091) | ΤΙ 1 , η 

pe ἢ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO 34-46 Sub B) εὖ ᾿ Cie 

| & ) FN et ih 

SOLO ' 

oft! Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copie νι 
ΓΖ and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's pf 

statement entitled, "Results of Meetings Between William 
Kashtan, General Sécretary, Communist Party of Canada, and 
Representative of the Communist Party, USA, Toronto, August 
4-5, 1965." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished on 8/7~9/65 by CG 5824-S*, who has fur- 
nished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN), 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement is not intended to be a total resume of information 
developed by CG 5824-S* during the course of his recent visit 
to Canada. This informant's statement only incorporates that ~ 
information which has. not or will not be set forth in the form 
of a letterhead memorandum. 

| -ξι δῷ ὡς 
Wr a fla μὰ 185 

ΝᾺ @)}Bureau (E ) CRED ΝΜ 4 Ava , 
i-New York 00-134637) (Enc, ) Chin) CRM) ὡμ aoe 28" ΝΕ 
1-Chicago ate - te 

τ - pe 2 

ἢ - . ῷ 

RWH: MDW . ΠΝ \ " 
(δ) , GE ἢ ator | 

: 4 bye 
— 

reel Ἵ — Sent = MO Per 

59 ἌΜΕ 3 119 cial Agent in Charge _ 

= ey τις 



alk ideological 1 and related meters. It was, therefore, ~ 

. RESULTS OF “MEETINGS ‘BETWEEN WILLIAM “KASHTAN, " Sow, - 
oo GENERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, -.-  ΄ --- 
τιν ΠΑΝ REPRESENTATIVE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, - - τὸν , 

ΔΕ ΕΠ TORONTO; AUGUST. 4-5 1965 - ΒΝ oo”, rae’ 

“It has been learned that on August 4, i065, a a 
‘eet 

.,fin. Toronto,, Ontario, for the purpose ‘of meeting with Willian ye 
General Secretary of _the Communist Party. of Canada — 

“ Kashtan . had just returned fron a trip abroad. | Several - 
meetings were subsequently héld by the representative of the” ΠῚ 
-CP, USA with Kashtan, One of these meetings. occurred during: ~ 
the late p.m. of August 4, 1965, near Kashtan's residence .~ 
in Toronto, and the ‘second meeting occurred around noon, ' 
Ausust 5, 1965, and lasted for several hours. This latter 
neeting tools piace in a downtown restaurant and in the area 
of a downtown Toronto. park. In connection with these meétings, 

_ the following was Jearned: . . zo - «οἰ. 

* -σ {: να 

᾿Ασοοχάληδ to Kashtan; ‘ had ieturned to ‘Woronts. - Og εν 
around August 1, 19565,. but NormanFreed, the returning CPC at Ἕ ὟΝ 
representative to the "World Marxibt. "Review, !t was still -- πὰ 
abroad. Kashtan was.of the opinion that Freed would probably | ie 
be back in Toronto around August 10, 1965, He promised. to /° 
immediately : advise the United States. Party when Freed ‘returned ~ 

"and stated he would send a letter in. this .connection to the .. 
United States Party through-a mail drop in Brooklyn... In. 

“‘ vegard to the above; this matter of Freed's return to. Canada oan 
was. of utmost importance tothe CP, USA because that, Party. ΝΣ 
felt it was absohitely necessary there be some joint discus- . 

_Sions between, Freed and a representative of the CP, USA on = .~" 
the matter regarding the contemplated joint Marxist: training * 
school proposed for Canada in September, 1965. Gus Hall, 
General Secretary of the CP, ΒΑ,» has instructed that ‘such 
discussions be held and has designated Ryman Luner to (earry ΝΕ 

- then. out. for “the United States Party with Freed. . es 
bos 

Lumer, in. discussing this meeting concerning: the’ |*- 
joint project ‘of the two Parties, stated he- would be available | 
in New York City until August 25, 1965, when he intended to . 

τ go-on vacation. -Lumer also noted that. he and Hall are. against. 
. any postponement of the scliool ‘and that if such is found 
mecessary, they would tather cancel. out the school project — 
entirely, ἢ Ὡς τὰς , 

. Kashtan was | generally informed of this by the ΟΡ," - 
“WSA representative and he was told ‘that Hall had stated the 
United States -Party would not go ahead with the project until 

‘the two. Parties’ representatives. sit down and talk and settle 

cNoLoting (20-CeFaF /— 5927. 



a) 
1 

Catiadian aren of ‘Lake Champlain located in the Rouses Point 

_guggested that Kashtan prepare Freed to come eight. down to 
the United States upon his return and that axrangenents - 7 
will, ‘pe set up. For the: necessary necting. ΝΣ otc se 

Anotiier purpose ‘of this trip to- Canada by: the cp,* 
USA represéfitative was to discuss. with Kashtan arrangenents | 
for a brief "fishing and camping" meeting between Kashtan 
and Gus Hall. Hall had suggested that perhaps such a meeting 
could take place in the Canadian-waters of Lake Champlain. 
En route to Toronto for thesé discussions, the CP, USA reprée- 
sentative had surveyed the general aréa suggested by. Hali 
cand nade . the. proposal. for .such - a meeting to Kashtan. -Kashtan - 
was. not sure: that baséd' on information, available regarding. 
the arca chosen by Wall for this meeting that it- would. be, 
from a security point of view, practical. He noted that the ᾿ 

area was 2 small area and only had a few miles of shoreline, 
He stated that he would sce to it that a nore detailed map. 
of the aréa-was secured and then have Sam Walsh, who heads 
the Nontreal Party area, go-down and. check: ‘The. area personaliy.. 
When ‘this had been done, he, would sénd ἃ note ‘to a Chicago , - 
drop address: for this eR, USA representative: which would set. 
‘forth his, Kashtan’s, ¢onclusions and; ‘recomiendations regarding 
such a meeting. Kashtan insisted that unde# no ¢ircunstances 

- did he. want τὸ enter United Btates waters for such a mecting 
with Hall, 

ave 

meeting. ‘He. a te ἀν θα considerable. interest an the CP, USA. 
_ effort to write a new Party program and requested that lie be 
provided with a copy of the first "rough draft” of this Party - 

‘ program. Kashtan 2.150, expressed interest, in -the report on 
- trade union york, as well as. the reports on the CP, USA summer 
project and work in the peace movement as discussed at the 

΄. Beebange ς wo, " τόνων 
+ . τ 3 

Kashtan at the. time of shege neetings alse noted. 
that guarding his trip he had. Visited the German Democratic 

_.Republic (GDR) and while there had cinched the deal on the 
printing ndchinery for his Party. He also noted that he 

' had found ont,. while in the GDR, that Hempisireh, who is. in 
charge of United States affairs in thé International Depart 
tient; Central Committee, Socialist, Unity Patty of Germany 
(8uPG), thad-been hospitalized but was now récovering in’a 
sdnitarium,;, He rioted ‘he had talked to Birch personally ὁ and 

' Birch' 5 current condition was very. good, 

*4 



in. regard to the people Kashtan - talked to ain the - 
Soviet Union, he identified them as (first name unknown) ~ - 
Bélikov,. Deputy to Boris” N.. Ponomarev, Secretary of-the _ a 

* Central Committee and Head of the International Department,, 
Central Committee, CPSU; Vitaly Korianov, Chief Deputy to = 
Ponomarev -and whor: he saw almost daily while on vacation - ve 
at. Yalta; Grégory Vasinov (phonetic), Head of the British | τω 
Conmonwealth Section, International Department, Central 

τον Committee, CPSU; and, Aleksei (last nane unknown), Assistant ns 
to. Vasinoy. . When. asked 15 he bad seen such people as Leonid 

. Brezhnev, First. Seeretary CPSU; Pondmarév;, or Mikhail 
Suslov., member of the. Secretariat, Central Committee, CPSU, 
Kashtan was “heard to state: that he had not aiid that he had - ᾿ Ν 
not “tried to see these peopié. The ΟΡ, USA represéitative ι 
at this point was heard to inform Kashtan that he felt ; 
Kashtan had-made a definite mistake in this connection. 
Ee stated Kashtan should have made an effort to sce at léast 
one of the top leadership of the CPSU. If necessary, he το 

. should ‘have ‘demanded. such a meeting: The CP, USA repre- 
sentative told Kashtan that after all he is. the General - 

. Secretary ofthe» CPC and if nothing else. such meetings Te 
~ would have -énbanced: his own standing in. the, CPC;  Kashtan’. 

τος vequesting such meétings. ᾿ ; a 

opr he Had talked to a numberof leading representatives - 

_ He said. that. he had told the Germans that this joint stateé- 

Se probably should never shave participated in it, : 

thought tho-CB, USA representative had. given him. good advice ἢ 
and he acknowledged that. he -had’ made a piistake in not flat 

_Kashtan ‘was aiso heard to renark that, while; on WE 

of the. ‘SURG and’ at this “time, Yaised the. question as to why ao a 
- Ulbricht had issiied the joint statenent: ‘With Nasser of Egypt” | 

- following their meetings and’ in which they condemned’ Israel. 

ment had caused: a storm of protest from numerous CPs. The 
leaders of the SUPG with whom he talked generally agreed. 
that suéh a statement. may have been-a mistake and that Ulbricht, | 

- “Th discussing Freed again,.- Kashtan noted: that Frééd 
had. joined. Aim. during his: vacation at Yalta. Freed also bad τ τ 
gone to: Rome where. he had participated in the symposium ᾿ a 
sponsored in part by the "World Marxist. Review" which was held τι 
at, the Gronchi (phonetic) Institute. ° 2 oN 

-΄ r As to 2 veplacement. for Freed as CPC representative ~ 
to. the- “World Marxist Review," in Prague, Czechoslovakia, _ ἐς 

. Kashtan stated that the Party definitely would send someone” .- || 
there-but at “this: time: he-did not know whom. Η felt.that - 

- ‘because. ΟΕ Freed's: competency , it would be impossible to Ἐλπᾶ 



ff 

‘someone . capable of Playing the same full role as Freed had = 
done while abroad. πὸ aldo noted that there was a Limited 
“number of people available. to. be sent. because a number of 

» those who night be considered qualified were either AIL 
- or uhder doctor * 5 care... 

Kashtan also advised that. they had sent a délegate 

of Kashtdn was that she was probably ‘an Moscow, although he. . 
had not. ‘seen hér there.. 

᾿ς nile in Hoscow, Kaghtan nad ‘also- ‘$aised with. a 
representative of the Rumanian Workers Party. the question 
ag to whether that Party was paying. thé expense of fraternal 
delegations sent to the current Rumanian Workers Party Con- 
erdss, - He stated the Rumanian adyiséd him that they would — 
definitely be paying thé expenses of such delegations .to 
Rumania and this dn¢luded Canadian ad well as. United States 
delegations. . 

and in this connection noted the following: 

- . When: be got to the Soviet. Union he found out. ‘that 
the CPSU’ was also sending a delegation. to. that oun try. - δ, 
raised the possibility. of his going with them and/:had no 

-problens in this connection since: ‘they,,. themselves, aiso- . 
had an. interést in what was taking piace. So, he, traveléa - 
to: Israel with ‘the Soviet and Mongolian delegations to the 

wR ΩΝ rantzov, Editor-in-Chief of the "World Marxist 
‘OP of og rantzor, Bait The. Soviet delegation consisted 

evisw" andva member of the Central Committee, CPSU; and 
" Witin, famous. Soviet philosopher and. former Editor of the , 

"World Marxist Review" when it bad Been published. “in Belgrade, 
When they arrived’in Israel, they were met ‘by 5 SHikunis and ~ 
a hundred. people from the Israé1i Party. The deleketions _. 
were prepared to go to Party headquarters and to their hotels - 
but Mikunis. stated:-he-. was sorry and please ‘come to ny house, 
So, the Soviet, Hongolian delegates and he wont to the Mikunis 

ποθ and found out that Party headquarters ' had been, captured 
by the pro-Arab faction and. that they were getting ready in 
‘Israel to héld two. separate Party Congresses. One ‘faction 

_ dir the Party there. is headed by Vilner,; a Jev, and Bul Keabdbs, 
att Arab, and the other faction, pro-Israel, ia headed by Wikunis. 
The Soviet delegation, after jistening to Mikuris. and finding 
out exactly-what the situation was, indicated they were going 
home, The. GDR. delegation, who: arrived for the convention, _ 
‘also indicated they were réady to depart. The point of view 
of these. two Parties \ Was that they had come to attend a Party 

am Am, ΟΣ 

“Ἐσ Cuba for the 26th of July célebration and that in spealting * ~ τ ὅ- an 
to this: person he bad found out that Beatrice Zohison, "The ~~ 
Worker" cérrespondént, ‘had not been in Havand.’ The conclusion τ... ᾿ 

te Wh Kashtan then . discussed the. ΟΡ. of. Istack situation 



_ expressed chiefly: through the Avabs and the differences 

10% Jewish. 

convention and since there were going ‘to be ἐν, they should = 
ποῦ be there. The differences within the Israeli Party ἀχὸ. - 

between the Chinese and. the: Soviets are-not openly talked 
‘abouts. “There is, however, definite Chinese sympathy among - 
the pro-Arab faction, ̓  Phe basic-approach. of -thé- pro-Arab τς τ τος 

. faction is that there is no room for a country called 
Israel as a.state. In fact, the Arabs even state that. 
there is. not a place for Israél aS part of the Arab Federation; 
they say {Srael must be liquidated. The dispute there takes _ 
of an anti~Jewish character and the Party. is divided on this -- 
basis. The majority of the Party. is still Israeli and this.: | 
is the Jewish faction... The other faction is 90% Arab ahd. 

4 : ΕἼ A. 

Kashtan went” on and noted that the Arab group, 
through sheer physical force, captured the Party offices 
and paper and that it was. not because they held a majority 
in the Party. They want. parity in representation if ohne ὁ 

_ Songress is. held and: also ‘waht scceptance of their program. 

‘Kashtan ‘then added. that aa a result of” ‘the work . 
of. the various f¥aternal delegations, and he’ played. a role | 

. ip this, the Russians, Bulgarians, ‘Germans, οἷς, were con» *.° 
-vinced to wait. for a-period of tiné. Finally, they. succeeded - 
in getting the factions to -pdstponé their pending: convention 

': £ox, the purpose of seeing whether in the meantime they could - ae 
not: ραν. together and iron out some of their differences. 
Mikunis was against postponenent. and, figured 4. only gave ' 
a greater chance td the pro<Atrab faction and pro-Chinesa.: 
heconing strengthened and sthe Isrdeli Party actually Josing- 
its inflnerice. ‘However , the fraternal delegations. counseled - 
postponenent in order to seé if they could not have one  - 
‘united coligréss. After postponement was agreed to, the’ 

_ fraternal delegations left. As. noted, while Mikunis was 
. against postponement, hé agreed to. accept. it but. ‘placed the » _ 

_ Bate for’. postponenent on thé Soviet Harty, 

- Whon- Kashtan got back to Moscow; the Russians. indi-~ - 
-Cated they. had made -soiie mistakes in their dealings with the 
Israeli, Party. -He noted that he told them that they had made 
more than nistakes and now had the task of trying to explain 
things. . “They said they. were inviting Mikunis to come with 

ον ἂν group” of his. people to Moscow, and at this’ point. Kashtan- 
told them ‘that he.did not. believe Mikunis would ‘cone.. The ; “ 
Russians said that they could not understand this-as they ΝΞ 
“wanted to treat. hin. as am honored guest. He then. went οὐ" 
to explain to them that Mikunis felt the Russians had made 

things difficult for him and felt. that they had insulted 
- i ot 
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hin ag well as his Party. Mikunis is Angry because the 
Soviets could not seé-who their friends. and who their 
eneniés. are, He. also feels that. the Soviets had. ‘been 
conpronising and not giving ‘him support. According, to 
Kashtan, he suggested. that. if they do. invite Mikunis, 
they better start thinking ‘immediately as to how they 
will explain some of the things they had done up to now. 

Following the discussions above and after the 
meeting of August 5, 1965, the CP, USA’ representative. 
thanked Kashtan for giving. hin the tine and the briefings 
on, thé various matters. He aiso, at. this tirie,, presented 
Kashtan: with a nutiber of gifts which He: had brought up 
fron the United States. consisting of Liquor, cigarettes,. 
etc. When the CP, USA representative left the final 
discussion, he returned te the King Edward Hotel where he 

kad taken up residence for his two days in Toronto, 

Ea) 
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Memorandum Y ENVELOPE 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100--ἅ428001) DATED 8/18/65 Jo, 

ta fron : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) i . 

ΔΛ 4 

Soe | , SUBJECT: SOLO ἔ 
— Cc 4. ᾿ 

ReCGairtel dated May 7, 1965, and enclosed letter- 
head memorandum captioned, "Symposium on ‘Role of Communist 
Parties in Highly Developed Capitalist Countries,' Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, March, 1965." 

On August 10, 1965, CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that the current 
issue of the “World Marxist Review," official theoretical 
organ of the international communist movement, Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, Issue #7, July, 1965, contains an article 
relating to the symposium on "Role of Communist Parties 
in Highly Developed Capitalist Countries" held in Prague, 
March, 1965. This article indicates that the United States 
was represented. by. HYMAN. ‘LUMER-and--one M, -THOMAS.- According 
to the source, M. THOMAS was the name assigned to him and 
it was utilized in order to protect his actual identity 
while attending this symposium, 

date {ἢ oe 
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Date: aye 10 1965 ᾿ 

ROUTE IN ENVELOP 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL. 
ἢ : : — ᾿ (Priority) ~ 
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/ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). , 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the. Bureau are the original 1) 
and three copies: each and for the ‘New, York Office one. copy 
éach of the following ‘captioned letterhead memoranda: - 9) iB 

: δῦ, "Information Concexning Communist Party of- | 
thé. Soviet Union Plans: for XXIII Congress, ΝῊ 
and’ Related Discussions" ΕΝ f RS 

Ma Xx 
, , 

vd ΝᾺ 2) "Pending Forthcoming Changes “an Soviet inion 
" eon: ‘Matters Relating to Jewish Question" 

3) "Pésition of Communist Party of the Soviet 
᾿ Union and ‘Government of Soviet Union on 

Relations and Dealings with the Republic of 
Algeria’ 

A) "Communist Party of Chile” & 

5) "Information on Communist Party of China 
vik Outlook on-Vietnam and Status of Communist 

As , Party Soviet Union - Communist Party of 
Chin’ Ideological ΣΝ 

ἐς εἰ auth αι 
3~Bureau (Enc, 

Ka i~New York<(\ 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memoranda was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 8/7 and 8/65 

! to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memoranda was received by ‘the source during the course 
of highly confidential discussions held with WILLIAM KASHTAN, 
General Secretary, CP of Canada, in Toronto, 8/4 and 5/65. ὁ 
KASHTAN had juSt returned from a trip abroad which had taken 
him, to the Soviet Union, to Israel, and the German Democratic 
Republic, In the Soviet Union, KASHTAN met with a number of 
leading personalities within the CP of the Soviet Union, 
including VITALY KORIANOV, Chief Deputy to BORIS N. PONOMAREV, 
a Secretary of the Central Committee and Head of the Inter- 
national Department, Central Committee, cP of the Soviet 
Union; (FNU) BELIKOV, another Deputy to PONOMAREV; GREGORY 
VASINOV (ph), Head of the British Commonwealth Section, » 
International Department;. and. one ALEKSEL {LNU), an assistant 
to VASINOV. KASHTAN noted that all information furnished ‘to 
him had been furnished inconfidence and that none of it was . 
presently being planned for public dissemination. KASHTAN 's 
“information was’ gathered during the course of regularly 
scheduled meetings with, the above-noted individuals and during 
conversations he ‘had with: KOR TANOY while the two. vacationed 
together at Yalta. 4 ; 

Fy 

boa The enclosed letterhead memoranda are classified 
‘" Op-SECRET™ since they contain information furnished by 
CG 5824-S8*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the- highest level concerning, the international communist 

_ (movement, ‘Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained 
| thergin would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as 

the source, thereby jeopardizing the ‘security of this source 
and: ‘thus adversély affecting the nationalinterest. 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown ° 
as having been made at Washington, D. C.; An, order to provide 
additional security to the source. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C. 

AUG 10 1965 

TOPSSHCHET 

INFORMATION CONCERNING COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE SOVIET UNION PLANS FOR XXIII CONGRESS 
AND RELATED DISCUSSIONS . 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early August, 1965, advised as follows: 

According to individuals now holding highly 
placed positions within the Comunist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), the CPSU now tentatively plans to hold its 
XXIII Congress in February., 1966, While the month has 
been set for this Congress, the actual dates have not been 
set and there still may be some change in this regard. 

—--  -— The CPSU, ~however, does desire that cértain CPs throtighout ~ 
the world be made aware of their plans to hold this Con- 

- gress and also to be made aware that certain matters will 
be up for discussion. 

CPSU, 
These same highly placed representatives of the 

in addition to the above, advised as follows: 

The line of the forthcoming XXIII Congress of the 
CPSU and the current line of the CPSU is unchanged and the 
CPSU has no intention of changing this line. They will go 
about carrying through this line in the same way as Khrushchev ~~ 
did. 
was concerned, but he did make a mistake in believing that 

Khrushchev, they say, was not wrong as far as the line ~ 
ΕῚ 

United States imperialism would almost immediately, within 
a short period of time, accept the line of peaceful coexistence © 
or the idea of peaceful coexistence. The CPSU will continue 
to push for peaceful coexistence and this is and will be their’ 
policy. They, however, now realize there may be many. problems*+ 

ΠΝ _. ee - - πο ἣν aR RET > _ 
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THE SOVIET UNION PLANS FOR XXIII -CONGRESS 
INFORMATION CONCERNING COMMUNIST PARTY OF Toseee 

AND RELATED DISCUSSIONS 

before the United States accepts this policy. They do not 
expect it to be accepted in a year or two or even three. 
They expect a lot of struggle before United States imperialism 
accepts this. They will create no illusions that United States 
imperialism will accept the idea of peaceful coexistence simply 
because nuclear war is dangerous. They. say the United States 
will now have to be convinced that nuclear war is also dangerous 
for the United States. 

In connection with this, the CPSU: has the big problem 
as to how to-relate the question of wars of liberation and 
independence of people and their wars, to the possibility of 

_their spread into.a_general-war which might turn into a nuclear 
war. This is a big problem and a serious one because of the 

; Chinese. The CPSU now looks at this thing as a long-term 
‘| proposition. ee 

In order to carry through their policy to the goal 

__ ΟΣ peaceful coexistence,. the-CPSU-now--sees the-need for Some™ 
change in the base of the structure of the international 
peace movement. . They. are of-the opinion that there should be 
a reconsideration of the current structure of the peace move- 
ment. Instead of the peace movement being based on intel- 
iectuals and professionals, it should be based, according to 
the CPSU, on trade unions, the social democratic parties, and, 
of course, on the CPS in those countries W 
influential. For this reason, e communist movements in the 
estern countries will try to stimulate the drive for i 

with the social democrats. They figure now that it is only 
with the help of the social democrats, that they can change 
the structure of the peace movement and this is the only possi- 
ble.chance to achieve peaceful coexistence, Otherwise, the 
Chinese will eventually take over. The CPSU will start dis- 
| cussion on this problem and it will last at least six months, 
and it wili undoubtedly be raised at their Congress. They 
want this information imparted to various CPs involved and 
desire opinions from such Parties on the question of the 

- reconstruction of the peace movement and he question of _ 
__ With. the social .democrats: —When they discuss this problem, the 

CPSU will also discuss what should constitute a platform for 
the peace movement, The Russians feel that the platform has 
got to be aimed chi against nuclear war-~rememb that 

~2- TOR SECRET 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING COMMUNIST PARTY OF TOP SACHET 
THE SOVIET UNION PLANS FOR XXIII CONGRESS 
AND RELATED DISCUSSIONS 

the Communist Party of China (CPC) is talking of more than 
this~-anti-imperialism, etc. Regarding discussions of ἃ 
platform for the peace movement, the Russians expressed the 
opinion that the CPs in the various countries should be 
careful not to narrow the peace movement. The socialist 
countries’ Parties must be careful in their own countries 
so that neither the Party nor government narrows. the peace 
movement. Thé CPs in the capitalist countries, they say, 
do not have to reflect the policies of the socialist govern- 
ments. The peace movements even in the socialist countries 
will not always just rave or talk against imperialism but 
will make the chief plank in the peace movement platform 

- | ong_against nuclear war, - This does not mean, however, that 
they or other Ssdcialist countries will abandon the liberation 
movement, They are not going to cease giving aid to_t 
liberation movement but the major problem is how to prevent 
these iber from reading into general wars. 
They say this danger exists, especially with the Chinese ___ 

. pushing for-this.—— - 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to. be.distributed outside 
your agency. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

August 10, 1965 , 

ΤΟΡΞΈΘΒΕΤ 

PENDING FORTHCOMING CHANGES IN SOVIET UNION 
ON MATTERS -RELATING TO JEWISH QUESTION 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early August, 1965, advised as follows: 

"Recently it was learned through an individual 
in contact’ with highly placed representatives of the Com- 
munist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), that certain 
changes are pending and forthcoming within the Soviet 

{Union on problems related. to the Jewish question. None 

| of these changes have, as yet, been publicly reported 
but will be coming to general attention sometime within 
the near future, 

First of all, the CPSU has issued an order which 
- Will establish.a new Yiddish language, or-as-some people”= — = " 

call it Jewish language, newspaper which will be published 
out of Moscow and reflect various facets of the Jewish, 
community. Whether such a paper will be published daily 
or weekly is yet unknown, 

In addition, they will start soon in the Soviet 
Union a series of radio broadcasts. in the Yiddish language, 
beaming these broadcasts not only to reach the Jews in the 
Soviet Union but also so that they will reach many parts 
| of the world, including Israel, the United State 

- Britain, France, etc. 
ee 

They also now are already setting up a Jewish 
| art theatre in the Soviet Union which will attempt to 
utilize some of the τ Jewish art e 
However, in connection with this project, certain problems 
are being met because some of the leading Jewish artists 

τ' \refuse to participate. These artists feel .that since they 
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PENDING FORTHCOMING CHANGES IN SOVIET UNION RET 
ON MATTERS RELATING TO JEWISH QUESTION 

are now world famous, they do not desire to limit themselves 
to a nationality grouping. 

Finally, they are going to set up a chair in the 
Hebrew language as a part of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies at Moscow University. They now admit that they had 
falfen down in this respect and. that very few people know 
the Hebrew language, even from a point of view of culture 
and a.study of. past history, They. also realize that.-Hebrew, 
like Greek, is a very important biblical and historical 
language. 

The CPSU realizes that if they refuse to set up 
these things for the Jewish people, they are letting, as some | 
have stated, religion take control because it is only in those 
-institutions that they speak the language. They have come to 
their conclusions that they had to do something in order to 
offset the influence of religion and that they might as well 
do some of these things to retain the influence over the Jews 

and religious people. — 

Ww 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency;-it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 

your agency. 
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POSITION OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION.AND GOVERNMENT. OF SOVIET UNION ΟΝ, 
RELATIONS AND DEALINGS .WITH THE REPUBLIC 
OF. ALGERTA | ΒΒ -., aaa, ες 

- 

A source,. who--has- furnished reliable information 
‘in the past, in early August, 1965, advised as follows: 

It has been learned through highly placed repre- 
sentatives within the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
{CPSU) that both the CPSU and the Government of the Soviét™ 

-- Union-have now decided to accept the overtures of Colonel 
Houari Boumedienne, President of Algeria who recently gained 
power through the overthrow and imprisonment of former 

| President Ahmed Ben Bella, for recognition, They say they 
will now let him. prove whether he merely took. power to 
establish a military dictatorship. or.-is--actually~going to — 

i. ----carry--through a Socialist policy. He cam prove himself by 
the degree of anti-communism which he undertakes, If he ~ 
_goes after the communists harder than Ben Bella, this will 
show he is not what he says he is, For this reason, the 
CPSU has decided they will go along with him; listen to 
his overtures; give him the aid he asks for; and try to put 
the relationship between these two countries on the same 
level as before. They feel it will not take long before they 
can judge him. If he goes to the people and depends on 
organizations, they will know there is very little difference 
between him and Ben Bella. 80, for the present, they will 
accept this new regime and try to re-establish relations as © * 

they existed before the coup. ᾿ ᾿ 
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A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early August, 1965, advised as follows: 

The Communist Party (CP) of Chile has now set 
the dates of October 11-17, 1965, for the hoiding of its 
Party Congress at Santiago, Chile. Letters are now being 
sent out by that Party to various CPs throughout the world 
under the name of one Gonzales, Undersecretary of the CP 
of Chile, inviting such Parties to send fraternal delega~ 
tions to this Congress. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 

your agency. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT ‘OF JUSTIGE. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington; D. C.. - 
File No. ~ " - 
He ING AUG 10 1965. i] 

INFORMATION ON COMMUNIST PARTY ‘OF CHINA OUTLOOK 
ON VIETNAM AND STATUS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF. 
‘SOVIET UNION - COMMUNIST PARTY OF | CHINA IDEOLOGICAL 
DIFFERENCES 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early August, 1965, advised as follows: 

Recently an individual, prominent in the. leadership:- 
of a Western Communist Party (CP), visited Moscow, USSR. At 
this time this individual met with a number of leading repre- 
sentatives of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
as well as with a number of individuals who were members of. 
delegations then in Moscow from North as well as South 

Moscow, he learned the following: 

7 In discussion with the Vietnamese, neither the 
South Vietnamese nor the North Vietnamese appear entirely 
against negotiations on South Vietnam if these negotiations 
are conducted and approached in what they call "the Geneva 
spirit." Based on such discussion with these Vietnamese, it 
appeared that there"is a small but perceptible moving away 
on the part of the Vietnamese from the Chinese.” 

It was also evident that the Communist Party of 
China (CPC) approach to the war in Vietnam, as made known 
both by the Russians and Vietnamese, irks the Vietnamese, 
The alleged approach of the CPC to the Vietnam war as 
related by these individuals was as follows: The Chinese 
foresee _2 long war with the: United States, with the United 
States suffering 500,000 killed, not just casualties, and 
with two million Vietnamese being killed. _They~also foresee | 

assificatio 
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INFORMATION ON COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA OUTLOOK ON TO 
VIETNAM AND STATUS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF SOVIET 
UNION - COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA IDEOLOGICAL, 
DIFFERENCES 

a good part of North and South Vietnam being ruined. By this 
time the United States imperialists will have lost a lot of 
sympathy in the world because of their barbarous acts in 

Vietnam which show they behaved like the Germans in regard to 
their brutalities, cruelties, etc. Like the Germans, the 
United States imperialists will, after these, casualties come 
\ and when there will -be no visible victory for the United 
States, agree to negotiate and sit down at a table and talk, 
But, according to the CPC view, this will not happeh until 
after a prolonged, bitter war with mas Losses on_both 
sides. The Vietnamese and the Russians do not like this CPC 
outlook because they do not know where it will stop. Some 
of the other socialist countries similarly do not like this 
approach because they are more concerned with the Western 
frontiers. From a strategic point of view, these socialist 
countries consider the Western frontiers far more important 

lore they feel they must try to do everything possible to be 
prepared on the West--they feel they cannot ignore the German. 
probien, — 

In regard to their own specific ideological 
differences with the CPC concerning the international communist 
movement, the representatives of the CPSU, who discussed the 
problem, noted as follows: 

The CPSU is not going to carry on any further open 
| polemics with the CPC and they feel that the_ Chinese are now actually 
Losing ground as far as the international movement_is concerned, 

However, the Chinese may not be losing ground in regard to influence 
in the oppressed countries or in those places where they are 
fighting for independence or where they are carrying on wars of 
liberation. But generally speaking, the CPSU believes the CPC 
is losing ground in the international movement and this is now 
beginning, according to the CPSU representatives, to show in 
some visible ways. 

For example, at the recent World Peace Council meeting 
in Helsinki, the Chinese behaved in their usual. leftist manner - 
and they tried to break up the meeting by shouting against 
imperialism, etc, But the Eesolutions which were adopted at the 
meeting were adopted without dissent and the Chinese did not dare 
to vote against them, In fact, on the resolution dealing with 
Vietnam, the Chinese actually voted for it. They voted for it 
because.they did not dare vote against it in view “per 
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INFORMATION ON COMMUNIST PARTY .OF CHINA OUTLOOK ON Tien 
‘VIETNAM. AND STATUS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF SOVIET 
UNION - COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA IDEOLOGICAL 
DIFFERENCES 

of views of the representation at this Helsinki meeting. Then, 
also, the North Koreans did not speak up and this was very. 
important. Instead of the North Koreans ting up and shoutin 
hurrah for the Chinese, they did not speak at all. This shocked 
the Chinese, Then, 8150, the Japanese delegation at the : 
Helsinki. meeting for the first time was "nice" to the Soviet 
delegation, They talked to them and did not get up and rave, 
The, Indonesians also to somedegree separated themselves, even 
if in some small way, from the Chinese, particularly on the 
question of peace and war in Vietnam. The Chinese were caught 
completely offguard and totally surprised by the support of 
the Soviet view at Helsinki and by the outright support of 
the Soviet delegation. 

+ 

er 

Then, when the British CP delegation was ready to 
come back from Vietnam, the Vietnamese asked’ the CPC to put a 
plane at their disposal. because..they—needed-every ‘aircraft 

— ==" - =“ available in connection with their war efforts. The ΟΡῸ 
refused to make a plane available and the North Vietnamese 

had to use onetof their own planes to take the delegation to 
cen When this British delegation, a leading one consisting 

ohn Gollan, the, General Secretary, and John Mahon, a 
| Politburo member , got to Peking, they found themselves virtually 

stranded at the Peking Airport. There was no contact with them 
by even a low-ranking representative of the CPC and they were 
irritated. So, here, were the British who had refused to vote 
for the resolutions adopted at Helsinki and who did not go along 
with the general movement, the CPSU in particular. They were 
treated this way by the Chinese. The Russians cited these as 
examples of ho hinese in a certain sense are losi 

Support in the international movement. The Russians cited 

these examples to justify their not carrying on open polemics 
| does the CPC as in the past. They said the lack of such polemics 
does cause some problems for them because sometimes their own 
people do not understand why they do not respond to the Chinese 
radio -broadcasts and their ravings. However, they feel their 

_policy is bearing. fruit,..—As-an -example, ‘when: ‘the Chinésé came 
to the point of reprinting the resolutions adopted at Helsinki, 
they left out certain things. In. the resolutions adopted there 
were sentences calling for unity in order to defeat imperialism 
and for coordination of effort, to achieve victory. Every such 
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reference which appeared in the original resolutions has been 
left out in reprinting by the CPC. The Russians feel that 
when people see this they will say. "what about the Chinese, 
They voted for the. resolution. calling for unity but they left 
it out in their reprinting. Are they sincere?” 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; .it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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1. - Sullivan 
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) Lo . MSENO~SOVIET RELATIONS 

Ee 
Sources which have furnished reliable information 

in the past have advised ‘that an individual prominent in 
the international communist movement recently learned the 
following from ἃ leading représentative of the Communist fa 

Party of the Soviet Union: 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is going 
to discontinue open polemics with the Communist Party of 
China since it is believed the Chinese are Losing ground 
as far as the. international communist movement is concerned, 
The Soviets will cease open polemics, although this action 
will cause some problens because some Russian people cannot 
understand why there aré no replies to attacks of the Chinese, 
The. Chinese do not, however, appear to be losing influence 
in those countries where they are assisting the fight for 
independence or where they are assisting in ‘the carrying on of. wars‘of. liberations -- - ΕΞ ΕΞ ᾿ 

hone . ; AY At the World Peace Conference: ‘held in July, 1965, 74 
in Helsinki, Finland, the Chinese “in their usual leftist a 
manner" tried to break up the meeting with shouts against Ὁ oY 
imperialism. They failed and were forced to vote for the /. resolutions passed by the Conference. 

The Chinese. delegation at the Conference. was shocked 
by the failure of the delegation from North Korea to 
or even speak in favor of the Chinese position. 
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SINO*SOVIET RELATIONS 

The Chinese were caught completely off guard by the 
support. given the delegation of the Soviet Union by other 
delegations at the Corference in Helsinki. The Japanese 
delegates were "nice" to the Soviet delegation and the 
delegates Zrom Indonesia, to some degree, separated theri~< 
selves from the Chinese, particularly on the question of 
peace and war in Vietnam, 

- Because of the seisitive nature of the sources 
~ Which furnished the ρον information, this communication 

is classified "To Greet," 

- NOTE” 7 
Classified | =. ‘because unauthorized: disclosure 

of this information could ‘reveal, the identity of the source 
~~, & 
(CG. 5824-8*) ‘whd, is of continuing value and such revelation 
‘could: result, in exceptionally grave damage. to’ the Nation, © 
CG 5824-S%. is ‘referred: to.as “sources in order to further 4 

protect his identity; See memorandtm Baumgardiier to- Sullivan, _ 
8/19/65,, captioned "Solo, Internal Sécurity - Communist," 
prepared by RCP:pah;° Dissemination of this memorandum being 
pade to Honorable Marvin Watson, ‘Special Assistant to the_ 
President; thé Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State;. Vice 
Admiral William: F. Raborn; Jr., Director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency, and the Attorney General, by routing 
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_,. While in Toronto, Canada, 8/4~-5/65, CG 5824~ r 
the=foll6wing information from William Kashtan, General Secretary tc 
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e Communist. Party of Cafiada who had just returned from a - 

Soviet Union, 

jappe 

τὸ 

ἢ sincé=it is. b 

cease open polemics 

- 

hé Soviet Union where he had discussions with represen— 
f the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the 

= , -The Communist. Party-of the Soviet Union is going to 
disconitinte: open polemics with the Communist Party of China 

elieved the Chinese are losing ground as far as the 
international communist movement is concerned, 

, although this action will cause some problems _ 
becatYe some Russian people cannot understand why there:-are no 
replies tO attacks of the Chinese; ‘The Chinese do not 

The Soviets will 

» however, 
--to~be losing influence in those countries where they are 
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assistingthe fight for independence or where they are assisting 
Min the. carrying on of wars of liberation, 

mw ἢ 

¢THe Soviets cite the following items as evidence of 
thézfactxthat thé. Communist Party of China is losing, ground 

-- 

Θ. international communistsmovement, 

At the World Peace Conference held in July, 1965, in 
Finland, the Chinese "in their usual leftist manner" 
reak up the meeting with shouts against imperialism; 

Ὁ They failed and: were, forced to vote for the resolutions passed 
[ ἜΣ ᾿ " by*the Conference, 

™ eS 

| the failu 
᾿ “The Chinese delegation at the Conference was shocked by 
re‘of the delegation. from North Korea to support or even τ 

speak in favor of: the Chinese position, 

support given the delegation“of'the"Soviet Union by other déléfations 
nee ; The Japanese delegates were "nice" to 

the Soviet. delegation and they délegates; from indonesia, Ero‘some) 
degree, Separated themselves from ‘the Chinese, p 
the question of peace and war 
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Memorandum to Mr. SulZivan. 
Re: SOLO “ΜΝ - 
100.-428091 2 ἕπτ 

RECOMMENDATION: Ὁ + 
4 

That the attached summaries -be sent to the ‘White House, 
Secretary of State, Director of Central Intelligence “Agency and 
the Attorney General by routin 
mation obtained by CG 5824-S*, 

g slips, incorporating the infor~ 
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᾿ , -FD-36 (Rev, -" ΝΣ “ | | - ᾿ ᾿ | ; . 

ἡ ἊΣ ᾧ 
ΒΟΈΒΕ ΤῊ WT OPE 

Dater 8/17/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) - 

για _ALRTEL. REGISTERED. 
" 7 " (Priority) 

a TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091)  ## # ἢ 

- FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

(Zaxo> He 
Is'- ὦ (A 

On 8/17/65, there were received from the Soviets, via radid, 
-ciphered and partially coded messages, the plain texts of which (ὦ " ) 
as follows: 

A message to NY 69H-S*: . ὭΡΑ jee) 

Ἢ We are ready to meet you at the Midland building 
Thursday, 8/26, at the usual time for delivery at code] 
of money. If you agree confirm by phone today. | ibs 

(NY 694-S* advised that confirmation will be made hb fp wok) 
‘on this date according to the accepted: procedure Aa 
to indicate he will be ready on 8/26 for receipt 
of money). 

A inessage to GUS. HALL: 

‘Money for JESSICA SMITH will be given through you - | 
on 1965 level. ~ 

authorization by Soviets for $15,000 to pe 1} ὑΨὰ 
given to JESSICA SMITH: for the iNew. World || σ΄ 

(NY 694-S* advised this message refers. to | late 

Review." See NYairtel 8/3/65 in SOLO captiorl!) 
\| L- # Re 

- B ; 

Chicago (2 ἔπη op a) (μα) βεῦ 18 00 . 242 5.92,.- 50 cual 
WY 13 
NY 105- ΚΕΝ 5 aS Ἃ NIKOLAT- M. TALANOV) (31) τ πως, 
NY. 100-134637 (la: ὶ ) (38) — 
TM ᾿ ΩΝ 10 MiB 1968 

j rr 7 " % τ - ᾿ - -- - 

IVA ‘ : 
- - \ = 

Approved: sent — ὁ ὁ ΠΕΣ ὩΣΣΣΧΩΝ 
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NY 100-134637 

To Gus Hall: 

CARL. WINTER is waiting for feply from Cuban 
Embassy whom he informed on 8/10 of his desire 
to travel. 

(NY 694-S* advised that CARL WINTER is in Moscow 
and in accordance with. above message is waiting 
for approval from the Cuban Embassy in Moscow 
to tra¥el to Cuba.) 

ν é _e " " 

To Gus Halli. | Hew τ’ πα ae 
i, ‘ id ΝῊ 

. "ἐς . , 

CLARA SILBERSTEIN, 70 years old, CPUSA member 
from 1919, lives now in San Francisco, active 
member of American-Russian Institute, applied 
for "permanent living’: in Kiev, USSR, where her 
sisters now reside. Advise your opinion on her 
and. her request. 

(NY 694-S* advised he has no further information 
on this individual at this time.) 



8/20/65 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 

TO t DIRECTOR, ΕΒῚ (100.381) 

FROM ; SAC, NEW YORK (160-8662b) 

SURTECT 1 CPUEA ~ INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

(093 KY) 

TO DISSEMDIATION OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN INASNUCH AS 
BY ITS MATURE, SAID INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 6.8%, 

SPORMANE AS THE SOURCE. UNLESS THIS 

On 8/18/65, MY 691-5* meade available reports 
prepared by ROSCOE PROCTOR, Chairmen, and WILLIAM ALLAN, 
in comection with theis trip to Moscow as part of the — 
CPUSA delegation to the May Day celebration in Moscow. 

xerox copies of the Allan report (? pages) an 
the PROCKOR report {10 peges} were made and are being 
enclosed herewith, , ἾΞΞ 
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FD-36 (Rev. 5+22-64) re ’ 8 ἊΝ ᾿ 

ROUSE IN Bit; ΟΝ 
! " 
| 

Date: 8/23/65 

Transmit the following in — 
{T: ype in plaintext δὲ code) 

Vig ATREEL | . REGISTERED ΝΞ 

=~ τὸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) 

|| FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100=134637) 

Boro) 
1 TS “-- C ir 

On 8/20/65 NY 694-S* advised that HELEN WINTER had given” 
him some “confidential documents for the CPUSA" which she had just 
received from ANTON KRCHMAREK who had returned from abroad. She 
stated that KRCHMAREK obtained, these documents from her husband 
CARL. WINTER in Bucharest, Roumania, for transmission. to GUS HALL. 

' NY 694-S* advised that these documents in the Portuguese 
Language deal with.the Brazilian CP and are as follows: _ 

1. Envelope and letter from LUIZ CARLOS _PRESTES , 
Secretary-General, CCCP Brazil; 

2. Mailing address for Brazilian CP, c/o 
SALOMAO. CHWARTZATD s 

3. Address of personal contact for Brazilian CP; 
HECTOR MUTICA 5. 

4, Five ΝΑ typewritten report on Brazilian CP 
Resolutions; 

5. 13-page. typewritten. Feport on Brazilian CP 
: Political Resolution. 

iar NY 694-S* advised that the original documents in the 
rtuguese language will be delivered by him to GUS HALL 8/23/65. 

HALL arrived unexpectedly in. New, ‘York City: from vacation. during: 
the past weekend. 

1 

NYO 15 in process of translating aforementioned documents 

; and ἜΠΟΣ τ inmediately upon comptetio 00- “252 O77 = 3 ΚΕ ' 

- Chicago (134-46 δὰὺ 3) (au) I. BEC, if 

~134637) in VAT ΝΣ ΓΕ 
ΕΠ ty ὰ ; Sent’ _* M 
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ee 
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.“ Letter to Department of Stata, dated 8/18/65, same caption 
retyped and redated to 8/20/65. 

BY Brarsoy 

Ib6 ae - He, Bro er 
Dates “tegust 20, 1965 ΝΕ δὲς Brenigen bic | 

ἴοι Director sO | 2 πὶ Biaason 
| Bureau of intext: igenee and tesearch. ; 

| ποθ τυ of Stato * ᾿ 

- ir. Ὡς eo 

gr Feros gohn Rdgayr Koover ; DAE ctor " 
᾿ 3? 4” * ; -" 

Subjects! ἔσντες HELATLOUS aT mci ih Be “» Lyre 
“— = 

* Soureos ThAch nave furnished réiiable information + 
in the past have advised thet anu individual prominont. in : 
the international commusist πονοῦσι recently Learned the 
Το τοῦδ εξ from a leading representabive of tke Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union: 

he Communist Party of the Soviet. Gnion aug the 
Governuens of the Soviet ὉΔΟΚ have decided te accept the 
avertures for vecegmition ef Colonel Houari BOUNeALowne, πον 

Θρορξ σοῦ of Algeria whe recoutly gained sovor “through the 
evyarthrou and dapidgounes’ e¢ the former President, fined Ben 

re Delis. Whe Soviets pina ta deeept the now rogime om a tast 
besis, They will cait te see 12 Cytene? Houmeddenne taal 
noyor to cateblish 2 military dictaterskip or 22 be is 
actually going ἐσ carry through 2 socialist nolicy. 

- Tho Georea to which Colenel Boumedienne hendiog 
thea netter of anticounmicn ὉΔῚ be utilined ta 2 tess by 
the Soviets... YF Colonet moumodl enune pursues the coununists 
With more vitor thou the fornor governnent, this wiil 
gndicate. te the Soviets that mo ip a “swetander." However, 
at this tine the Soviets intend to Listen to his overtures, 

~——eemeive Aicorin the aid zouuestad and tey to establish relations “} 
Mr, Τοίδοι.... ἐπέ ECON the 5 bwe coun ries as they were ἡ Ἢ the coup. : 
Mr. Belmont..— 
Mr. Mohr chee |e 
Mr. PoLoeach ww ἢ" 
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Tn fe a τ. - re ἽἼ- . go Eo NE . ᾿ - al . == _ Met - 

Director | ΝΕ ; 
Bureau of Intelligence and Reséarch 

Because of the sensitive nature of our .sources, 
this letter liay been classified δες Ἂν 

z - Directdr ἡ - BY “LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

ee a 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

7 ΨΦ 

Classified "Top E* because: unstithérived disclosure 
of this information ὁ ‘could reveal the identity of the ‘sources: " 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such réyélation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage ‘to. the. ‘Nation,. 
CG 5824-S# is referred to as “sources" to. further protect. . ..- - 
his identity.” Sed CGairtel 8/10/65, captiotied "Solo, Is vo OT 

CG 5824-S* obtained this information while in Toronto, 
Canada,.:8/485/65 in discussions with William. Kashtan, General 
Secretary, Commnist, Party of Canada who had just. returned from 
a trip to the Soviet Union.. While in the Soviet Union Kashtan 
net with members of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union. Kashtan ‘noted all information had been — 
furnished him in confidence. 

i 
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ΒΌΒΙΕΟΤ: 5 

INTERNAL SECURITY τ C " εἴ» 

» On8/ 25/65, the New York Office furnished the text of a message 

which the informant desired to send’ and requested that it be enciphered. 

The cipher text was furnished fo New York on the same day. 

, The plain text. and οἰρίϊο ὁ text are attached. 
ι 3 7 
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i _ ° - 
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2~Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. ΒΕ. C. Putnam) 
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ROUTE TN ENV id LOP 
‘Date: 8/25/65 

* - ἘΞ---- 

“* 

Transmit the following in ~ 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

Via _ AIRTEL. REGISTERED MAIL y 

| (Priority) 7 ] 

[ TO ς DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
* 

Zé | 
4 FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134~46 Sub B) 

i - 2 7 

15 -c 

¥ ReCGairtel dated 8/24/65. 

τὸ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
= and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of an 

Ἰφὰ > informant's statement captioned, "Activities of and Discussions 
δ Ὁ Participated In by Norman Freed, Communist Party of Canada 

ges Representative, at Chicago, August 24, 1965," 

vw 
x = The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
se statement was furnished by CG 5824-S*, who has. furnished 

reliable information in the past, on 8/24/65 ἴο 5. RICHARD W. 
HANSEN. - 

For the information of the Bureau, CG 5824-S* noted 
that he had had on 8/24/65 limited opportunity for personal 
and private discussions with FREED but anticipated there would 
be additional time for such discussions on 8/25/65 when he was 
again scheduled, to meet FREED. ° The information developed in 
these private 
ν πῃ co tions. δ, 4 f 
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ACTIVITIES O7 AND DISCUSSIONS PARTICIPATD ὩΣ 
LY NOQWAN FHEID, COUMLUNIST Bay ὍΣ CAHADA 
FEGRUSENTATIVE, AT CHICAGO, AUGUST 24, 1905 

vee At approxinatoly τοῦ a.m., August 24, 1605, Norman 
Ὁ ὑχγροί, Comzunist Party of Cannes (CPC) represcitative, οὐπνοα 
in Chicaze, Tilinois, ty train froa Toronto, Oatario, Canada. 

_ Upon instructigns, ko proceeded to the Pick Congress Rotel, ~ 
Chicaco, ky taxi, wiere ke pitied up wescxvatien 3 pacd for 
hin and registercd under his truc nam 

At approximately 11:30 a.m., Freed waa joincd at the 
hotol ky a Consunigt Party, UIA (CP, USA) rcprescntative. 
Tiege indivicuals thon precceced by autemokile to the Chicazsa 
North Side pkore they mot Claude Lightfoot, leading functicnary 
oz tke CP of Illinois, Freed and Lightfoot were provious | 
acquaintances, haying met cach other sevoral years azo when 
Lightfoot was atread. After come informal preotings botween 
Frood and Lightfoot and rocini exekanges, thecso three individuals 
kad lunch. After lunch the CP, USA ropresontative and Freed 
roturned to the Pick Congress Lotel. 

. Kollowing theixy return to the hatel, Lt was deciced. 
that efforts be made imnodiately to carry out the main purpoto 
of Freed's trip to Chicaso~-that ig, cottie all those mtters 
Yerarding the projected joint CP, USA ~ CPC Uarxist training 
sekool which is scheculed to te held in Toxvonto, Ontario, 
thin fall. It was, therefore, eceidcd that Tyman Lumer, C2, 
USA Ecucational Director, who was then in Chicago and is the 
porron respensible for arranging ΟΡ, USA participation in this 
Scheol, bo trowght in for immediate discussions, As a rezult, — 
tke CP, USA reprecentative left Freed ard procccced to. tha 
Chicago South Side where Luxcr was staying. Arrancesenta vere 
mice with Lumcr and ho was piexed up and roturned to the kotol 
were ko urrivod at approxirately 2:09 p.n. 

Lumor and Frocd immediately commenced discussich of 
the joint school project and, as a result of tkeir diccucsicn, 
tha follewing πῶς mutually decided upoa: 

Tho joint school will onen in Toronto, Ontaric, an - 
Hovenber 1, 1905; and run approximately three months, It will 
bo keld in a nationalities ha11, rroktably the Eaccconian Tall 
in that city, Fousging kas keca arranged for tke entire student 
body Ly the CRC, Sinee it was agreed that the school would 
récegs for tho period Becesber 23, 1255, | through January 2 or 3, 

4295, tho seheol will tave to make up thin lows of tine and 
thus ¢lose approximately Fokruary 5, 1506, Ixreed, whe kas sitce 

joe 
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left. his post as CPC representative to the "World Marxist 
Roviow,”" Prague, Czechoslovakia, hag now been designated 

. . to head this school and will be in, complete Gkarge of. ~~ 
ΝΣ _ ideology. Wilitaia Sidnoy, alternate: tomber of the National 
ΝΞ Comittee of ‘the CPC, will act as. ἃ full-time assistaht- to 
te Froed.and be at the school on a daily basis. τ 

: : During discussions between théce two: individuals, 
it was learned that both Partios wild attempt to provide 

- ‘ton students fro their respective Paxtids for tha school. 
oe Had the school been “held September 1, 1965, as. previously ᾿ 
Ν planned, Precd-noted they had eight studonts-cefinitely τ 

- τ get ta attend; however, he did not-Iimow what the situation 
vould be with the delayed opening of Noverber 1, 1965. ~ 
Luner 4156 noted that the CP, USA had approximately eight. 
studonts. dot for tho September Ist start of the schdol, 
but because of the delays encountered now μανῷ only four certain | 
gtudents for the opthing of Novembér 1, 1965. From the CP, USA, 
side, the contacting of any potential student will be -handled 
oxolusively by eithor Lugor or Helen Winter and only ὁπόσος 
poople will know of arvanzenents, datos, οἵαις, in-¢onnedtion 
with tho school, ΝΥ ' ae 

a 

᾿ + - Students t6 be chrolled in this: joint school must 
be-on ‘hand in Toronto by October 29, 1965, and classes will 

- edhivens November 1, 1995. - The dponing coursd, one on phllosophy, 
ἢ _.will last, four weeks. Then, dn, approximately December 1, 1905, - 
| .t-= | gflother -coursd of about. four weeks’ duration. on the’subject,. 00 7! 
“Ok political economy will δ, cofidieted.' Hytian Laner of the  -.° : 

_ » -"- GB, USA will instruct-this clads.- ‘This: course. will then ‘be - i, °". , folleved by. ahothér to he: condictéd hy a CkC representative 
ΝΕ ‘for a périod of two woeks' duvation. Following this, tHore’ ° — 

“WiLL be ἃ couree on strategy and: tactics with tha cP, USA 
‘providing the instructor, As ἄς result, each Party whil 
‘have instructors participating and teaching for approximately 

ite six weeks of πρὸ 12-wodk school. - 
i 7 Ν᾿ ῃ " at = Ξ | * ᾿ τὶ 

uF ' τ 

ΠΤ προς τς While’ Freed indicated πὸ did not Laver postponcnoent Ἢ . ΕΣ the opening sesgion of. the 5b¢hool until Novenber 1, 1065,. ΕΝ 
*. he dfreed to it after Lune? indicated ‘the CP, USA would be 

unable to participate if the school was-now scheduled sooner, _ |. iter pave the xeagon for this delay as.being his own unavail- 4 ne abllity because of other comitnents and beealse therd had ς΄ . 
-- boony what he felt, a sceurity slip-up cohestcins the school, - : 
= v.> τον τὰ this latter connestion, πὸ xemarked that while ‘the. plans, ΗΝ τῷ, for this’ school wore tg: he held closc-ahd: secretly, several . -- 
ot peopid, including Dorothy Healey of LoS Angeles, had learned | *: *: 

=p the plans regarding it atid its scheduled opening Septeabor _ : 
st. ᾿ : ἦν ° 1 ᾿ 7 i ᾿ ᾿ " - -τ " 

- ΝΞ: 



- tho lagt time ko kad been in Chicago was in 1039 when he 

8315 pin, (CST), Wednesday, August 25, 1965, Av 10/00 Bn, 
. Freed returned te his. hotel. room at the Pick Congress Hotel. — 

instructors, opening dates, etc., Fredd and τύπον then 
Following the above’ discussion on the courses, 

spent the following several hours, up te 6:00 p.m, 
zor a a 

reviowing in detail the written outline cukaitted. by the 
CPC for this school. Modifications and changes. were made 
in this outlino by rutual agrcoment, Dy 5:99 pim., both 
Lumer and Freed agreed that all problems regarding this 
school had been settled and that it yas now sot, ᾿ 

At approximately 5:00 p.m., Lumer and Freed 
joined the CP, USA ropresontative and together they yro- 
ceeded. to Don The: Beachconber's where ‘they had several, 
drinks, After Lumer. departed, the CP, USA. representative 
and Freed had dinnex at Don The Peachcomber's folloving 
which Freed: was taken for a sightscoing trip around Chicago, 
tke Chicago Loop, ete. At this time, Freed remarked that 

attended a CP, ‘USA Congress as a puest. Wo stated he was 
impressed with the city and oped te be back soon, Just. 
prior to his returning to the hotel that ovening, Freed = 
‘sqcured railroad *eservations on the Gratid Trudk Railroad = = - 
for Toronto, He is now ccheduled to return ta Toronto nt. 
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To: SAC, Chicago (134-46>sub B) : WEP? ag | 
From: Director, FBI €100-428091) we.’) σῷ 

SOLO 
Is - Cc 

Reurairtel 8-27-65, requesting that the 
Laboratory prepare a current "T1Linois automobile 
opefators License for use in the current covey’ legend 
utilized By CGS824-S* for travel in the SOLO Speration.. 

ἐς =Enclosed herewith is the-curren operator ! 5Ξ, 
D6 Li u requested. The operat r's license of 
το — presently at In-Service from Chicago, 

. was“utilized to assist in the preparation of the 
enciosed=license. 

“Enclosure 
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FD-36 (Rev, 12-13-56) 

oem the following in — 

“Gite _SERTRL 
(Type in plain text oF code) ᾿ 

Pog he 
“ROUTE IN EN VOLOPE 

Date: 8/27/65 

° - Re Chicago airtel to thé Bureau 9/5/62, which requested 
the FBI Laboratory fabricate a ‘State Of Illinois automobile 
Operator's License ‘for use in the current cover legend utilized. 
by: CG 5824~S* for travel in the :SOLO operation, 
so. fabricated at that tine has now. expired, as the expiration 
date thereon. ‘was 6/10/65... 

‘The. license 

- 

Enclosed herewith is a blank State of Lllindis-Operatorts 
License bearing # F311302.° In ‘order to update the. current 
legend by means. of a currant operator's license, the. ‘Laboratory 
is: requested to insert. ‘the following descriptive: data in or 
vunder* the ‘proper: blocks of the’. enclosed brani license form: 

Sex. 
᾿ Height 

. ~ eight 
of Hair 

; Eyes 
‘Birth Date 
Code. 

_ Date Issued 
pO ; Expiration Date 

Name and Address 

er ~ FIZRB 
WO. ; = Bureau (RM) le CHS 2) 

7 (I - FBI Laboratory) | 
- oles ‘Gace 

. i WABimkp = a 
ee 7 ΟΣ 

MQ Laat 
Specigthagent.in Charge 

Approved: 

a ge 5:07,+ ΩΝ τ᾿ : 
13 ,* 150 + ὦ 

ΝΞ BRN μ" 

ἮΝ BLUE. 
f° "06. 10 00 
ise § Ν 

τ 08 36 «Ba: _ 

a, 06° 10 68 °° 

a HAROLD M JULES | 
524 'S: FIFTH. ‘AVE. ν 

_ DES PLAINES ᾿ ᾿ Ι 
= 4 . : I 

GO fa0 δρ.-- «ὐςο2 503) 

ΟΝ πο 

gauges 865. οὐ ὦ, 
᾿ aM τὴ SLA ee 

Sent. Mer 



Ibe 

CG 134-46 -Sub ΒΕ 
- 1 

The following. should be inserted under the * heading 
License Nunber': 

? 5420-3530-0165 

The following number should be inserted to the right 
of the second line of the name and address of the licénse 
holder: | 

6813 _ , 

For the assistance of the Laboratory, it is noted 
that {llinois Operator? S Licenses Are prepared on an IBM 
Typé 1401 Printer, On the occasion of the previous fabrication, 

. the Laboratory perfectly duplicated the peculiar blu ? 
‘but for your further assistance, it is noted that SA 

ial of the Chicago Office will be attending a spec ugitive | 
choo. at the Bureau commencing 9/13/65, and is in possession of 

a. valid Lllinois Operator's License for comparison purposes 
in this regard, 

4 

Also. enclosed herewith for the Bureau is a Xerox 
_ copy of the préviously fabricated license in the ‘name of the’ 
legend. I will be noted that there are several changes 
᾿ besides the dates of issuance and expiration, The neW license 
bears the name of WILLIAM ἢ, CHAMBERLAIN who succeedéd CHARLES. 

"Fy CARPENTIER, Whose name appears on the old licerise as Secretary 
of State of Illinois,’ The address on. the new license ‘should ' 
be 524. 8S FIFTH AVE instead of 524 FIFTH AVE as on thé old license 
Since the Village of Des Plaines has now éxtended. this stréet 
and divided the address designations thereon into. North and South. 
The date of issuance is the date on which this particular blank 
was obtained from the State of Illinois.. A more current date 
was. not issued in view of the fact that PAUL POWELL has succeeded 
CHANBERLAIN 65. Secretary of State and theréfore a new blank would 
have to be obtained. by the Springfield Office, These blanks 
are very closely guarded. and have been obtainable only through an 
SAC contact of that office. The Chicago. Office is not aware of 
the relations #hich have been developed by the Springfield Office 
With the Secretary of. State and therefore deemed it expedient “ 
to usé the blank we had available rather. than to request Springfield 
ta. obtain a new one, 
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CG 134-46 δ} Β΄ . 

While no SOLO mission has been -projected. for the 
immediate future, it should be noted that such missions 
frequently are required with but. Short notice and as a general 
rule can normally bé anticipated for sometime in October. 
Therefore, commensurate with the. Labora 1 8 need 
to utilize the Operator’s License of SA which 
Will be available to the Laboratory: on 7. expeditious, | 
attention is requested, 
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Transmit, the following in 

Via . 

MES 

te OL 8 γῇ Ee 
eS 

te 
ΕΝ «Ὁ 
γὰς Bureau. (Be. 1) (RE) Β᾽ 

Le a ᾿ ες . ᾿ : ; | 

AIRTEL 

| Ge τὴ 

᾿ . ; 4 ᾿ Ν | ᾿ “ , 

ts AEB: sbcin ey, 5- 22- 64) ξ C3 ἢ τ ι - ζϑ ᾿ I 

[ ι 
Ν i 

: i} ; 

ROUTE IN ENY.LOPR 
Diite 8/23/65: ! 

. ες | 
᾿ ΕΝ 

> "(Pipe tn plaintdst oF eodel α 

REGISTERED MAIL 
. (Priority) 

re a eri te er re ee ee rc me me ee ee ee in er me ee te ee = 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: ‘SAC, CHICAGO - (134- 46 Sub Ἔ) 

i a 

EncIésed herewith for the Bureau and New ‘York Δ 
is one copy each plus two: additional copies for New York δ 
to be: furnished to NY 694-S* of an undated Letter on. the 
letterhead of the. "Al1-China Fedération of Trade Unions, . - 
Peking, Peoples Republic of ‘China. αι ᾿ τη 

The: enclosed: document was received by Soe) 
-on 8/19/65, from CG 5824+S* through a tiail drop address main-, - 
tained by CG 5824-S* and was furnished to. SAs RICHARD We -f | 
HANSEN and: WALTER: A. BOYLE - On that -same. gate. 

On 8/20/65 CG 5824-S* telephoni¢ally advised SA 
BOYLE that ‘he had received this document from. WILLIAM KASHTAN , 
‘General Secretary.; CP of Canada, on 8/17/65, in Toronto, 
Canada, KASHTAN had received thé document on 8/17/65 from 
a leading. trade unionist in Toronto by the ‘name of (FNU) 
MURPHY . This letter Had been mailed to the International 
Union. ‘of Mine, Mill and Smelter: Workers, 1219 Queens Street 
West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, and the date "Aug 16 1965" 
stamped on the, |\document is. apparently the date of receipt 
by the Union, ὑπὸ elope was postmarked .at Peking; 5/10/65. 

Ὁ (20 - 727, SOR a 
Wewenerserenct: ¢ 

-New. York (Enc. 2) (RM) τ 
C1 = 100-134637) (SOLO) 8 py 3) μν 
(1 - 134-91}. _ 

| IpChicago _ ᾿ ᾿ ΜΕΝ ‘peste δ 

ΜΒ ΟΝ ἢἷὮἷ- , . oe 
(6) ᾿. ΒΕ i _ nee 
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CG, 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-8 advised that ‘he and ‘KASHTAN had dis- 
cussed the contents of this letter while the informant 
was in Toronto but that neither could arrive at a definite 
conclusion as to its significance. Subsequently, on 8/18/65 
CG 5824-S* showed this document to. GUS HALL, ‘General Secretary, . 
CP, USA, at Lake Placid, NY, but HALL was also unable το . 
ASSESS its significance. The feeling is that while the letter 

᾿ May truly emanate from some seminal undérgrourd in China, . 
it may also ‘be an attempted: "mousetrap"™ ‘by the Chinese in an 
effort to smoke out the true feelings of some trade unionists, 
in Canada. The former possibility is enhanced by the fact 
that, it was addressed to a trade union organization rather 
than to a Communist Party and still further by discussions 
which ‘CG 5824-S* held with ANTHONY KRCHMAREK in Cleveland, 

| Ohio, on 8/21/65,. The latter possibility remains valid in 

“analysis thereof, 

view of the fact that the Chinese are. _known.to have attempted 
‘such misleading provocations in the past, 

On 8/23/65 σα 5g24-5* advised. ‘SA. HANSEN ‘that during | 
‘the course of a discussion he had with KRCHMAREK, in Cleveland 
on, 8/21/65, KRCHMAREK was filling him in on the results. of 
this recent.trip to the USSR. While there, he-had been briefed. 
.on the situation in the world communist movement, by VITALY 
‘G. KORIANOV;-Chief Députy. to the Héad of. the International 7 
-Departnent., ‘Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; During ἐν 
the course of this briefing, KRCHMAREK noted, KORTANOV spoke © 
of indié¢ations observed by. the USSR that there are stirrings 
of unrest in China and he specifically noted that there is 
an underground operating in’ China which ‘opposes the hard Line 
Maoist interpretation of Marxism-Leninism and is more favorably | 
disposed toward the position of the CP ‘of the Soviet Union. 

ι 

~' In Light of the: above, CG 8824-58 stated that ‘although 
this document eanfiot be taker lightly, he is.‘im no position to 
vouch for its authenticity: or even to furnish a reliable 

CG 5824-5*, while retaining possession of the documént, 
is furnishing a copy of it to GUS HALL upon his instructions. 
Therefore, two copies of this. document are enclosed herewith 
to be furnished’ to NY 694-S*, oné of which should be. furnished 
to HALL by NY 694-S*, 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

* ADDENDUL 7 ἘΞ 

ΝΗ " Late on. 8/23/65 CG 5824-S* telephonically advised ᾿ 
" that he had just been informed. that GUS HALL. is coming to. 

Chicago either 8/24 or 25/65. Therefore, the copy of the 
document for HALL is. being retained by Chicago and it wil} 

be furnished. to HALL by CG 5824-S*, himself. ᾿ 
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ENCLOSURE. TO BUREAU FROM CHICAGO 

Ἵ copy of dociment on Lettérhead of 
“ "All-China Federation of Trade Unions, 

Peking, Peoples Republic of China 
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BCEKHTAHCKAA GENEPAUMA ΠΡΟΦΟΟΙΏ3ΩΒ abent 
ALL-CHINA FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS Cable 
FEDERATION DES SYNDICATS DE CHINE Ad. Leleg, 

Friends, 

Our great China is marching on the road to destruction. 

Our government is destroying much wealth to make hor- 
rible weapons of death for millions. Our communist leaders 
care not that China becomes the enemy of all peace loving 
people and countries of the world. They continue to oppose 
the treaty which was’ already sizned by more than 100 nations 

in the world to ban testing ouclear weapons in the sky, 
Space and under water. They slander another socialist coun- 
try leader who was' working hard for peace by saying he sur- 
rendered to imperialists. They.then take credit for his 
downfall, but are enraged when anyone try to argue with their 
mad dreams. In the same breath, they condemn the labouring 
peoples hopes for peace as weakness and submission to the 
enemies. They deceive us by calling for complete disarmament 
when they frantically demand zreat sacrifices to make nuclear 
bombs for terror and destruction. 

The sick mind of these leaders is proved oy their writ-~ 
ing "Long Live Leninism."” Here they preach the theory of the 
destruction of mankind through nuclear warfare. Even .iao 
wrote about "a beautiful distant view" of future of mankind 
after nuclear war. This warrier did not care that mankind 
would perish, He says "we believe that half the world pop- 
ulation might perish in such a war, but we also believe 
deeply that human beings will have 4 bright future." This 
was not the talk of a fighter for peace and for working class 
but of a war lover and made man like Hitler and Tung~tiao. 
He said “imperialism will’be razed off the face of the eurth 
and the world world will march toward socialism." Destroyed 

, by this lunatic theory, our party propaganda preaches how 
victorious peoples "will create most rapidly. over the ruinds 
of Gestroyed imperialism a civilization a.thousand times 
igher. 
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δῦ has happened to our loedera so that they are: 
ready to approve destruction of millions of innocent working 
peoples in the name of socialism. One cause certainly was 
the total failure of the great- leap forvard and the economic 
disaster, This cuase desperation and panic to those who dom= 
inate the party. They know that it is necessary to blame 
others for their own. stupidities. We working people of China 
must suffer under these petty tyoximtis tyrants. 

Hany trade union people -have much worry about this be-~ 
| cause they know problems can be solved by studying the pro~ blon itself ond not by rigid doctrines. But today workers 

and true trade unionists ἐδ China have no voice and are help~ λοϑ8. Our trede unions do not pomit labouring masses to 
speak out their true feelings.- Thoy are tools in the hands 

of little puppets-and careerists who. try to find means to 
protest their own interests. All our trade union leaders do is carry our party programs dnd issue -empty slogans. To the 
Loroigners they issue. protests and coéidémn imperialists with talk, ‘They ignore the welfare of workers in China. Look, what kind of trade union is this, Chineso workers are not’ 
comrades of the party. They must do as they are ordered or they will be sent to the countryside if thoy speak out too -- Much. They cannot make strike. for weges and conditions and ~ 

. tooo Choy must eccept;all slogans given down without correct dis- ° -oucpion like socialista. There fore our trade union under 
‘tho party is a mockery and it exists only in nano. 

Wo Cothers of Chine must speak to you without name, We .... --- GPeoar to trede union leadors and-friends-of China through~ - See. CARE Bo sieey Berious varning to the loaders of ‘China. Toll then to give back truc trade unionicm. ell them to ΞΟΠ ΟΣ, Clee Loomy relations with oll socialist countries C28 ators a pohiey of peaceful relationship with countries Which have different social systems, 

We speek to all who want peace and hato war. Remind our leaders that Lenin said the use of mass destruction is a crime of great megnitude that could “undermine the conditions for the existenco of human society." 

Yeionds,..titio does not permit us to wait and see. For the interest of the labouring people of China, help us to start an unflinching struggle to improve our lot. We hope you will take up these matters at your wectings and at inter national conferences. 

Your supports for us.will not only help the Chinese workers: . to struggle for. ζχοοάοωῃι to improve our conditions but it will _ | —-! also help the whole world's people. to.struggle for péace and | 
-happiness,. - -- 

With fraternal greetings | 

πτατου τορι tnt) kitty EF ete 4 



International Union of Mine, 
Mill and Smelter Workers 

1219 Quoen St. Yost, 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada 
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M emorandum ROUTE IN EN he: ine Conrad 

Felt = 

Tavel~ 
τὰ Trotter 

. , Tele. Room. 
Fram . F. Downing . : ᾿ Holses ——- 

, Gandy σα 

SUBJECT: ( Soo) ᾿ = ΚΡ 

INTERNAL SECURITY - ς. rer 

Captioned case involves the Bureau' s 5 highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 8/24/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 564 GR 23, was intercepted. 

7 The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

‘For information, 9 ~— SO  ΠΠΠ ee 

yoo - 426 OU, — 

Enclosure 

Ἢ - Mr. Belmont 
da- Mr. Conrad 

- 2 = Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
= 2+ My. Downing 
+ &* Mr. Newpher 
" ἘΣ Mr. Paddock 

eyo” 
Go SEP 2 \1965 



O " . ΓΙ + 

εἰ πο Q _ O 2/24/65 

NR 564 GR 23 - 8/24/65 
C 

O 58040 74217 34287 99178 71419 65980 10851 73457 28441 42982 

506406 72365 69141 19004 082411 46560 45900 59059 87254. 47145 

Ὁ 06458 44366 76918 

TOBIRGHBUL a\EHFoRBAYoNAUGUST}#20#|,H#EPLANS|TOSTAY|THE 

nel #e{TWOWEEKS | 
+ 

O 

Ο 
οἱ ΝΙΝ 

| MORE ΤΌ COME. PLEASE TURN THE ‘PAGE. ‘PAGE καὶ 003. 

Q 7 ' 
4 -ὀ-- - 
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ROUTE IN ENVS 
Date: 8/2/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

Vic. AIRTEL ; REGISTERED 
— (Priority) 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-H28091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

L@Quo > | SUBJECT? _ Sore Ὁ sf 
~G efit a 

ὦ ἢ 

On. 8 /2l1,/65 there was received from the Soviets " 
via radio, a ciphered and partially~coded message, the 
plain text of which is as follows: 

"To GUS HALL 

NGARL WINTER eft for Cuba August 20. 
He plans to stay there for two weeks.’ 

(See NY airtel dated 8/17/65) ᾿ 

— $13 28 
\ ~ Bureau ( 

L + Gr cago( (pte B){AM RM) 
2. ~ NY 134-91 (INV) (41) “ 
1 ~ NY toscasheay (a) B (NIKOLAI M. TALANOV) (341) 
1 - NY 100-13 ς 

ef ων 

JDO:msb “- ἌΡΗ 8 Go 00 - $2509 BORY 
os . 

ΡΝ κασι πὸ 

8 AUG 31 1965 
a πο σι 

t iT aot it : “- 

Sent — ΒΒΟΝΌΝΝΝ M = Per. 
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a ROUTE-IN Flt. “LOPE 
BIO? 

‘Date: δ δὶ /65, . 

x 

— sm. 

err 

(Type in plaintext or code)” 

AIRTEL Ὁ - REGISTERED - 
ΗΝ — —— es i 4 

1 

(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

is FROM: SAC, NEW YORK ,(100-134637) | " RPEX , 

SUBIECT‘_ S0L0_) oY nes in) 
voi 7 

On 8/24/65,, there was received at the MICHAEL PEL 

drop in New York City a note signed B (WILLIAM KASHTAN, 

General Secretary of the Canadian OP) to HERBERT (GUS HALL), 
the contents of which are. as follows: . 

"August 20th, (1965: - ’ 

‘pear HERBERT : 

"Enclosed: find an item which. I am sure 

you will find of interest. 

“as evers 

"By Π 

los" 
pol 

&/30 } 
RF: pad 

FES bbe de CUR 

The enclosed referredto is a letter dated uly 135 

1965, from the Cenjral Committee, Communist Party: of ' 

Czechoslovakia to,t e Canadian CP, Zerox copies of this Letter 

are enclosed herewith, for Bureav and Chicago. ι 

ea ieee : Ἢ 
Bureau (Eney eal | 
Chicago aes “ἢ Bub BPGe. 1) (aif RM) ᾿ ἘΞ ‘x 

al ll oo rine 

JDO:msb | a ae JO ms τ παρόν 

(7) we ᾿ 6 AUG 81 905. 

ἘΡΘΕΡ 

605: 



Se ne i ee αν τ ως κα 

ἢ 4 

a ery 
a . τὰς [ [εἶ { 

; ὰ . i” ™ t toa ky Aus ~ ai ye Η a dasgekiC) “τ +. "at 4 guasl? i. ἀνξρκν ΠΥ ΎΟΝ ΕΝ pe ΞΕ τομῇ fp saath ae a neue wit ee, a vied : αἷς τ οἵ κα enna Peres τινες ἄρ ane ree Sale an 
sai μον οαρανα. αἰ τἀν δια καιναα, δ λρταϑ μῶν οὐλα ἀὴ ζαν ἀτὰ ᾿ — . ᾿ ba Loe ποεῖ ον ΝΗ ρρωρεντο ail ἥρω ate WLS eat pepe ας ἀν ὦ 

“KEDAKCE 
πῖνε tad Be assent 

searctickdio a informatutho Zasopisu Praha due "U3" J uly 3 1965 *  komunistickvel a ddliehpeh stran , 
- 

OTAZKY MIRU A SOCIALISMU 

a Waa ee ee τ πὸ αν em 

oe arte x 

on ar 

‘PRAHA 6, THAKUROVA 3, ‘ “August 20th.1965 ' ; 

᾿ Tel. 325 - 731 7 | i 

Dear Comrades, ᾿ ΝΙΝ = 
. The Editorial Board of Problems of Peace and Socialism, joint 8 
C. jut, with the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. | 

{ | ; propose holding ‘in Prague on October el, an exchange of views de- ᾿ . voted. to the 80th anniversary of the Seventh Congress of the Com= 
i] intern, which marked the summit of ‘collective Marxist thought in [εἶ . the pre-war period and played an important role in the world Com ᾿ munist movement. . 
jt . ᾿ 
Ι 

| i We think it would be relevant to discuss at this exchange th vi _ historical lessons of the Seventh Congress, the significance of 
its decisions in uniting the anti-fascist forces, in the fight for 

( peace, and in furthering the world revolutionary process. We also | 
1.  , , think it would be extremely interesting to examine how ‘the ideas ΐ 

αν : of the Seventh Congress. were subsequently developed and enriched, | 4 εἰς how,as a result of a Marxist analysis of the conerete conditions ; οἰ 
ΝῊ of revolutionary activity by the Communist parties im the respect~!-:-+ 
he : ive countries, revolutionary theory-and-policy weré promoted. ἶ 

is md, 

ns - 

-" . 

: 7 - 
Sek τὸς a Be ee ea lie, ἀπ Be, 

ae — ......-. 

Pea Leet We propose opening the discussion with’an opening ‘address by 
it - , & representative of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 

| of Czechoslovakia. We would suggest as the subject of the main 
+f report: "The Historical Lessons of the Seventh Congress of the Com- 
᾿ intern and the Present, Time”, to be followed by a discussion 
! analyzing the concrete experience of the respective parties in 
[ . realizing the ideas of the Seventh Congress. 

: 
f 

ee 2 eee 
4 

teak Dain 

7 . . 4 

ἔρον =n ineeuionsameanaaieos: 

eer 

Ἄ τ 
oe 

; We also hope ‘that the new problems of the contemporary revole~ 
utionary movement will be discussed, such as; i 

me 

cya ee 

~ the forms and methods of the fight for peace today; : 
ra ry 

ὦ defence of the democratic gains of the people, the struggle ; 
to deepen and broaden democracy, to use it in the interests of the: . 

3 working people and social progress; . - 
᾿ “- present-day issues of working-class unity; 
|. “- ways of forming broad workingeclass alliances, of establish-. 
! ing unity of revolutionary forces on ἃ national and international 

᾿ scale. ; 

. It is planned to publish the discussion matérial in. the 
- gournals- ~~ : “ 

eae or ee 

* 

Ce i od eee ee Lee eee cee ets 
pe ec 

"νππππ 

καρ πὰ απ 

1 

We propose inviting to the exchange of views the Parties 
which directly participate in the -journal.. 

We would appreciate it if you could find it possible to part~.; 
icipate. in the exchange and let us know at your earliest convenience 
the name of the comrade who will represent your Party. and the sub~ | 
ject of his paper. All expenses will be covered by the sponsers of ! 
the exchange of views. » | [06 ~ SL. 5. EOF/- S Ὧ i / iS : 

| 

Fa nn πίοι νον 
START eh? ort bo ee 

- - a - 

βρεῖς Ἐς ὩΣ ert deter sie Μὰ wth Ε 

With Communist greetings, | 

ei, AR ote 

ee ee ee 
ea a ra ace met aa oe Ce ee νας πττ π΄ στ ὧν 

- -¥ " ἢ 

« - 

:-ς ι 
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Ne ΟΣς τῦδ 
᾿ς Editorial Board eis CLOSURE - Central Committee, ; 

hs. 1} “Problems of Peace ἃ Socialisn | Communist Party of Czechoslovakia { 
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UNITED STATES G RNMENT Belnon 

M. emorandum ROU: DeLoach ,.;...2 

TE IN ENVELOPE == 
: Mr. Ἧς Ος Sullivan DATE: August 16, 1965 

1 - Belmont 
‘Mr, Ἐς J, Baumgardner p 1 - DeLoach &” volmes —— 

L = Sullivan Gandy — 
7 1. = Liaison 

: SO i - Baumgardner —_ 

INTERNAL SECURITY — COMMUNIST i- Rs. Putnam - 

CG σδ24-.5Ὲ met with William Kashtan, General Secretary. 
of the Communist Party of Canada in Toronto, Canada, 8/4-5/65; 
Kashtan had just returned from the-Soviet Union, While in--Moscow 
Kashtan had discussions with leading representatives of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and members of delegations 
from North and South Vietnam on the situation in Vietnam, Kashtan 
told CG 5824-—S* he learned the following: 

Neither the North Vietnamese nor the South Vietnamese 
‘lappear entirely against negotiations on South Vietnam, if these 
negotiations are conducted in what they call "the Geneva spirit." 
It also appears there is a small but perceptible moving away from 
the Chinese position on Vietnam by the Vietnamese. 

It was evident that the approach of the. Communist Party 
of China to the war in Vietnam irks the Vietnamese, The Chinese 
foresee, the following: 

ra “a ead ie 

wn Ὁ “oThere will be a long war with the United States with 
5005000* ‘United States citizens killed and 2,000,000 Vietnamese 
killed, |, The war will ruin a good part of both North and: 
South Vietnam and the United States imperialists will losé sympathy 
in the world because of their barbarous acts during the war, = : With 
no Victory’ in sight, the United States will agree to negotiate’s’ but 
this.will- not happen until after a prolonged bitter war with ‘Mnassive 
lossés on both sides; = ‘ 

The Vietnamese and the Soviets do not like this approach 
since there is no certainty that the war could be contained. Some 
of the other socialist countries do not Like this approach because 
they. are more concerned ,with the frontiers of the western -countries 
which they consider, more important from a str egic poitt-of. view. 
The socialist counties fet. that they cann 5 
problem; _ - "ΟΝ Hoty 

RECOMMENDATION $ He Fp. ¥ ST py ἦν οἱ AUG oes 
“hat the attached απ δε Seat το the White’House, 

Secretary of State, Director of Centr Intelligence=4gency aid— 
the Attorney General incorporating 6 Anformation obtained by 

ἀρ, Cle 6 γη ἢ. 
“let Qo (7) 
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Memorandum cul τ -- ROUTE IN ENVE ELOPE : ἜΞΞΞ : 
: Mr. W. C. ὙΠ paTE: August 16, 1965 τ - 

. 1 = Beimont Trotter — 

ὯΝ ΜΡ, F, ὅς Baumgardner 1 - DeLoach eee 
I 1... Sullivan Gendy 

- lL - Liaison 
ς αν Oo» 1 ~ 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST i- 
Baumgardner 
R. Pane σιν {95 

wert 

- on While in Toronto, Canada, 8/4-5/65, CG 5824~S* obtained 
- the? following information from William Kashtan, General Secretary 

νος z OF fhe Communist Party of Canada who had just returned from a trip 
- to“the Soviet Union, where he met with top leaders of the Communist 
τ Party of the Soviet Union. 

- oft Present plans indicate no change will be made in the 
current line of the Soviet Union, The Soviets will continue to 
push for peaceful coexistence, although it is believed the 
United States will not accept this policy in two or three years, 
No iljusioy, will be created that United States imperialism: ‘will 
accept ther-idea of peaceful coexistence simply because nuclear war 
is dangerous, The United States will have to be convinced: that. 
nuclégr wayzis dangerous for the United States, * 

“2, 

¥ 

σ᾽. “ite most serious problem revolves about the relation of. 
‘wars ‘of “Libération — and the possibility of these wars spreading into 
a general war which may become a nuclear war. The Soviets consider 
this 8 . long-term problem because of the position of the Communist 
Party of China which favors the spread into a general war; 

To carry through the policy of peaceful coexistence th 
Soviets believe there should be a change ‘in the structure 
of the peace, movement. Instead of being based on intellectuals 
and professionais, the peace movement should be based on the trade 
unions, the social democratic parties and the communist parties in 
countries where they are influential, Therefore, the communists in 
western countries are to strive for- unity with the social democrats, 
Communist parties in western countries are tossubmit their opinions 
on the question of unity with social democrats to the Soviets, The 
Soviets will start the discussion on this problem and it is expected 
that the discussion will continue for at least six months. 

— While the chief plank in the platform for the peace move- 
néit must be directed against nuclear war, communist parties in the 

z various countries must be careful not to narrow the peace movement. 
The. peace movement will not Just talk agennst pape esa TA SM Ἐν OU 

i00: 428091 a / 00 
τΞ Ened F-12-b5 | 

a Enclosures Kos ὍΝ " 8. aug 2M γ585 

μι βσρτραῖ p _| SENT DIREC — “ΒΝ 
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Memorandum to Mr; Sullivan 

Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

concentrate on the issue of opposition to nuclear war, This 
does not mean that the Soviets or other socialist countries 
Will abandon the liberation movement, but they will concentrate 
\on the major problem of trying to prevent the wars of libera- 
tion from spreading into general wars. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached summaries be sent to the White House, 
Secretary of State, Director of Central Intelligence Agency and 
the Attorney General, incorporating the. information obtained by 
CG 5824-S*, by routing slips. 
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SECLAGSTRICATION AUTHORITY DRETYED FRO: 

- π ττν BET AUTOMATIC DECLESSTRFICATEON CIDE - - 

MATE OQ2<-25-2£012 

1 

a oO é O 

Re 
— ROUTE IN ENVELOPE (22.2, tz gm “it as 1 = Sullivan TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS OF THE 1 ~ Liaison 

i. Baumgardner COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 
᾿ ᾿ oo 1 = R. Putnam 

A:source which has furnished reliable information in 
the past has advised that the Twenty-third Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union is tentatively scheduled 
for February, 1966, Present plans indicate no change will be made in. the current line of the Soviet Union. The Soviets will 
continue. to push for peaceful coexistencé, although it is 
believed the United States wild not accept this policy far 
two or three years, ‘No illusion will be created that 
United States imperialism. will. accept the. idea of. peaceful 
coexistence simply because nuclear war: is, dangerous, The 
United States will have to be convinced that nuclear war is 
dangerous for the United States. 

‘The most serious problem revolves about the relation. 
of wars of liberation and the possibility of these wars spread 
ing into a general war which may become a nuclear war, The 
Soviets consider this a long-term problem hecause of the 
position of the Communist Party of China which favors the 
spread into a general war. 

ee 

countries are ‘to submit their opinions on the question of . 
unity with social democrats to the Soviets. The Soviets Will |. 
Start the discussion on this problem and it is expectea that’ eT af’ 

nonths ἔθ Ὁ τῷ ἈΦ O42 
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TWENTYTHIRD CONGRESS OF THE - 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF yi SOVIET UNION 

While: the chief plank in the platform for the peace 
movenent must be directed against. nuclear war, commurist 
parties in the. various . countries must. be careful rot’ to narrow 
the peace movement. ‘The peace movenent Will ‘not just talk. 

against imperialism, but will ‘concentrate on the issue of. 
‘opposition to nuclear. war... ‘This does: not mean that the 
Soviets or other Socialist countries ‘will abandon the Liber= 
ation movément, but they Will coiicéntrate on ‘the major’ 

. problem of trying to prevent the wars. of Liberation fron” 
εν spreading into general Warss 

| ciawsiFiea- " at becase: unalithorized ἀὐβοϊοθατό 
ον ὠς οἵ ‘this information could result .in exceptionally grave datiage 

to the Nation. ‘Source is CG 5824-s*; ‘See “émoratidum: Baumgardner. . - 
_ to Sullivati. 8/16/65, captioned "Solo, Titernal Sectirity τὶ Coniitinist , '* 
‘preparéd by RCPipalis ‘Dissemination of .this*menoranduii. béing made -— _ . 
to Honorable: Marvin Watson; Special Assistant’ to: thePresident ; ° 
the, Honorablé. Dean Rusk, Secretary of. State;, Vee Admiral 
William Ἐς Raborn, ὅτε; Diréctor of the Central. Intelligence 
Agéricy; .and the. Attorney: Seaneral, ‘BY routing slips. 

-- 
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BY LYAISON 

Date: August 30, 1965 i - Vizas 
. ες ; ~ Liai x6 To: Director. i = ΉΣΑΝ 
4 ' Burcau of Intelligence and Research . ΜΝ 

Departuent of State Ν οι " 

δ) ῥ 
δὶ 

ee 

A source which has supplied relinble information in 
the past has furnished the following: 

The Comnnist Party, usa, ‘has been» advised that the 
Editorin2 Boord of the "World. Marzist Review" and ‘the. Central | 

| Committee of the Commmist Party of Czechdslevakia (CCCPCZ) ἡ 
_ Will. jointly sponsor an. exchange of views on. the SOtH anni~ | 

‘yersary of the Seventh. Congress: of the Comintern in October, _ 
1965, in Prague, Czechoslovakia. ‘The "World Marzist Review" 
is ‘the. official theoretical organ of the world. communist: move= 
nent and is ‘aiso known as "Probhlems. of Peace and Socindisn." 

+ Invitations to this gathering will be sent to comnunist parties 
in the world which directly assist in the proparition of the 
"World Marxist Review." AL expenses. invotyed will. be assumed 
by the sponsors of this gathering. 

During the gathering , Giscussions WiLL be directed 
toward the historical lessons of the Seventh Congress which ἢ 
‘marked the summit of collective Marxist thought in the pre~ 
war ‘period and piayed an important role in. the world connunist 
movenent.” The discussions also will include the significarce 

A of the decisions of the Seventh Congress in uniting the anti- 

Frou:  Johifi Edgar Hoover, Dircétor 

Subject: "WORLD HANZIST REVIEW" 

fascist forces in the fight for peace and in furthering the εις 
world vovolutionary process. An attenpt will be made to ἀδέοχ.. ars 
mine how the ideas.of the Seventh,Gongress wore subsequently \s 

Tolson developed and enriched and hows avo ἜΡΘΗ ΟΣ ‘theory was! promoted ; 
oe —through a Marxist analysis bythe communist parti ra: of \ 
DeLoach — _countries e 

Holme «cy cs 
CoS EP ἔλα. ΕΝ TELETYPE unit [1 declass) “(Ὁ 



Director . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Réesearch 

The subject of the main. report to be given is, "The. , 
Historical Lessons of. the Seventh Congress of the Comintern. | 
and the Present Time." The opening address will be given ‘by 
2 representative of the CCCPCZ, 

. New problems of the contemporary revolutionary ‘moves 
ment will be discussed, including present~day issues of working= 
class. unity, forms and methods of the fight for peace today,. the 
defense of the democratic gains of the people and the struggle 
to deepen and broaden .democracy, and ways of forming broad 
workingeclass alliances and of ostablishing the unity of | 
revolutionary forces. on ἃ national and intepnational scale, 

_ Results of the discussions will be published in. the . 
"World Marxist Review." - he he 

. Because of the sensitiv tt ἃ of our source, this 
ietter has been Classified "Tgpeseeect. ; | 

1 ~Director. BY LIAISON ΝΕ ‘Central Intelligence Agency: (Co 

NOTE: . 
— Classified aK since unauthorized disclosuré 
of this information coffid reveal the identity of this source 
(N¥_694-S*) who is of continiting value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
NY 694-S# received this letter through a confidential mail drop 
for transmittal to Gus Hall, General Secrétary of the CPUSA, _ 
Letter was forwarded to Hall by William Kashtan, General — 
Secretary of the CP of Canada, See NYairtel 8/24/65, captioned 
“Solo, Is - Cc." 

'. Attention: Deputy. Director, Plans " 4 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MemorandumpRoute IN ENVELOPE ἘΞ 
To ἄν, We. C. Sullivan DATE: August 26, 1965 

FROM : Mr. Τὸ, ds Baungaraner(/fof, Ἵ 
. 

ν Gendy __._ 

sumjecr Solo» a ; : 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

rw special Agent in Charge, Roney, of our New York Office 
advided date in the afternoon of. instant date that the Soviets 
had delivered the sum of $300,000 to the Communist Party, USA, 
at 2340 pim. on instant date; 

4 

.3 According to Roney this money was delivered to 
NY 694~-S* ‘at an agreed upon location (seventh floor stairwell of 
the Marine ‘Midland Trust Company of New York Building located 

jat 143, Liberty Street, New York City) by Nikolai Talanov. 
‘Talatiov.is a member of the Soviet delegation to the United Nations 
who has been identified as a KGB (Soviet Committee for State 
Security) agent. oo. 

This makes a total of $818,440 which the Communist 
Party, USA, has received this year from the Soviets; Since 
1958 the Soviets have given the Communist Party, USA, 
$3,257,463, This money is used to finance the activities 
of the Party in the United States, ΧΗ 

ΑΟΤΊΟΝ: ᾿ 

The $300,000 just received is being processed by -our 
New. York Office, Serial numbers of the bills will be noted 
and a representative number. will be checked to determine whether 
they are counterfeit, ᾿ 
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Internal Security - 

-— = - 

Q 

Legat, Ottawa 8/31/65 

Director, FBI (100~428091) i — Cotter 
i -—-R. C. Putnam 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- CANADA 

ReBulet 7/23/65, captioned "Communist Party, USA, __ 
C," which transmitted a letterhead memorandum 

(LHM) containing information relating to the proposed. joint 
training school. of the Communist’ Party: USA, and the Communist. 
Party of Canada, 

Ww 
There are enclosed three copies of an LHM classified 

SecvSt' and captioned "Communist Party of Canada," which 
contains additional information relating, to. the above-mentioned 
school, - Co 
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at no distribution S essentia 
or use of our intelligence information is undertaken which would - 
-be. likely to. jeopardize the: security of our sources, 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRO: 
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ROUTE Is BN LOPE 
WU 4 st 1 = Liaison 

1 -. Cotter 

August 51, 1985 

conunrsr panty .oF CANADA 

Tho Lolidving ingormation was guppiied by sourcos 
which have furnished voliabie anfornation. An the past. 

the Joint Communist Party, ΠΛ + Communist Party 
of Candids Moxxiot: teaiaisz school ig ‘mow scheduled to opou 
4n Torouto,. Canida, on Novenber 2, 3965, -and. to. xun Zor 
apprdxinatezy ‘three months. The proposed schedule ealis for 
τ recess ὅσος Decenbor 23, 1965, through Janucry 2,. 1965. 
πὰ mke.up for thie lost tang ino the school will havo’ to cons: - 

- ‘$inue Ὀπ031 about Mibruary ὃ, 19605. - 

8. proposed bead of the school $271. be Norman reed 
2 tho emanate J of Canada (CrO) and Wibtian Sidnoy, 

aiteenate menberr ore "ERO HationaZ Comittee of the CPO, w3: z ‘Bo 
hig. fulietine. agsiatant.. 2 

Lach Barty had planned ‘to hava - ton students attend» 
tha school and, while each. Party had aight atudonts set to 
attond the schoo? ghen 2 Was ‘origanaliy. scheduied to open 
on Soptenber 2, 1005,. there is. gone question as to how many 
WiLL actually attend. the school wider the now schedule. 
EPressnt plang call for cach Party to have instructors 
ee for hal of the Ethedaled twelve weoks of the 

Norman Exceed, who had posn the roprosentative. of 
the- cre ta-the orld Barsict Rovlew," the ΟΥ̓ΣΑΘΊΟΣ theoratical 
‘ovgon of the-vorkd comiumiat movement published in Prarue, 
Cuschoslovakin, has. returned to Canada ta take over. 

᾿ς $eological, pndalucational work for tha ore. Alfred Dewhurst ᾿ 
μ΄ amenbow of tha National Exceutive Committes of the CPG, has 

‘been ocheduled to- eelece Ereed na the CP¢. reprosontative “ἕο. 
ΗΝ the World Marzist Roview.' 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA * 

NOTE: < ~~ 
" _ Classified "Tgp? "because unauthorized discldsure of this information coiild reveal the identity. of the source ” (CG 5824-S*) who is. of continuing value and such revelation 

could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Information extracted from CGairtels 8/25/65, both: captioned 
“Solo, IS = C. This letterhead memorandum. is being disseminated 
by cover letter dated 8/31/65 to the Department of State and the Central Intelligence Agency, In addition, this “ke ing 
sent to the Legat, Ottawa, for txansmittal to th 7 

' Additional information toncerning the joint CPUSA — Ὁ school has been previously transmitted to récipients of this memorandum. CG 5824~S* obtained this information from Norman Freed -who ‘was’ 
in Chicago, illinois, conferring with Hyman Lunér, CPUSA 
Educational Director; regarding the school. 
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* Enclosed Lor your information is ‘a menorandum sapesoued "Comminist Party of Canada," dated August 313, 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
FPOIPA 

DELETED PAGE INFORMATIONM SHEET 
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